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INTRODUCTION

School personnel selecting social studies programs for use
classrooms are faced with a wide array of materials from which to choose.
Each year, publishers add new titles to the already almost-overwhelming
number of social studies materials and resources available. Thus, selec-

.iion decisions become increasingly complex, and the questions facing
selectors more numerous.

What materials are available? What do they cost? How long does it
take to use them? Far whom are they written? Can my students use
there? What did the authors have in mind when they wrote them? What
is the content? Do I need special training to use them effectively? What
methods should I use in teaching -- lecture? discussion? independent study?
guided discovery? problem solving? Are the materials effective? Has
anyone evaluated them to see if students like them and learn When using
them? These are the questions which are answered--to the extent that
reliable information is available - -in the Data Book_ of Social Studies
Materials and Resources (formerly the, Social Studies Curricu
Data Book).

Our objective is to provide analyses of curriculum materials which
1 allow elementary and secondary school teachers, administrators, cur-

riculum coordinators, and college methods teachers to select materials
which are appropriate to their students, School, and community on the
basis of grade level, discipline, underlying philosophy, goal's, strategies,
structure, content, -nnovativeness, and merit.

Development of the Data Book

The Data Book project represents a lengthy and intense effort on
the part of individual staff members of the Social Science Education
Consortium, Inc. (SSEC) . Irving Morrissett and W. W. Stevens. Jr,.
recognized the critical need for analysis of curriculum materials, particu-

larly in view of the vast numbers of materia,ls becoming available as 'a
result of federal funding of curriculum development projects. In 1967
they developed the Curriculum Materials Analy=sis System (CMAS) -an
analytical instrument devised for examination and evaluation of curriculum
materials. Morrissett and Stevens also recognized the need for a concise
compilation of information based on the CMAS. With financial support
from the National Science Foundation, they worked With the SSEC staff
to organize the Data Book_ project. The Data Fool. was first published
in 1971 in one 1&D-Wairvolume/ From 1971 through 1978 the SSEC
annually published two supplements to the Data Book. Each supplement
consisted of approximately 40 analyses of K-12 social stu-dies materials
to be incorporated into the looSe-leaf binders. By March 1978 the Data
Book had groWri to three volumes and contained five categories of mate-

,rials: project materials (funded curriculum development project materials) ,
textbooks, games and simulations, supplementary materials., and teacher
resource materials.

As the cost of the three volumes was becoming formidable to poten-
tial users, the decision was made to produce an annual, paperbound ver-



sion of the Data Book The pap_ erbound version . gives periodic updates
to the previous volumes. This annual volume is funded as 'a major
clearinghouse publication of the: ERIC Clearinghouse for Social Studies/
Social Science Education-, whose contract is held by the SSEC.

This year, several factors led the SSEC staff to decide that addi-
tional -changes in the Data Book were in order. We' had always focused

,almost exclusively on publications ;with new copyrights; revised editions
were analyzed only if the revisions were major or .the original editions,
had not been included in the Data .Book In the past several years,
however, publishers have moved toward more frequent - revisions of texts
and less frequent development of entirely new products. Feedback from
users indicated that information on both new and revised editions of
basal materials was important to them. At the same time, our resources
permitted us to analyze only a small portion of the many supplementary
materials released each year.

Thus, a comprehensive listing of new supplementary materials
replaces the analyses of supplementary materials in this year's Data
Book. Complementing the analyses, of new texts are briefer descriptions
of revised editions released in the past year. This new organization is
described more fully below ..

chig-Iiization ?seand e Data Book

The Data Book is not intended to be used as a catalog trom which
materials are ordered. Rather thank basing decisions solely on the Data
Book analyses, we encourage users to screen materials of interest using
the analyses and then write for review copies of materials that meet
their preliminary criteria for selection.

Analyses of curriculum materials in the Data Book are divided into
sections by grade level. Thus, the first major section of the book con-
tains analyses of elementary (K-6)- social studies materialS; seven new
two-page analyses of basal programs are followed by three one -page)
analyses of revised editions. The second major section of the book is
devoted to secondary (7-12) 'curriculum materials; 33 new analyses of
basal programs are presented, along with 16 shorter analyses of revised
editions. Materials appropriate for both elementary and secondary;
students appear in the elementary section and are cross-referenced in
the secondary section..

The sections of the Data Book presenting analyses of elementary
and secondary materials are organized in the same way. The two-page
analyses of new materials are presented first, arranged in alphabetical
order by title. Each analysis includes the following:

1 A heading listing the authors or developers, the publisher,
the publication date, the publisher's suggested grade level, a descrip
tion of the materials and their cost, and the subject area. A complete
list of publishers' addresses is provided at the end of this :book. a
set of materials is available from someone other than the publisher,
that source is listed in the heading of the data sheet. Price infor-
mation presented is as current as deadline demands permit; however,



in today's volatile economy , prices may well have changed and the pub-
lisher should be contacted for the current prices.

An overview of the most significant features of the materials.

3. Information about the required or suggested time necessary to
use the materials.

4. A description of the ,intended user characteristics, including
both students and teachers. If the analyst feels that a set of materials
is appropriate for grade levels other than those suggested by the pub-
lisher, this information will be provided here.

5. An explanation of the rationale and general objectives of the
materials

6. A description of the content, including basi-cEoncepts gen-
eralizations , trends, and themes presented in the materials.

7. An explanation of the primary teaching procedures.

8. Information related to any evaluation of the materials prior to
publication, along with the analyst's comments and suggestions.

The two-page analyses are followed by the shorter analyses of
revised editions, also arranged in alphabetical order by title. These
shorter analyses include all the heading information provided in their
longer counterparts, along with a reference to the Data Book volume in
whi,..h the previous- editidn was reviewed, an overview Of the most sig-
nificant features of the materials, a description of the major revisions in
this edition, and the analyst's comments and suggestions.

The third section of the Data Book includes 31 short ;analyses of
teacher resource materials. The analyses of books for teachers are
arranged alphabetically by title. Each analysis includes a heading listing
the authors or developers, publisher, publication date, grade level, a
description of the materials and cost, and the subject area. The analy-
sis describes the purpose of the 'publication, ways it can be used, and
the content. Most of the books described provide practical suggestions
and ideas for classroom teachers .

Twenty-one social studies curriculum guides or units, identified
through the ERIC system, are described in the fourth section. The
abstracts, adapted from those publighed in Resources in Education (RIE)
are arranged alphabetically by title. For each, the ED number is
eluded, as are author/developer information, the date of the document,
ordering information, grade level, and subject' area.

To order microfiche (MF) copies of any ERIC document, write to
the ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS), P.O. Box 190, Arlington,
Virginia 222101. Paper copies (PC) of some ERIC documents may also be
ordered from EDRS When paper copies are not available from ERRS,
the ordering source is given with the citation.



When ordering from EDRS , be sure to list the ED number, specify
either MF or PC, and enclose a check or money order. Add postage to
the MF or PC price at the rate of $1.55 for up to 75 microfiche or paper
copy pages. Add 150.39 for each additional 75 microfiche or pages. One
microfiche contains up to 96 document pages .

The curriculum materials analyses, teacher resource descriptions,
and ERIC documents are numbered consecutively throughout the Data Book.
These entry numbers are used in the indexes at the back of the book,
which cross - reference all materials according to author/ developer/editor,
grade level, publisher, and subject area.

The final major section of the Data Book is the listing of new sup-
plementary materials, which is arranged alphabetically by subject area--
frdm aging to world history. Within each subject area, items are listed
alphabetically by title. Each item is listed under only one subject ,area,
so checking terms related to your main area of interest is advised For
each of the items, the list provides the title, publisher, grade level, a
very :brief description, and total price (other purchase options may be
available). The materials in the listing are not included in the indexes,
but addresses for publishers are given in the address list.

Selection of Materials

Materials analyzed in the Data Book must be intended for students
Or educators in grades K-12. The materials must be available through
commercial or easily accessible, outlets ; and SSEC staff analysts must
have access to the essential components of each set of materialS.

This year, we are attempting to analyze all new and revised basal
programs. Most of the programs analyzed are texts, but materials in
other forms are also included if they are designed to serve as the core
material for a social studies course of at least nine weeks. Full two-
pa7e analyses of revised editions are written only if the text has not
previously been reviewed or if the revisions are so substantial that the
original analysis would no longer be descriptive of the program.

Materials selected for analysis teacher resource section
generally have some practical classroocii application, although materials
of an analytical nature may be included if they are thought to have some
particular relevance to teachers or curriculum planners. Some of the
materials listed in the teacher resource section are also available from
ERIC ; this information is noted in the analyses., However, they are
listed in the teacher resource section because they are easily available
from publishers who distribute materials on a nationwide basis. In cones
trast, the materials liSted in the ERIC documents section are either
instructional units available only through ERIC or state and local cur-

.riculum guides.

The list of supplementary materials was put together from informi-
tion gathered through a survey of 350 publishers. of K-12 social Studies
materials. The sur=vey , mailed in May of 1983, asked publishers to supply
information about new supplementary materials first published ih the
period from September 1982 through September 1983. The list was' compiled
from the 69 responses received.

4
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A Word About Readabili

For textbooks analyzed in the Data Book, we generally report a
reading level based on an analysis using the Fry Graph for Estimating
Readability. The reported .reading level is an average of the reading
levels of six randomly selected passages throughout the book. For
example, the passages in one eighth-grade text may range froin fifth to
eleventh grade and another eighth-grade text may contain sample'passages
only ranging from seventh to ninth grade. Yet, based on the Fry graph,
both have an average reading level of eighth -grade,

Readers may also notice that the publisher reports one grade level,
while we report a different grade level. This can easily happen, depend-
ing on the passages selected and the reading scale used.

We have elected to use the Fry graph primarily because it is rela-
tively easy to use and has proven to be about as accurate as the other
reading ,scales. Howeverswe do have the following reservations about
the Fry 'graph: (1) The average reading level of a particular book can
be quite different if different sets of passages are used. For this
reason, we use six passages instead of the required three. (2) The
Fry graph does, not take. into account familiar long words used over and
over in a passage, such as "government," "environment," or "America."
(3) No. special provisions are made for proper names. (4) The Fry scale
does not take. into consideration teaching reading in context; for
example, use of phonetic respellings or definitions of -a word witin a
sentence in the. passage.

Many publishers prefer the Dale-Chall scale (or Spache formula for
primary grades) to the Fry graph, While the Fry graph uses the criteria
of word and sentence length, Dale-Chall scores are based on sentence
length and the percentage of words not appearihg on a list of 3000 famil-
iar words. The Dale-Chall formula does take account of repetitive use
of words not on the basic list (often long words) and of proper names,
two factors that contribute to high Fry scores. With its 30-some rules
and list of 3000 words against -which passages must be checked, however,
the Dale-Chall scale is much more difficult to apply.

None of the readability formulas assess all--or even most--of the
many factors that affect students'- ability to read a particular work.
The following are some factors relating to content/presentation and
format/design that. should be considered in assessing the readability of
text materials.

Content / Pre aration

1. Generally, the shorter the sentences, paragraphs, and chapters
in a work, the loWer the readability level. Unusual writing styles or
difficult stylistic variations in sentence structure may make under-
standing a passage more difficult than an initial examination might
indicate, however.

5



Definitions of new terms may be placed in the 'text, in marginal
notes, in a glossary, or in some combination of these. Different place-
ments may be more appropriate for different groups of students.

3. If many new ideas are presented in a relatively short passage,
that passage will be more difficult for students to read. Conversely,
previous experience with content covered in a passage will make that
passage easier for students to read.

4. Advance organizers often help direct the student's reading,
thus lessening the difficulty of the reading- task.

5. Passages that address issues that spark student interest are
more likely to be read.

Format/Design

1. The amount of print on a page affects readability. A great
deal of print per page can make a 'book difficult and intimidating for
students to read. The publisher must make trade-offs in determining
how much print to place on each page; the publisher who opts for 'com-
prehensive coverage of content or tight control on costs may sacrifice
general attractiveness and reading ease.

Print size varies somewhat from text to text. The amount of
leading (white- space) placed between lines varies more Substantially and
can affect reading ease and general appearance of the text.

3. TexI that runs into the gutter makes reading difficult.

4. Most texts are presented in a single- or double-column format.
Single columns, that are too wide, double columns separated by a narrow
margin, and triple columns can have a negative effect' on readers who
have difficulty tracking.

5. Usk of color enhances the general attractiveness of a text,
making it more appealing to students. High contrast between the print
and paper also eases reading. Print placed over photographs or on
colored paper may be difficult for some students to read.

6. Graphics and pictures will aid students in reading if the --
illustrations are tied to the narrative, reinforcing or supplemehting the
narrative niessage in some way. Placement of illustrations is also
important. Graphics that break up a passage are not helpful. Illustra-
tions placed at the beginning or end of a passage or used to divide
sections will be helpful to students if used in instruction.

Because of the specific disadvantages of the Fry graph and the
general problems with readability formulas, we strongly urge you not to
select or eliminate any book you, are considering based on readability
scores alone, We include otir own reading analysis and that of the pub-
lisher ( when available) pimply to give you an idea of the average read-
ing level of the text. Textbook selection or nonselection should not
rest on reported readability levels alone.

6
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THE

Author:
Publisher:
Publication Date :
Grade Lc-v..el:
,laterials and Cost:
Subject

eiil eti
Little, Brown
ins:

6-9
Text paperbound,
Geography

Co.

S6 .95

0vervie.1/4-

The Book of Where is an excellent
and unusual geography book that
would probably be best used in
seventh grade. The content focuses
o teaching basic cencepts
raphy (and a little geology) and on
developing skills of physical orienta-
tion. Basic physical characteristics of
the large areas of the world, as well
as very practical information about how
to get around your town. are pro-
vided.

Interspersed with the text are
numerous activities of varying
complexity and extensiveness. Though
the book is actually a self-contained
teaching instrument and could be used
that way by a very bright student, it
is probably best used in conjunction
with other material and under the
teacher's direction.

Reouired or S u= tested Time
The time required to use this book

can vary considerably, depending on
how it is integrated into the
curriculum. Activities from which to
choose are suggested every few pages;
some can be done in class and some
can be given as homework
assignments. Each of the book's eight
chapters is essentially a self-contained
unit (although each chapter builds on
the information presented in previous
chapters). Therefore, a teacher can
use the book very flexibly/ using it as
the basis of a geography unit or as a
supplement during a broader course.

Intended User Characteristics
No unusual teacher preparation is

required. A Fry analysis, as well as
other considerations related to the
difficulty of the material, suggest that
se nth grade is probably the most
appropriate grade level. Bright,
motivated ,sixth-graders would probably
find the book enjoyable and interesting.

ationale and General Objectives
This book is part of a series of

books, called "The Brown Paper
School," dealing with a variety of
subjects from mathematics and "Time"
to sports and fitness. The back cover
states that "the series is created by a
group of California teachers, writers,
and artists who get together every
now and then to work on stuff for
kids and to have a good time. They
believe learning happens only when it
is wanted, that it can happen
anywhere and doesn't require fancy
tools... Accept no substitutes for fun."
The Book or Where clearly reflects this
philosophy; is a fun book, but still
deals with important geographic
concepts.

The content objectives, inferred
from the introduction, essentially deal
with knowing "your way around the
world"--both figuratively and liter-
ally--and understanding why events
that happen somewhere else may be
important to you.

Data sheet by Robert Abelson.
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Con eat
The book is organized in to eight

chapters, starting with small, nearby
geographic areas and ending with
manor, distant areas. The first
chapter explains some basic geographic
orientation concepts and begins
developing related skills, using the
student's own home as the area to be
studied. Concepts such as maps,
scale, and trame of reference are
introduced , along with activities
reinforcing rudimentary skills. Next
comes the study of the neighborhood,
including how streets are named and
address-numbering schemes, compass
directions, and earth/sun relationships.
The third chapter expands the reader's
horizons to include his or her city or
town, developing such conct ,ts as dis-
tance.

Chapter deals bcith the states
chapter 5 with areas of the country .
Many of the activities provided are
designed to develop map-reading
skills. The final three chapters
pertain to world geography. A certain
amount of basic geology is also woven
into the text to help explain why the
continents and oceans exist as they do
today. The general physical and
climatological characteriStics of the
continents and oceans are described;
little cultural or political geography is
included, however.

Teaching Procedures
No teacher's guide is supplied with

the book. However , the book itself

10

contains a large
interspersed with
these can be done

number of activities
the text. Many of
in class , idually

or in groups; some require more exten-
sive outside work. The activities range
from simply answering questions, to
creating models of various kinds, to
finding places on a map , to taking
surveys. A small number of simple
experiments that simulate geological
phenomena are included.

E aluati-v t5 and o n s

This excellent little book is well
written and cleverly illustrated. it
a light- hearted, fun bock, but it
neither talks down to the student nor
avoids difficult concepts. It is also
very practical book in that in addition
to teaching facts about the world, it
also develops skills in practical
navigation (such as how to find your
way around a strange town) .

The book is probably not suitable
as a total text in geography, however.
It is probably best used as a
supplement to generate interest in and
enjoyment of geography and to develop
skills related to physical orientation.
It concentrates on skills and general
concepts rather than providing a
compendium of specific facts about
each region it describes. Some of
these skills and concepts may be too
elementary for seventh-graders, while
others may be too difficult for some
students without assistance from the
teacher. The approach is so positive
and practical, however, that the book
can be highly recommended.



1 1 Pti IC LE A.7-' NING PRIMARY SOCIAL - DIES SERIES

Authors:
Publisher:
Pu'blicat Date:
Grade :'el:
Materials and .:77ost

Pamela Sw
Graphic
l9b3

1-3

Barbara r ink, and far -- s
.a Corporation

3 boxes, each containing 1 teacher's guide, 3 -ring
notebook, 194 to 238 pp ;30 student desk maps with
markers; 30 paperbound texts, 45 to 57 pp, 5309.00
each

Subject Area : inter sciplinary social stu

Overview
Primary social studies has tradi-

tionally focused on personal devel-
opment Graphic Learning Corpora-
tion's program for grades 1-3 folio« s
this tradition in a new way. Building
on map and globe skills as a major
focus , the Graphic Learning Primary
Social Studies Series uses a combina-
tion of student handouts, individual
study books, and individual laminated
desk maps to help students learn about
their social world. The series is
highly activity-oriented. Students
complete one to four activity pages in
most of the 60 lessons. The desk
maps and stu dy books are used in com-
bination with activity pages in selected
lessons . Following the expanding
environments approach, grade 1 is
titled "Our Homes and School" ; grade
2 , "Our Neighborhoods and Groups" ;
and grade 3, Our Community and
Others . "

Reauired or Suggested Time
Each title can be used for one year

of social studies instruction at the
primary level. The 60 lessons at each
level represent approximately two
hours of instructional time per week.
Each lesson takes about 40 to 60
minutes. The program has been
designed for sequential use, but indi-
vidual lessons or parts of lessons
couid also be used to supplement other
textbook materials. Teacher time will
be required to copy worksheets.

Intended User Characteristics
The program is designed for the

average primary-level student. The
activity-o ased nature wilt appeal to
slower learners, and the instructional
variety should appeal to more advanced
students. The publisher reports that
the reading- level has bean controlled,
but the study book for grade 3 is
above grade level according to the Fry
graph. This is caused by the intro-
duction of social science vocabulary ,
which is done in a systematic way .

rationale and General Ob 'ectives
The Graphic Learning Primary

Social Studies Series is based on the
belief that "young students learn most
effectively when they learn by doing"
and " need a variety of learning
materials and experiences." The pro-
gram has four general objectives:
(1) to develop mastery of map and
globe , reading , thinking / decision=
making , personal management, and
affective /valuing skills ; (2) to develop
basic knowledge of geography, history,
economics, political science, psychology,
and sociology; (3) to heighten aware-
ness of and appreciation of the physical
and cultural world; and (4) to support
and reinforce language arts, math, and
science skills. Each lesson has specific
objectives. For example, objectives
from a lesson for third grade are "To
apply cardinal and intermediate direc-
tions; to use a compass rose ; and to
recognize compass roses on various

Data sheet by Frances Haley
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maps. " Coanitiv e etiye , and skili
objectives are included throughout the
materials, but every type not empha-
sized in every -es son.

Content
Grade 1 is en titled "Our Homes and

School " Units .vithin this level areY , " " Home and Family , "school,
From Home to School," and 'Where I

Live . " Students assess their personal
self-- feelings . personality, and

lo,,rn about
their families and the homes in which
families live. focusing especially on
their own homes. After studying the
school environment students learn
about direction by tracing routes from
their home to school. Finally, students
Icarn eh cut tleeir state, country,
and school. Holidays are also covered.

At grade 2 , the students' environment
expands to the neighborhood. After
learning about the relationship between
their home, school, and neighborhood,
students study the people and places in
their neighborhoods. The last two
units examine different types of
neighborhoods--farms, small towns,
cities, desert, mountain, and oceans--
and once again look at the city, state,
country , and earth .

The four units in "Our Community
and Others" take a somewhat different
approach. Unit 1 teaches the skills
necessary for studying a community.
In unit 2, students study a community,
focusing on things a community consists
of--places to live, to , to have
fun , etc . In unit 3 students study a
specific community -- Boulder. Colorado-
using the skills they have thus-far
learned. Finally, students examine
various communities in the United States
and around the world.

eachinz Procedures
Each of the 60 lessons at each of the

three levels is organized in the same
manner. Teachers are given a list of
materials needed. Most often, these
materials are sel f-contained in the
program- -the handouts, study books,
or desk maps. Occasionally additional
materials such as crayons, rulers, seis-

12

sots, or old magazines are called for.
The major lesson objectives describe
what the students will learn. Skills to
be emphasized are listed, followed by
vocabulary to be developed. Both oral
and reading vocabulary are listed.

The teaching strategy follows a
three -step sequence. "Opening the Les-
son' offers strategies for getting the
students' attention and building inter-
est. The second section presents the
lesson. New content and skills are
introduced and a variety of teaching
strategies are suggested. Finally, a
section describes how to summarize or
reinforce the lesson . This section
frequently contains suggestions for
special projects.

In keeping with the program p _-
osophy , much of the instruction
involves students actually completing
written work handouts or work on the

These exercises are often
combination with reading

At the conclusion of each
comprehensive review is pro-
These may be used for review

evaluation

desk
done
instr

maps
in

ction.

unit, a
vided.
or for

raluative Comments and Suggestions

studies
reading
based. Although it includes coverage
of all the social sciences, the central
focus is on map and globe skills. The
black-line masters for student handouts
are a departure from the traditional
workbook and will require teachers to
arrange for duplication of handouts. A
system for keeping student work may
also be desirable, as the individual
handouts are more difficult to keep
track of than a workbook. Finally, the
30 laminated desk maps used over and
over throughout the school year are an
asset. Plans for cleaning the maps
after each use (only water and a rag or
paper towel are necessary ) and storing
them between uses will have to be
made. Properly used, the program
should serve to build a sound social
studies skills foundation for primary
students .

.earran Primary Studies
a unique

series. While
materials, it

primary cial
it has student

is not textbook-
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Overview
-lindercarten revs is a comprehen-

sive curriculum encompassing social
studies, science, music, math, lan-
guage arts, art, and physical educa-

the preg,h,
components, the teacher's guide and
concept cards are those essential to
social studies instruction. The thrust
of the experience-based social studies
portion of the program is "to help
pupils understand the world in which
they live." Social studies activities
are integrated with activities in the
other curricular areas in the program's
15 units, which focus on topics of
interest to kindergartnerse.g. , self,
the senses, the community, the zoo,
transportation, and holidays. All
units consist of several lessons, each
having objectives in the areas of con-
ceptual development, language develop-
ment, social/emotional development,
and perceptual/motor development.

Re -wired or Suggested Time
In addition to its 155 lesson plans,

each having a social studies
component, the program includes ideas
for related learning centers, extending
activities, and assessment and pre-
scriptive activities. Thus, ample
material is provided for a year's
instruction.-

ended User Characteristics
The experience-based and varied

approach used in Kindergarten Keys
makes it appropriate for use with all
students. No teacher training is

but teachers will need to
spend time (1) familiarizing themselves
with the materials before the school
year starts and (2) gathering materials
needed for activities.

Rationale and General Ob'ectives
Kindergarten Keys is designed to

promote development in four areas:
conceptual understanding , language,
the social/emotional arena_ and
-,ercetuqii-r.otor skills. The aim is to
"provide the essential tools for
developing children's skills in critical
thinking , perceiving, and problem
solving, and...promote early' independ-
ence, positive behavior, responsibility,
and self-discipline." The social studies
portion of the program is based on the
premise that "kindergarten children
should begin to understand that plants,
animals, and people and their products
affect the environment." Specific
objectives. are provided throughout the
teacher's guide. For example, social
studies objectives for a lesson on
communities are to define and describe
a community and to describe ways
people share responsibilities.

Data sheet by Laurel R. Singleton.
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Cor
The 15 lessons in the program are

organized into 1-5 units , which are
_groupedCher into three color-tabbed

section. --st section comprises
three uni its to be taught first because

7- serve as a base for the of the
year' wort: are le "

whirh students focus on themselves as
individuals , members of families , and
part of their school; Senses, "
which provides one lesson on each of
the five senses and _Iv ommunity
which focuses on services and inter-

- dence in communities
group of -.4;7.1t.-

order
sons . :ithin each unit

used in
year, but
should be taught in sequence. Topics
of these units are "The Farm,' Plants,"
'Birds, Spiders-, and insects ' "Land
Animals, "Transportation," "Living in
Early 7::.rnes ," "Sea Life," "Freshwater
Life, '' and "Our world." Social studies
activities in these units often focus on
the importance of the natural world to
people and on the interdependence of
all living things.

Lessons from the final group of
units can be interspersed at
app ro: to times during the year.
These units focus on The Zoo,"
"Holidays," and "Seasons."

throughout the

14

achin rocedures
The program employs ai le of

instructional techniques, including
discussion
provided on the concept cards,
working with models and realia,
listening to music , role play if and
dramatic play , and listen to
resource people.

The teacher's guide provides
detailed guidance for implementing the
program. The guide includes a helpful
introduction as well as an appendix
containing an index of skills ,
additional lessons on storytelling ,
unit-by-unit bibliography, and a list or
appropriate films and filmstrips. For
each unit, the guide presents a
rationale statement, objectives in the
four areas of development , ideas for
activity centers , and a chart omtailinF
the objectives for each lesson in all the
curricular areas. The lesson plans are
equally detailed, with a science or
social studies activity opening each.
Assessment and extending activities are
provided throughout the lessons and at'
the end of each unit.

phous and drawings

Evaluative Comments and _Suggestions
Kindergarten Keys truly

comprehensive and varied program.
Its content would serve well as an
introduction to most of the available
1-6 social studies programs.
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:effective education social studies

.le, is an activity
progrm designed to help children
aged 3-8 "think about social and
emotional situations, recognize the
resulting feelings, and anticipate
possible problems and then suggest
appropriate solutions to those
problems." The program, which can
be used as the core material for or a
supplement to a preschool or early
elementary social studies program,
employs a problem-solving method with
a range of instructional materials.
Topics covered in the program's five
units are "My Body , " "My Feelings,"
"Me and Others , " "Being Me. Being
You ." and "Me and My Family ."

Required or
K now Me Know You contains 104

a.ctivitfe or varying lengths. Little
preparation time is required , as
directions are clear and materials
needed are commonplace. The program
can be used in a supplemental fashion
or as the basal material for a preschool
or early elementary social studies
program. The first two units (40
lessons ) are to be used first : the
remaining three; units can be used in
any order.

Intended User Characteristics
The program is designed for use

with students aged 3-8 in nurser.;
school, preschools, kindergartens, or

the early elementary grades. Lessoe.s
are brief and require no reading . The
program will. be most effective in the
hands of a teacher who will reinforce

A

classroom life and
with parents in
program.

Rationale e and Ge
The purpose of this program is "the

healthy emotional/ social development of
young children . " To meet that overall
purpose, the program has five major
objectives : " (1) To help children
know and like themselves both outside
(their physical selves, talents, and
skills) and inside (their feelings,
emotions, ideas, , and dislikes) ,
(2) to help children recognize their
own feelings and needs, as well as
those of others (family members,
playmates, classmates, teachers) ,
(3) to help children recognize and use
behaviors that are appropriate in
different situations (classroom, home,
and during play with others) , (4) to
help children develop logical and
creative problem-solving abilities,
(5) to help children learn how to
generalize behaviors from one situation
to another."

l aspects of
will work closely
implementing the

Content
Know Me, Know You is divided in

five units. The first , . "My Body,"
designed to_ help children become more

`Data sheet by Laurel R. Singleton.
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aware oi their bodies and the physical
differences and _similarities between
people. The second unit, 11 ! , .- ,
Feelings,'' helps children -tn& rstand
and express emotions in ocially
acceptable ways. Among the emotions
e:,;;arr.ined are
sadness fear boredom , and

at ion.
In unit 3. and Other;

happiness, anger.

11

students learn about getting along with
others in group settings arid on a

to-one basis. Also emphasized are
dualities of friendship " 73eing
Being You, " the fourth unit,

helps children recognize and appreciate
their n and others' likes, dislikes ,
abilities, and skills. The aim is to
encourage a positive self-image as well
as tolerance of others. The final unit,
"Me and My Family , " looks at who
makes up a family, how family members
help each other, how family members
feel in various situations, and how
children can show consideration for the
feelings of family members.

the
,

Teach na Procedures
The core materials of the Know Me,

Know You program are its 104 activity
cards. Each presents the objective for
the activity , a list of the materials
needed, teaching steps, and
reinforcement activities. The activities
are varied. For example, in the first
lesson, students look in the mirror and
describe their physical appearance,
make puppets that look like
themselves, and then look in the
mirror again to compare their
reflections and their puppets'
appearance. In an activity on
recognizing feelings, students examine
a number of the picture cards
provided in the kit, identifying how
the people shown feel, thinking of
reasons ,why- they might feel that way,
and remembering times they hL
emotions. Questions on the of
the 64 picture cards help teachers
stimulate student thought and
discussion. A third example of the
instructional variety is an activity in
which students role play conflict

_situations between friends. Many of
the activities involve use of puppets

16

-r the two hand puppets provided
in the kit or s:udent-made puppets.
One activity in each unit draw =s on an
original song and accompanying game
provided on the cassette tape in the
kit .

An unusual feature of the program
are the 27 black-line masters for home
activities. These activities, keyed to
the main activity cards, suggest simple
ways in which parents can rzinforce
learning in such areas as following
family rules, developing creativity,
dealing with loss, and understanding
individual differences. For example,
the activity card on understanding
individual differences suggests that
parents make handprint cookies for the
family to compare (and eat) and play a
game while driving in the car with their
child in which the parent and child
identify similarities and differences
between them. Parents are also
reminded that their own tolerance or
intolerance toward differences serves as
a model for their children.

The brief, but helpful, teacher's
guide provides an introduction to the
program in which its purpose,
objectives, components, and content
are explained. Suggestions for
implementing the program are given,
as are ideas for using the picture
cards in ways other than described on
the activity cards. The guide ends
with a complete listing of the activity
card and black-line master objectives.

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
The content of this program would

make it most appropriate as basal
material for a kindergarten social
studies program, dealing as it does
with self, friends, and family. It
could also be an effective supplement
at the other primary grade levels.
The problem-solving method central to
many activities may be unfamiliar to
some primary-level teachers, but the
almost script- -like instructions for
using many lessons should help
teachers become comfortaile with the
technique. A strength of the program
is the emphasis on parental
involvement which will require teacher
commitment for successful use.

2 0
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Prudence Cu trig and John Jar
Macmillan Publishinc, Co. , Inc
ISB2, 1983 (rev. ed.)
K-7
Oversized text (K), paperbound. 35 pp, 8S7.o0;
texts, hardbound, 199 pp to 576 pp, 57.95 to
$14.34; 8 teacher's editions, hardbound (except K),
80 pp to 704 pp, 59.00 to $18.99 (supplementary
materials include workbooks and activity sheets and
tests on black-line masters, all for grades 1-7)
Interdisciplinary social studies

The revised Macmillan Social Studies
is a basic elementary series for grades
K-7. The developers state that "in
order to preserve those freedoms
which form the basis of American life,
young people must understand and ap-
preciate the origins of these free-
doms." They believe the collective
disciplines, known as social studies,
play the greatest role in preparing
students for the responsibility of
exercising those freedoms. The series
develops major concepts and general-
zations from all of the social studies

disciplines, with 'a particular emphasis
on history and: geography. Reading
and' discussion are the major teaching
strategies, with \many ability-coded
activities suggested for reinforcement
of content and! development of rela-:ed
skills.

Reauired or Suggested Time
These materials ark designed for a

one-year social studs rogram for
grades K-7. Workbooks as well as sug-
gestions for projects in the texts and
teacher's editions provide enrichment
activities that can be completed in or
out of class.

Intended User Characteristics
an Social StUdies is intended

for students in kindergarten through

seventh grade. Using the Fry graph,
this analyst found the texts to be at
grade level, except for the grade 5
text, which came out slightly above
grade level. The texts do include aids
to reading development. Photographs
appear to be nonsexist and representa-
tive of a wide variety of racial and
ethnic groups.

No special teacher training_ is
necessary.

Rationale and General Objectives
The series aims to prepare students

"for responsible citizenship in American
society by developing an understanding
of the contributions of the past, the
issues of today, and 'the concerns of
the future." Six broad objectives are
given: (1) to provide "content that
stimulates an understanding and respect
for our American heritage, development
of a responsible role in our democratic
society, appreciation of the value of
cooperation and the importance and
need for rules and laws, respect for
institutions, varying cultures, and the
natural environment"; (2) to offer stu-
dents a course of study with "ever-
widening horizons"; (3) to provide a
"strong factual- base of knowledge" in
geography , history economics, and
government; (4) to develop the basic
skills of "literal comprehension and
critical thinking skills in reading ,
vocab5ulary development, map and globe

Data sheet by Judith Hedstrom.
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skills, g ;Inc st-)ea and
of chronoir)6 pre-

sent up-to-date content through various
g styles and graphics; and (b) to

present balanced content "in which sex .
race, and ethnic themes are presented
without stereotv des. More secific
obiec are the teacher'c
editions.

content
The kindergarten component, lv

World focuses on self and social
awareness as well as time, the concept

anti basic geographic
notions. Families and Friends, , grade

examines family and school life, the
need for rules, and the foundations of
our history . People and Neighbor-
hoods. the text for grade 2, focuses on
neighborhoods and the local community.

Students compare S. communities
past and present in grade 3, Communi-
ties Today and Yesterday. The Earth
and Its People, grade 4, examines corn-
mtinities in grassland, mountain,
desert, polar, tropical, and island
regions. A history section, is included
for each region , developing the theme
of change. In grade 5 students learn
about The United States and the Other
Americas A brief history of the
United States is presented, followed by
a more in-depth geographic/ economic
study of six regions and a unit on
"American Neighbors." The sixth-grade
text, :ations of the World, examines
the Middle East, Asia, Mediterranean
lands, Africa, Europe, the Soviet
Union, and nations of the Pacific, with
the greatest emphasis on Europe. In

oriel Neighbors, the seventh-grade
students are involved in a

region-by-region look at the world.
There are also units on the earth's
geography, living on the earth, the
United States in world affairs, and
population and land use.

Each text concludes with a section on
maps and globes keyed to different les-
sons within the text. The teacher's
editions also emphasize current events,
suggesting several ways to integrate
these into the content.

18

cedures
The teac. hing methods employed are

_airl:y tram. eree-step
organizational -k is red at
each grade level: introduction of skills
and content, development of E kills and
content, and review and reinforcement
of skills and content. Students learn
primarily from reading ; studying pic-
tures, charts, and maps and discus-
sion . The teaching of reading is
emphasized, with vocabulary- building
aids included. Activities include
vocabulary games and exercises . factual
and discussion questions, community
surveys , map and globe activities ,
doing research, and prolects such as
making scrapbooks and designing bul-
letin boards .

In the teacher's editions activities
for students working below grade level.
average students, and gifted or
talented students are coded by symbols.
The teacher's editions include for each
unit concept, skill, and attitude
objectives; suggestions tor introducing
the unit: activities for meeting indi-
vidual needs; suggestions for conclud-
ing and evaluating the unit; answers to
study aids; and an objective unit test.
There are about 15 black-line masters
in the back of each teacher's edition;
these correspond to skills activities
suggested in the teacher's manual.
Workbook activities provide additional
reinforcement for reading , map , and
picture interpretation skills related to
the content in the text.

Evaluative Comments and Su estions
This edition of Macmillan Social

Studies is actually somewhat less
flexible than its predecessor, which
offered alternative texts the
sixth-grade level; this move is in
contrast to the efforts of other pub-
lishers to offer more choice at the
middle school level. In most other
ways- - rationale, general content ar-
rangement, and overall approach--this
edition resembles previous editions of
this traditional but popular series.

2
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black-line masters (1-6). free with pure 11-lase of
classroom set
Interdisciplinary social studies

erview
While this series retains some
erial from the publisher's 1979

program, it is essentially a new series.
Its aim is to "develop effective,
participating , responsible citizens of
the United States." Content has been
drawn from all the social sciences,
with emphasis on history, geography,
economics, and citizenship, Content is
arranged according to the expanding
environments model and presented in
well-illustrated , readable text . Each
book includes a unit on map and globe
skills, another series emphasis. The
teacher's editions provide detailed
daily lesson plans stressing reading
and discussion. Black-line masters
provide tests and paper-and-pencil
activities reinforcing content and
skills .

Required or Suggested Time
Our Nation, Our World provides

ample material for a year of social
studies instruction at each elementary
grade level. The teacher's editions
are organized into daily lesson plans,
which are specifically designed to
minimize teacher preparation time.

Intended User Characteristics
The series is appropriate for use in

heterogeneous K -6 classrooms. This

writer's Fry readability a_ zialysis of the
grade 1-6 texts showed all to 1 at
grade l--el except grade 2 , c e-
one level above its clesi --nated grade.
The publisher's analysis showed all six
books to be at grade level_ Vocabulary
development is stressed i each lesson.
In addition, the teach editions'
detailed instructions for presenting the
material through discussin will assist
in conveying content to any students
who have serious reading -=oblems . No
special teacher training is required.

Rationale and General ctives
The purpose of the series is "to

educate and develop citi= ens who will
understand the freedoms and workings
of our democratic society and who will
help preserve those freedoms, while
continuing the nation's commitment to
greater justice for all. " To meet that
purpose, the developers -, organized the
series around essential is owledge and
skills: knowledge relates to all the
social sciences but p rticularly to
history, geography, eci-->nornics , and
citizenship ; and map and globe skills,
study skills, thinking s , and social
participation skills. T teacher's
editions provide a purpose statement for
each chapter written so t a-iat it can be
rear 4 aloud to students, as well as
beL vioral objectives for ex--ery lesson.

Data sheet by Laurel R. Singleton.



The series is organized according to
the traditional expanding environments
arrangement, moving from self in the
kindergarten grogram ( hich was not
reviewed) to the world in grade 0.

The first -grade text, :.lei
People, covers such topics as nov,-
people are alike and different, going
to school, families around the world,
the functions of neighborhoods, and
the United States as a part of the
world. The series's interdisciplinary
nature is evidenced at the earliest
le-.-el, dents examin issue
from his-cric 1, global,

'rsoectives. Maps and
also introduced.

The text for grade 2, Going Places.
opens with a unit ln maps and globes,
as do the grade 3-6 texts. Subsequent
L.hit, examine earth's- ,--eography;
people function in groups; how people
get food, clothing, and shelter; and the
functions of communities. Communities,
for grade 3, devotes one unit each to
the eastern, middle, and western United
States, looking at the geography,
economics, history, politics, and
resources of communities in those
regions. The last two units are
devoted to Canada and Mexico.

The grade 4 text, Earth's Regions.
opens with an introduction to
geography and map and globe Skills.
The second unit presents an overview
of North America and its people,
followed by a brief look at regions of
the United States. South America,
Africa, Europe, and Asia are covered in
subsequent units. One chapter in each
unit provides an overview of the
continent; the second examines life in
one geographic setting.

United States, the fifth-grade text,
presents an overview of U.S.
geography, followed by a chronological
presentation of U.S. history and an
overview of our nation's culture
groups. The people of Canada and
Mexico are treated .-briefly. In The
World, sixth-graders examine world
geography, ancient history, and
cultural development in Europe, Asia,
Africa, and Latin America.

and futures
globes are

. 20

Teachin,c, Procedures
For each unit in the student te:-,:ts,

the teacher's editions provide an
overview and lists of books for students
and teachers. Chapters within the
units are divided into daily lessons.
Plans for the lessons begin with a list
of student objectives, time required,
resources needed, and vocabulary to be
developed; vocabulary words also
appear in a box at the beginning of the
lesson in the student text. Background
information teachers can use in
presenting the lesson is presented,
along with detailed questions for
introducine, developing , concluding ,
and extending discussion of the text
material. The teaclif's editions also
provide one or more,- additional activities
for each lesson; most of these involve
some type of seatwork (making a map,
writing a paragraph, c-Qmp4eLeinLi,

worksheet, etc.) , but at the inter-
mediate level, some group activities-
usually team research and reporting to
the classare also suggested. Section,
chapter, and unit reviews in the stu-
dent text provide additional exercises.

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
Our Nation, Our World is a very

readable program with a commendable
interdisciplinary approach. While
emphasis is -placed ,on map and globe
skills, the maprograrn has some
sequencing problems (as do the map
programs of many elementary series).
Teachers who rely primarily on reading
and discussion will find this program
particularly appealing , since ideas for
discussion of the texts are so well
detailed in the teacher's editions.
Teachers who use an activities-based
approach will find the series less
attractive..

The series less flexible than some
other programs, which offer alternative
books for grades 6 and 7. The sitth-
grade text's somewhat inconsistent
presentation of ,content relating to
different areas of the world may reflect
a desire to address this deficiency by
presenting a "little bit of everything."
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Authors:

Publisher:

Publication Date:
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Materials and Ocst :

Suiect Area:

Various
Scott. Foresf a _ and C-

(rev.

9 books , hardbound (except K), 64 512 pp
.97 to $12.97; 9 teacher's editions , spiralbound, 112

to 560 pp, 56.22 to $16.62 (supplernertary materials
include workbooks, teacher notebooks , map and globe
exercises, and tests on duplicating rasters for -Tradess
1-7)
interdisciplinarya_ social studies

Overview

The revised Scott, Foresman Social
Studies series offers material for

grades K-7. The texts follow the
expanding environments content
approach and are distinguished by
high-interest level content and a
thematic approach. At the sixth- and
seventh -grade levels a choice of three
texts is offered, each designed for a
year's -course. Enhancing the series
are special features on careers,
consumer concerns, the environment,
citizenship, building social studies
skills, and getting to know important
people. Discussion is the major
teaching strategy with many student
involvement activities for different
interest and ability levels suggested.

Reouired or Suggested Time
Materials at each grade level are

designed to provide a full year's
school work. The texts are arranged
into lessons (K-2) or chapters (grades
3-7) aimed to teach one main idea
during approximately one week of
social studies classes. Weeks of
instruction are somewhat fewer than
the actual weeks in a school year to
allow for testing and other functions
that take away from class time. The
time required to complete each lesson
is stated in the teacher's editions.
Extending activities require
out-of-class or additional in-class time.

Intended Use haracteistics
The Scott, Feresrna n Social Studies

series provides materials for the
typical range of studeients in grades
K-7. The authors emphasize that
"social studies is for everyone,"
pointing out that a student who has
trouble in reading, for example, may be
"a whiz at maps.,' Throughout the
teacher's editions, ad=7aitionel activities
suggested are identi7ed as "easy,
challenging, for studete=ais with special
learning needs, for high-potential
students, for intereste -d students, for
small groups, and whole class."
In addition the techer's editions
include general sie=ggestions for
"Helping Students with Special
Learning Needs" a_ rid "Directing
High-Potential Stuclente Rased on
the Fry graph, the -teevets seem to be
written at or slightly above grade
level. The graphics ar=ed content treat
both sexes and a vane ty of racial and
ethnic groups fairly. Teachers can
use the series without inservice
training.

Rationale and ,General 07,bectives
Although the deveL eopers of Scott,

resman Social Studie s do not state
an explicit r=ationale or philosophy, the
program seems to be based on a
commitment to offer students an
interdisciplinary so` -eial studies
experience based _ seven broad

Data sheet by Judith E. Hedstrom. 21



er-rez= uni-
concerns.' nese themes are
intercle:-)er erce, :o: er ide

choices, and. chane.
Five eoals of citizenship education are

.,asized: knewin7 about 7overnn,ent
law, aporeciatine, the ideals

democracy, making decisions, c000erat-
in groups, and promoting individual

and community interets. Five addi-
tional skill areas are singled out for
attention: study skills, map and globe
skills, graphic aid skills, time-related

and thinking skills. The
teacher's editions list specific knowledge

objectives for each lesson.

The program follows the expanding
environments approach. in the grades

and 1 programs, People round Us
a ti -r ilie and
focus on self-identity, families, and
friends. Students in second grade look
at Neighbors Near and Far. The focus
in grade 3 is on communities in City.
Town, and Country. Grade 4 is titled
Rgi.or-ts of Our Country and Our World
but also includes some U.S. history, a
somewhat unusual feature at this level.
Grade 5 covers U.S. history in detail.
Teachers at grades b and 7 can choose
from three texts: The Western fiemis7

h Latin tea and Canada and
Asia,The East he_

ica, and Oceania are
torical and geographical
the nations of these hemispheres; Our
World: Lands and Culture emphasizes
modern world cultures and geography.
Numerous case studies are used.

Each text includes seven units; the
seven themes mentioned above are
either the major organizers for these
units or are the secondary organizers
within a larger chronological or regional
scheme. Content used to develop the
themes varies across grade level. For
example, the theme of choices is
explored in terms of economics in grade

(how people meet their needs and
wants), history in grade 5 (how choices
have affected the way U.S. government
took shape and the nation grew) and
the interaction of culture and geog°

Euroo
primarily his-
overviews of

22

an= 'e culture and c,e.oc7-
amh,.- have affected political and eco-

-ic choices in African nations) .
texts include a number of

special ,turef . These focus on such
tonic- as the environment, careers, con-
sumer concerns, and notable people.
Citizenship features appear in all the
texts, as do special pages developing
other important social studies skills.

A variety of interesting visuals,
stories, and original document repro-
ductions enhance the texts. Workbook
activities supplement the content of the-
texts and reinforce the skills devel-
oped.

Reading and discussion are the pri-
mary teaching strategies for each les-
son. The teacher's editions contain

steel teacing
skill objectives, vocabulary words, a
preliminary activity, suggestions for
developing the lesson, additional
activities, answers to review questions,
and related materials. Special emphasis
is placed on discussion strategies.
Other activities include plays, research,
letter writing, group work, figuring out
secret codes, etc. As previously men-
tioned, activities are suggested for
groups or the whole class, arid for stu-
dents with different motivational and
ability levels.

A teacher's resource center is
available for each grade. These note-
books include ideas for more in-depth
projects, games and recipes from
featured countries and cultures, sug-
gestions for bulletin boards, black-line
masters, and a wall map. These were
not available for analysis.

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
Scott, Foresman Social Studies is a

sound elementary
strengths include
content,
teacher's
offerings

program. Program
the high-interest

attractive format, detailed
editions, and alternative text
at grades 6 and 7.



PEOPLE AND THEIR HERITAGE

Senior Authors:
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Ernest W. Tiegs an Adams
Ginn and Co.
1983

K-7

24 posters (K), $95.00; teacher's guide (K), spiral-
bound, 116 pp, $12.00: 8 texts (1-7), hardbound, 96
to 510 pp, 57.10 to $12.10: 8 teacher's editions,
spiralbound, 112 to 706 pp, $9.15 to $14.15 (supple-
mentary materials include workbooks, worksheets on
duplicating masters, and tests)
Interdisciplinary social studies
Data Eoolz, 5 and 982 and

Overview
This new edition Ginn's stagy_

ard, the Tiegs-Adams social. studies
program, includes materials for grades
K-7. The series presents traditional
social studies content to help students
understand their national heritage and
become participating citizens. Topic
offerings follow the usual expanding
environments pattern except at grades
1 (where the focus is school rather
than family) and 4 (which covers social
history of early America). Three
alternatives for grades 6 and 7 cover
world history, world geography, and
Latin America. Fry readability anal-
yses show all texts to be at or below
grade level except the fifth-grade
text, which is one level above grade in
readability. Detailed lesson plans and
other aids 'are provided in the
teacher's editions.

Major Revisions
F'Dple and Their Herlta differs

from its 1979 predecessor in its expan-
sion of the program from coverage of
grades 1-6 to grades K-7. The new
kindergarten program, comprised of 24
posters and a teacher's guide, includes
36 lessons organized around five
themes: self, friends and neighbors,
rules, needs, and other people/other
places.

The texts for grades 1 and 2 have
not been substantially changed. Main
body changes in the student texts for
grades 3, 5, and the world history
book at grade 6 are minor. Significant
rewriting and editing have been done
in the fourth-grade text to improve
readability and clarity; the content
and organization remain the same, how-
ever. The back-of-the-book material
for grades 3-6 has been augmented,
with an expanded glossary, paper-and-
pencil activities for each unit, and an
atlas. Tests and outline maps have
been added to the teacher's editions.,

At grades 6/7, two texts have been
added to the series. Latin America,
which was originally published in 1980,
combines a chronological/topical exam-
ination of Latin American history and
life. The Earth:
ture examines the interrelation of the
natural environment and culture in
regions around the world. International
trade and other economic relations are
stressed.

Evaluative Comments and Su= = estions
The expansion of this traditional

series will provide more flexibility in its
use. While many maps are used through-
out the series, little attention is given
to systematic development of the basic
map skills students would need to use
these maps.

Original data sheets by Sharryl Hawke and Ann Williams; update by Laurel R.
Singleton.
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ECK-V.. I

Senior Author :
Publisher :
Publication Date :
Grade Level:

erials and Cost :

Subject Area :
Originally Rev e

-OLASTIC SOCIAL STLD,.

Stanley Klein
-Steck-Vaughn Co.
19S3

K -b

Teacher's guide and 5 posters (K), 532.40; 6 texts
(1-6), hardbound, 144 to 464 pp, 58.10 to 513.77; 6
annotated teacher's editions, spiralbound, 192 to 496
PP, $12.15 to $18.45 (supplementary materials include
testing booklets on duplicating masters for grades 1-6
and workbooks for grades 3-6)
Interdisciplinary social studies
Data Book, volume 7 (1982)

Ove
The content of the Scholastic Social

Studies program is organized according
to the expanding horizons design.
However, because the developers con-
centrate on the United States as the
context for learning , less attention is
given to other world regions and coun-
tries than in some programs. A range
of social science disciplines forms the
content base for the series, with
heavy emphasis on history, geography,
citizenship , and skill development.
Instructional procedures Ire outlined
in detailed and comprehen teacher's
editions. While the bulk of the
material is presented through reading
and discussion, student involvement
activities are also suggested. The
activity books available for grades 3-6
provide further exercises.

Major Revisions
The 1983 edition of the series is a

moderately revised version of its 1981
predecessor. The most significant
changes have been made at grades 1,
5, and 6. The grade 1 text, Our Fami-
lies, has several new "Skill Builders'
(activities in each chapter that focus
on development of an array of social
studies and reading skills) and a new
chapter entitled "People Work for Our
Country." This chapter briefly intro-
duces the three branches of the

federal government and the roles of
government workers. The fifth-grade
text, Our Country's includes
a new chapter on Canada and Latin
America, as well as updated informa-
tion reflecting the results of the 1980
election and the current economic
situation. The reference material at
the back of this text has been
expanded. The grade 6 text, Our
World l'aE12.iy, includes a new chapter on
Canada and additional material in the
reference section. The grades 2-4
texts - -Our Neighborhoods, Our Communi-
ties, and Our Country joc--have had
very minor revisions.

Completely new is the kindergarten
component, comprised of a teacher's
guide with activity masters and a set of
five color posters. Entitled Myself and
Others, this level looks at the self, the
home and family, school, the com-
munity, and citizenship.

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
The Scholastic Social Studies pro-

gram is current, well researched, and
attractively presented; effective use is
made of photographs, maps, and other
illustrations. Heavy emphasis is
placed on skill development, while
affective content and global concerns
are downplayed. The teacher's edi-
tions are systematic and comprehen-
sive.

Original data sheet by Greg Birchall; update by Laurel R. Singleton.
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OP, :TS PIMPLE THE

Autlac rs:
ublishert

Publication Date:
Grade Level:
`.laterials and Cost:

SUb Lt Area:
Originally Reviewed:

Various
Silver Burdett Co.
195-1 (2nd ed.

-o

Box (K) containing 192-pp paperbound teacher's guide
and multiple copies of 27 four-pp student handouts,
348.60; 6 texts (1-6), hardbound, 152 to 502 pp,
37.40 to $12.25; 6 teacher's annotated editions, hard-
bound, 240 to 262 pp, $10.90 to $15.75
(supplementary materials for grades 1-6 include
workbooks, teacher's editions of workbooks, tests,
and teacher resource packages)
Interdisciplinary social studies
Data Book, volume 7 (1982)

Overview
Like its 1982 predecessor, this

edition of Silver Burdett's elementary
social studies program follows an
expanding horizons approach, with
students moving from the study of self
(K) to families (1), neighborhoods (2),
communities (3) , regions (4), the
United States (5), and the world (6).
The series was developed to "help stu-
dents understand the world around
them and to instill in them the knowl-
edge and skills necessary for respon-
sible citizenship.' The series focuses
on five skill areas: map and globe,
reading , language arts, reasoning , and
societal (life skills, human relations,
and citizenship/values). An unusual
feature of the program is a strong
emphasis on parental involvement.

Ma-or Revisions
Minimal updating of narrative,

illustrations, and activities has been
done in the student texts for grades
1-6. The major changes in the pro-
gram involve the addition of a kinder-
garten component and expansion of the
teaching aids available. The new
kindergarten component consists of a
teacher's manual accompanied by mul-
tiple copies of four-page student
handouts for 27 lessons. Each hand-

out contains a color photograph, a note
to parents, activity directions, and
material for completing the activity.
The teacher's manual provides detailed
instructions for using the handouts,
including a story to accompany each
photograph, as well as numerous exten-
sion activities.

For grades 1-6, the teacher's anno-
tated editions remain the core teaching
tools. The annotations now provide
more background information and
discussion questions than in the pre-
vious edition; the annotations also key
teachers to appropriate pages in the
back-of-the-book material. New are the
teacher's resource packages, which
contain black-line masters for skill
worksheets, maps, tests, and letters to
parents in Spanish and English.

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
This edition of The World and Its

People contains abundant teaching
material in easy-to-use formats. The
teacher's resource packages will provide
an attractive option to schools not able
to invest in consumable workbooks each
year. The excellent kindergarten com-
ponent is also a welcome addition to
the program. One questions, however,
why a new copyright for the student
texts was needed , given the recency
of the first edition.

Original data sheet by Sharryl Hawke; update by Laurel R. Singleton
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Title Pag

Anal
29

31

33

35

37

11 Adventures in merican History
American Civics
American Dream
American Economy, The Analysis, Issues, Principles
American Government: Institutions and Policies

i American History 39

17 Chronicles of Time: A World History 41

Economics and the American Free-Enterprise System 43

lo Economics: Principles and Practices 45

20 Exploring World History : A Global Approach
History of the United States, A 49

Human Needs and Social Welfare Curriculum Project 51

'3 Introduction to Law 53

Land of Promise: A _s the United States 55

Life and Liberty 57

Mainstreams of Civilization
27 New Model Me, The 61

Our American Government and Political System 63

29 People on Earth: A World Geography
30 People and Nations: A World History
31 Planning for Change: A Course of Study in

Ecological Planning 69

Proud Nation, A 71

33 Psychology for You 73

34 Steck-Vaughn World Geography 75

35 Study of Economics, The: Principles, Concepts,
and Applications 77

36 This Great Nation 79

37 This Is America's Story 81

38 We Americans: Our History and People 83

39 We the People: Civics in the United States 85

40 We the People: A History of the United States 87

41 Western Hemisphere and Eastern Hemisphere 89

42-z,.. .
World History: Patterns of Civilization 91

43 Young American Citizen 93

3



Entry 'o. Title Pace No.

44 American Adventures
4-3 American Government (Holt, Rinehart and Winston) 96

American Government ( McGraw-Hill Book Co.) Q7

47 Civics , Citizens , and Society 98

48 Consumer Action 99

49 Magruder's American Government 100

50 Our American Heritage 101

51 People and Our Country 102

Psychology : Its Principles and Applications 103

53 Rise of the American Nation : Liberty Edition 104

54 Sociology : Understanding Society 105

55 United States, The : A History of the Republic 106

56 We , The American Women 107

57 :1,7orid Geography 108

58 World Geography, Revised 109

59 World History. A: The Human Panorama 110

Note: Entries 1, 5, 7, and 8 in the elementary section are also appropriate for
use at the secondary level.
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Publisher:
Grade Lcvel:
.%iate is and Co

Ct

A:-.1ERICAN HISTORY

7--

Silver Burdett Co.
7-12
Text, hardbound, 37
edition, hardbound,
on duplicating masters ,

. S. history

5:4.2 teacher's annotated
)p, 520-.50; activity sheets

'512.40

Overview
Adventures in American History

provides a one-year .survey of U.S.
history for students in grades 7-12
who read below grade level. For this
edition, the cover, two final chapters
on post World War II history , and
maps and charts have been updated.
Sexist comments have been modified ;
for example, " Boys like snakes" has

c+" d.nr 7;k,,eer. changed
snakes." Major features, the content
of the first 24 chapters, midyear and
final review exercises , audiovisual
suggestions, and spirit- master
exercises have not been revised. Most
of the exercises are pen-and-paper or
discussion activities.

Required or Suggested Time
The teacher's edition provides a

chart balled on a 180-day school year
and depicting the number of day_ s that
should be allotted to each of the 26
chapters. These allotments range from
5 to 12 days and include time for
hap ter reviews and films. All other

scheduling decisions are left to the
discretion of the teacher.

ended User Characteristics
The book is designed for secondary

students who are slow learners. The
publisher performed readability tests
on 64 samples from the body of the
texts using the Dale-Chall formula.
The average reading level of these
-passages was grade 6 although it

appears that the test was performed on
the first textbook edition. When the
Fry formula was used to test six
passages, the average reading level
was found to be grade 7. Additional
features designed to assist slow
learners include short chapter sections
with headings in bold type, numbered
paragraphs, and phonetic spellings for
names, places, and social studies
terms. No special teacher
characteristics are required.

Rationale and General Ob-ectives
The authors developed the textbook

for two reasons! (1) to give slow
learners "the satisfaction of succeeding
with daily assignments while improving
reading skills" and (2) to set "forth
basic instruction in the essential
content, of American history" by
writing in a lively style and more
detail. Neither goals nor objectives
are included in either the teacher's or
student editions. Most of the
questions in the chapter, midyear, and
final- tests and the spirit master
exercises require students to recall
facts and develop a few geography
skills.

Content
The content of the text focuses on

basic U. S . historymajor military and
political events interspersed with a few
social history topics. Events are
presented chronologically . Titles of
the first 24 chapters are:
(1) "Columbus Finds a New-World,"

Data sheet by Sheryl B Robinson
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(2) the World."
( ) o France, and Holland in
the New World," (4) "The Thirteen
English Colonies, (5) Life in the
Colonies." "The American
Revolution," "The Constitution.'
(8) "The New Government,` (9) "The
First Frontier, (10) "Transportation:
New Roads and (11) "Testing
the Government," "The Revolution
in Machines," "The Years of
Andrew Jackson," (14) "The United
States Expands to the Pacific."
(15) "The Steps to War," (16) "The
Civil ar, (17) "Reconstruction
Rebuilding the South," (18) "The Last
Frontier," (19) "The Newcomers
Immigrants in America," (20) "Machines
and People," (21) "America Becomes a
World Power ," (22) "World War I."
(23) "The 1920's and the New Deal,"
and (24) "World War II."

Chapter 25, "The United States and
the World Since 1945," discusses
communism, relations with the Soviet
Union and other nations, and the arms
race. The final chapter, "The United
States Today," discusses presidents
from Harry Truman through Ronald
Reagan; national issues such as equal
rights for blacks, women, and other
minorities; national problems, poverty,
pollution, energy, and urban centers:
and finally, the -challenges of t .c
space program.

The narrative reads like a standard
textbook .
in black,
important
Americans

Most of the visual aids are
white, and blue. Lists of

dates and important
who are not mentioned in

30

the text as well as polirical maps of
the . United States and the world are
included in the appendix.

Teaching Procedures
Although the teacher's edition

provides a timetable for covering text
chapters, it contains very little
substantive guidance for teaching.
There are no objectives or lesson
plans. The major suggestion for a
learning activity is to have students
answer questions in the chapter,
midyear, and final reviews on paper or
in a discussion and to complete the
spirit master exercises. A few of the
annotations that appear throughout the
edition suggest more unique learning
activities, - but most present
background information on a topic or
suggest a reference book for additional
reading. Answers to all student
exercises are included.

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
Adventures in American History is a

basic textbook for students who read
below grade level. Its major strength
is a grade 7 reading level and -other
reading aids. It major weaknesses
are repetitive traditional learning
exercises and black, white, and blue
illustrations that may not hold student
interest. Although many social studies
programs provide teachers with a
limited amount of lesson planning
assistance, this one provides less than
usual.



12. AME

Authors:
Publishee:
Publication D-ate:
Grade Level:
!\laterials and Cost:

Sub -ct Area:

and William S. Vincent
Harcourt Brace Joyanc vioh, Publishers
1983 (.nth ed.)
7-9

Text, hardbound, 576 pp, 514.40; teacher's guide,
paperbound, 284 pp, 56.30; workbook, paperbound,
53.90; teacher's edition of workbook, paperbound,
57.50; tests, paperbound, $2.25
Citizenship education. civics, U .S. government

Overy
the 1 0R1 edition of AmF.

Civics retains the basic purpose and
overall organization of the previous
version, most of the text has been
rewritten , new sections and features
have been added, and the layout has
been redesigned. Acquisition of
knos.vledge about civics topics and
development of social studies skills are
stressed, as is preparation for
citizenship. The text is designed for
use with junior high students of
varying abilities and _-can be used in
either a yearlong or semester course.
The teacher's guide provides a number
of teaching aids, including clear lesson
plans and masters for student work-
sheets. The workbook provides rein-
forcement activities; the tests cover
both knowledge and skill objectives.

Reculired_ or Suggested Time
The text is designed for use in a

one-year. U.S. government or civics
course. The teacher's guide describes
how the material could be condensed
for use in a semester course. The
material in the student text is
organized into identifiable one-day
lessons with questions at the end of
each daily Section. In a yearlong
course, there should be sufficient time
to cover all the special features and
selected chapter and unit extension
activities. Little teacher preparation
time will be needed.

Data sheet by Laurel R. Singleton.,

Intended User Characteristics
American Civics is designed for use

with junior high school students of
varying abilities. The average reading
level of grade 8, according to the Fry
graph, should make the book suitable
for the intended audience. The wide
range of suggested activities and
mphasis on gl--411 development should

also facilitate use of the text with
students of diverse academic abilities.
No teacher training is required to use
the text.

Rationale and General Oh ectives
According to the authors, the

primary goal of American Civics is "to
present basic information young
citizens need for an understanding of
their gdvernmenthow it operates and
their relationship to it." Furthermore,
the text is designed "to inform
students, to provoke their interest and
concern, and to motivate them to- take
an active role in our democratic
society." Because the authors believe
that knowledge alone is not enough,
the text also emphasizes the
development of (1) attitudes of
patriotism, c-mindedness , loyalty,
and respect for the law and (2) the
ability to think critically, communicate
clearly, and participate in the political
system. To help teachers achieve
these broad purposes, the teacher's
guide presents knowledge, skill, and
affective objectives for each chapter of
the text.

31
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Con ten
This edition of the text contains the

same units as the previous
ion , but the text has laruely been

rewritten and chapters have been
added 0.1,L1 deleted. The first unit

the ideas and :deals,ocuses on
which the
government
chapters provide
coverage of the
Amendments. The
the three branches

American
based

on
system of

wo new
greatly expanded

Constitution and its
second

of
unitgovernment,

state and
fourth unit
citizen

while
local
looks
the

unit covers
the federal
3 examines

government. The
at the role of the
government. The

two-party system is explained, and a
new chapter emphasizes the importance
of participation in the political
process . Taxation is also covered.

The fifth unit looks at citizenship
in the home school , and community .
The sixth unit covers the American
economic system and career
possibilities within that system. The
seventh unit focuses on American
foreign policy. The final unit is
designed to help students understand
current political, economic , and social
problems . Issues covered include
urban problems, equal rights, crime
and the criminal _justice system, the
environment, and energy. .

The "What Do You Think" features of
the previous edition, which focused on
controversial issues, have been
dropped. In their place is a series of
case studies relating to "Citizenship in
Action." Special boxed features
entitled "Did You Know That..." and
"Can You Guess?" stimulate student
interest with unusual pieces of
information.

Teaching Procedures
Many aids to teaching are provided

in both the student text and the
teacher's guide. Check-up questions
at the end of each text section provide
students with an opportunity to check
their comprehension of what they have
read. Each chapter also includes a
skills section and a chapter review.

he skills sections focus on such skills
as readin g a flow chart, interpretin.g
political cartoons, making decisions, and
us 1.4 newspapers and to as
resources. The skills sections have
been revised and expanded in this
edition. The chapter review sections
provide vocabulary and fact check
questions. exercises to practice the
skill introduced in the skill section, and
individual or group projects. Fewer
projects are presented in this edition of
the text than in the previous one, but
this edition has an added feature - -unit
reviews--which should compensate for
this difference

The teacher's guide provides an
extensive introduction to the program,
supplemented in this edition by a
detailed chart indicating where skills
are introduced, applied, and
reinforced in the text. For each unit,
the guide provides an introduction,
ideas for creating interest, a lengthy
list of related multimedia materials and

efe_ des for the teacher, a 'Act of
projects to accompany the unit, and
correlation of worksheets with the
chapters in the unit; these last two
features are new in this edition. For
each chapter, the guide describes the
major theme and overview, lists
knowledge, skill, and attitude,
objectives, suggests a technique for
introducing the chapter, and lists
related student readings. For each
daily lesson , the guide describes a
range of teaching activities and
answers to the section check-up
questions. A new feature in -the guide
is a section providing black-line masters
for 60 worksheets, unit _ tests, the
Pledge of Allegiance, the national
anthem, American Creed, and maps of
the United States and world.

Evaluative Comments and Su
Civics teachers concerned with

development of citizenship and social
studies skills should be pleased with
this edition of American Civics. They

also find the comprehensive
teacher's guide a very useful aid in
planning for instruction.



13. A!,IERICA7:

Author,
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cogt:

Subject Area:

H

Scott, Foresman
(rev. ed.)

2-12
Text, hardbound, 729
paperbound, 233 pp .
$42.39
U S his or-:

p, $1 .otl teacher's guide,
duplicating masters,

-Overview
The American Dream offers a

survey of American history that
emphasizes the values and ideals to
which Americans have paid homage
since the discovery of the continent
and the founding of the nation .
Nilitical and
overlooked ,

economic history are not
but social and cultural

history are the author's principal
focus . This emphasis is borne out in
the text in such special features as
"Who's Who , " in sections of primary
source readings ( fewer than in the
previOus -edition ) , and in a section
titled "Americanistic " The maps,
charts , and other color graphic
material presented in the book are
excellent. Also strong is the teacher's
guide, which provides step-by-step
guidance for planning and presenting
each lesson. It offers a welter of
possible student activities and
numerous ways in which to approach
each specific lesson.

Re ts Suggested Time
The American -Dream is divided into

35 chap ters comprising 15 units.. Each
unit includes, on average, eight
lessons, with considerable flexibility
provided for in planning for use of
these lessons. Altogether the material
in the text, along with the many
suggested activities, provides an
adequate basis for a yearlong course
in an average American high school
history class.

Intended User Characteristics
The publisher reports the text's

reading level to be grade 9-10 using
the Dale -Chail formula. The reviewer
found the reading level, according to
the Fry graph, varied considerably,
with sections on industrialization and
foreign affairs exhibiting a significantly
higher reading level than other
sections. The author has attempted to
make the textbook more readable in
stressing social history , in defining
difficult or important words in context,
and in highlighting important social
studies terms within the text. The
questions asked at the ends of sections
require no special skills and may be
handled by students with varying
abilities.

Rationale and General Qb'ectives
The author of the textbook sought

to encourage students to study the
"American Dream," the vision of what
America was and what it could become
and the actual effects of that vision on
American life. The text consequently
emphasizes the values held dear by
Americans in the past as well as at
present. Examples of such values are
mobility, opportunity, liberty,
equality , competition, democracy, and
rugged individualism. Not only does
the. author view these from the
perspective of the ideal, but he also
looks at them in terms of their
reality--the extent to which those
ideais have actually been achieved or
in what manner they have been

Data sheet by James R. Giese.
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ed. addition, the author
_ to Brow as comprehensive a

course In American political and
economic history as space limits allow.
Fin all,,,, he would "promote growth in

...the skills needed for effective
participatory citizenship,' including
for example, communication -kr-'-- in a
variety of media, detecting bias and
points of view, making value
judgments, formulating hypotheses,
gathering , organizing , and
interpreting data, and drawing
conclusions from that in ----a ,:--,.

Content
The

can
units that comprise The

Dream present a basically
chronological approach
history, with a strong thematic
component as Unit is
"Becoming. a Nation." Unit 2 is
entitled "Makin the Dream Work," and
unit 3 is "The Dream Expands." Unit

, dealing with the Civil War, is titled
Dreams in Conflict Units 5 through

, treat the period from the Civil War
to the beginning of the Progressive
period and are called, in order, "The
West," "Industrialization , " "The
Immigrant Experience, "" and "Overseas
Expansion." Units 9 through 15
present a chronological narrative of
American history in the 20th century :
"The New Century,`" "The Twenties ,"
The Great Depression ," "The War

" American Society filatures, "
"A Time of Protest , "- and "Facing New
Challenges."

Several special features add to the
text's attractiveness and versatility.
-First is a feature called "Who's
Who" --a series of 105 glimpses of
people--70 men and 35 women (15
minorities ) --who made contributions to
art, science, writing, entertainment,
business, and politics. Another
special , feature is called
"Americanistic : How Americans Have
Been Perceived , an unfortunate
neologism. These features present
important aspects of American values

and now those vaiues have been
observed over time. Success,
humanitarianism, aggress:veness,
optimism, reform, arid are
among the values included. rig
with this section is a section, that
presents social studies skills ; such
skills as map reading,
and graphs, evaluating primary and
secondary sources, and understanding
point of view are presented. A final
special section , called simply
"Reading , " is usually composed of
primary source readings. including
documents, memoirs, diary entries,
cartoons, photographs, and paintings.

Teaching Procedures
The teacher's gu

explicit instructions for planning and
presenting each lesson. These
instructions include a list of the
necessary materials, background
information to put the lesson in its
proper context, Student objectives, the
focus c I the lesson, a motivator
designed to pique student interest,
step-by-stop procedures for the
developme e of the lesson, and
addition teaching suggestions that
allow a maximum of ,flexibility in
adjusting lesson time. Black-line
masters- for 4Z special readings and
several outline maps are provided at
the end of the guide. Teaching aids
in the text include "Recall and Reflect"
questions that call for factual recall
and some higher intellectual skills and
a unit-ending battery of questions and
other exercises.

Evaluative Comments and Su =estions
The textbook embodies an admirable

approach to the history of the United
States. Some teachers will find the
approach quite attractive. Others
more accustomed
political-economic-military
find the issues and
inherent in this app
compatible with their

to the
synthesis will
-,Introversies

be less
lams.
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Economics

Overview
The American Economy is an

economics textbook probably- best
suited :o high school seniors. The
approach is derived from the authors'
conviction that because economics is
central to so much of modern life,
students should be given the economics
background and knowledge necessary
to make intelligent decisions, both
political an personal. For this
reason, the book presents both
theoretical economic concepts and
Practical information regarding
managing personal finances. Mastery
of the material in the book will help
students understand current financial
news , as well as many of the economic
dimensions to past and present political
and social issues. The teacher's guide
supplements the text with expanded
discussion of major issues and
suggestions for teaching. The student
workbook provides questions that can
be used for review and assessment.

Required or suggested Time
No specific guidance on length of

time needed to use the text is given.
It appears to be suitable for use in
either a one- or two-semester course.

Intended User Characteristics
This textbook

suited for use
seniors , partly
difficulty of the

is probably best
with high school
because of the
material and partly

because the material becomes more rele-
vant to a person's life as he or she
approaches adulthood. A Fry read-
ability analysis indicated a high reading
level, primarily because of the use of
economics and related terms, not
because of sentence length or struc-
ture. These terms are explained well
in the text, which the publisher reports
to have a erade 8-10 reading level.

No unusual training or preparation
is required of the teacher beyond what
would be expected in teaching high
school economics.

Rationale and General Ob-ectives
Because the _authors feel economics

is "taking a central position in every-
day life...it becomes increasingly
important to give students the back-
ground and knowledge they will need to
make decisions." Other goals indicated
in the teacher's guide include under-
standing the country's economic prob-
lems, gaining practical skills related to
everyday life, gaining the analytic tools
to maximize their own economic posi-
tions , and understanding the free enter-
prise system and its alternatives.
Furthermore, are important goal of the
book seems to be to develop what the
authors refer to as "economic literacy ,"
which includes helping students to see
and understand alternative economic and
political solutions; the book avoids
presenting only one solution to a given
problem.

Data sheet by Robert B. Abelson.



ConZer

The textbook is divided inio 20
chapters. which are organized into
major the science or eco-
nomics (basic concepts) , household eco-
nomics (consumerism, credit, invest-
ment , etc. ) , economic organization for
production (business organization,
agriculture, labor and the government's
role) , the national economy ( wealth,
taxation, business cycles and govern-
ment attempts to control them) , and the
international economy (alternative
economic systems, developing economies,
international trade , etc. ) .

Each chapter begins with a brief
introduction and a short list of
questions or issues that serve as a
focus; these become the section
headings for the text. Each section
ends with "check-up" questions that
students can use to review important
points mentioned in that section.
Special features include 17 case
analyses (several-page presentations of
information regarding current economic
problems or issues) , one-page
biographical sketches of significant
economic thinkers, brief picture essays,
and numerous charts and graphs.

Teaching Procedures
The teacher's manual provides

objectives for each chapter , along with
some description of the text and
suggestions for how the ma- or points
can be brought out through discussion
and activities. It also provides
eater sive answers to the study
material contained in the textbook.
These include the "check-up"
questions, the chapter reviews (terms
to understand, questions for
discussion, and suggested projects) ,

and the case analyses. An audiovisual
guide provides an annotated list of films
and filmstrips for each of the five major
parts of the textbook. A bibliography
contains general economics references as
well as biographical references on major
economics thinkers.

The student workbook provides a
large set of questions for each chapter
dealing with vocabulary , interpretation
of information and concepts, and review
of the material.

Evalu Comments and stions
The American Economy is a mixture

of very basic economic theory and prac-
tical information about the Anerican
system. A purist might object that the
skills taught are related more to
understanding the financial news and
conducting one's own financial affairs,
rather than to developing a theoretical
understanding of economic systems.
However, the mixture appears appro-
priate for the target audience of high
school seniors. Enough basic concepts
are given to allow the student to begin
to make sense out of practical economic
issues and to begin to bee° le an
informed ci- izen in terms of these
matters. If the student can retain the
information as he or she becomes an
adult, the practical aspects should be
of considerable help in, managing per-
sonal finances.

The book tries to be objective when
discussing highly charged social and
political issues; in so doing , important
aspects of human experience are often
presented statistically and without
feeling . Whether this is a positive or
negative feature is a decision that must
be made by the individual teacher or
school district.
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S. government

Overview
ierican Government: Institutions

and Poiicies is a ar college
suggested also as "ideal for advanced
or accelerated high school courses,"
with grade 16 reading level. The
usual institutions of
government are covered

American
(with, as

usual, only tangential attention to
state and ltDoal government) , but the
major emphasis is on what lies behind
the functioning of those institutions:
Who Governs? and To What Ends?
Much attention is given to the roles,
influence, and effects of public
opinion, political parties, political
campaigns, interest groups, and the
media in shaping , along with the
formal institutions of government,
public policy. The text is well-written
on a scholarly level, with a great
variety of supplementary student
activities suggested in the student
handbook and the teacher's guide.

Re_ uirecsted Time
The text is designed_ for a full-year

course: The rich content of the text,
plus the numerous activities suggested
in the student handbook and the
teacher's guide, supply more than
adequate material from which a variety
of one-year courses could be designed.

The author suggests that the text
be read in sequence: an alternative
procedure is to follow each of the
chapters on congress, the presidency,

the bureaucracy , and the judiciary with
the appropriate policy chapters, as
indicated in the teacher's guide. The
extensive consideration of public policy
in part 4 can be shortened substantially
by reading part 5, which gives a brief
summary of the policy chapters.

Intended User Characteristics
This text is intended primarily for

college students; the first edition was
adopted by many colleges and universi-
ties. However, the publisher notes
that it is also "ideal for advanced or
accelerated high school courses." The
Fry test indicates "a reading level of
grade 16, whichtogether with the
rather sop_ histicated content--points to
preferred usage by the better college
students. Only the most able -12th-
graders would profit from use of the
text.

Iona le and General Objectives
is the author's intention to

explain the institutions and structures
of American government clearly, but to
place greater emphasis on looking
behind those structures to determine
how policies are made, who really
governs, and for what purposes.
Thus, much attention is given to the
roles, influence, and effects of public
opinion, political parties, political
campaigns, interest groups, and the
media. A second aim of the author is
to show "that American politics must

Data sheet .by Irving Morriss



be seen as an evolutionary proces.,;
rowing out of political beliefs ,nr:

institutional arrangements different
from those found in other democratic
nations." To that end, an historical
review is included in each chapter.
No specific student objectives are
provided.

Content
The formal utions of

government are covered- -the
Constitution, the Congress, the
President, and the judiciary. Major
emphasis is placed on the less formal
institutions of governmentpublic
opinion, political parties, elections,
interest groups, and the media. State
and local government receive relatively
little attention and that primarily in the
context of their relationship with the
federal government. Much attention is
given to the processes of government,
_rad to how policy is made, by whom,
and with what motivation

Part 1 , with four chapters, is on
"The American System. " Part 2 , with
five chapters , is on ''Opinions,
Interests, and Organizations Part 3,
with four chapters, is on "Institutions
of Government." Part 4, The Politics
of Public Policy , " with eight chapters,
reflects the major focus of the
text--policy-making . Part 5, "The
Nature of American Democracy , " points
to highlights and the major emphasis of
the text in two brief chapters on "V. ho
Governs?" and "To What Ends?"
Moves ents , events, and topics
described and analyzed are updated
through 1981, including sex
discrimination , supply-side economics ,
the Moral Majority, Abseam , and
budget deficits.

Many charts , lists, and tables of
relevant data are included. Black
and -white photographs throughout the
book are supplemented by eight pages
of "color essays" that reproduce paint-
ings and posters of significant historical
political events. Appended are the
Declaration of Independence, the Consti-
tution , a list of presidents and Con-
gresses, a glossary, a lengthy list of
references, and a very detailed index.

3g

Teachin a Procedures
gThe teacher's

" themes" --an av gore
pests

three themes
for each of the 23 chap_ tersand
provides content summaries for each
theme. Each summary may be accom-
panied by one or more of these fea-
tures, varying greatly in scope and
depth: instructor references, discus-
sion questions, suggested lecture
topics, suggested student readings, and
"data and perspectives for analysis."
The latter typically includes provocative
quotations from newspapers, voters,
political commentators, and politicians,
as well as survey data and suggested
questions.

The student handbook contains, for
each chapter, questions about the
chapter and, for most chapters, a glos-
sary completion exercise, with answers;
a series of "common misperceptions , "
each followed by a correction of the
misperception and space for the student
to indicate appropriate page references ;
a "data check," posing questions about
figures and tables in the text ; and
"review exercises , " requiring the filling
of blanks, with answers given. At the
end of the student handbook are ten
extensive "application" exercises,
focused on topics such as "the federal
system ," "the media," and "presidential
power." Data, brie readings, and ques-
tions are presented

Evaluative Comment . and Suggestions
No evaluative data are supplied by

the publisher or author, except for
measures of reliability and validity of
test. items, supplied by the author
from his own class experience. The
publisher alludes to adoption of the
first edition of this text by more than
400 colleges as an indication of its
popularity. It is a well-written text,
reflecting the author's competence as a
scholar , political scientist , teacher ,
and writer. The publisher's decision
to market the text for high school
students is questionable, however, as
it will be suitable for very few high
school classes.
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Overview
American History is designed to

provide a one-year survey of U.S.
history for students in grades 8-12
.eno are "educationally deficient. no
read below grade level, or who need a
textbook with features to help them
understand what they read and simul-
taneously improve their reading skills.
The narrative focuses on major political
and military events, although many les-
sons conclude with short sections on
famous Americans, including many
women and minorities. The only revi-
sion of the book from the last edition
is addition of discussions of current
domestic and foreign events in lessons
in the final unit. To develop reading
skills, the narrative becomes progres-
sively more complex and comprehension
checks become more demanding The
teacher's guide suggests a range of
learning activities, but it does not
contain_ plans for daily lessons.

Required or Suggested Time
American History contains 104 brief

lessons as the basis for a yearlong
course. The teacher's guide explains
that some of the lessons can be com-
pleted in one day while others require
two days depending on the "length of
class discussions, the type of lesson
plan, and the difficulty of the lesson
plan itself." More than half of the
lessons are followed by sections that
highlight famous persons or events.
This in formation can be used to
lengthen lessons.

Intended User Characteristics
American History is intended for

secondary students who are
"educationally deficient" or read below
grade level , as well as students in
adult education classes, home-bound
students, and other students who
cannot use more difficult texts. The
publishers tested the readability of 271
.sample pa66age6 "
formula, obtaining a sixth-grade
reading level for parts 1 and 2 , a
seventh-grade level for parts 3 and 4
(with a fifth- to seventh-grade
range) According to the Fry graph,
the textbook averages an eighth-grade
reading level. To assist students in
their reading. new vocabulary and
main ideas are introduced before each
new reading, lessons are very short,
the print is large, and review sections
are interspersed throughout the text.
Both the narrative and the comprehen-
sion checks become progressively more
difficult. No special_ teacher charac-
teristics are required .

Rationale and General Objectives
American History has been written

as a "special text aimed at improving
the students' reading ability and
comprehensioe while presenting the
standard course of study for
secondary American history classes."
It incorporates structure, support,
and success because students with
limited skills or educational deficiencies
need assurance, direction, guidance,
and activities within their ability

Data sheet Sheryl B . Robinson
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ange, :since many of have been
discouraged past failure No
specific objec are presented, but
the material implies that the program
should help students develop reading
and comprehension skills while intro-
ducing them to basic U. S. h History facts
and analytical thinking

Content
This survey of major events of

. 5. political and military history is
or sized into four parts that are
subdivided into 12 units. The three
units in " Life in a New Land:
Prehistory to 1789 " focus on people in
early America, revolution In America,
and a plan for government. Part 2,
"Growth and Crisis : 1789 to
7.econstruction " includes four units
that focus on territorial growth,
nationalism versus sectionalism,
slavery, War,the Civil and
Reconstruction . In "Change and
Challenge : Domestic Affairs, 1863 to
Present , " part 3 , land is discussed in
terms of westward expansion and
differences among geographic regions,
urban and rural labor problems are
explored , and domestic
controversies--the Great Depression,
the New Deal, civil rights , the
women's movement, energy, etc. --are
introduced. The final p art, "World
Powers Foreign Affairs to the
Present , '' emphasizes the making of
foreign policy, U.S. involvement in the
world wars , and modern relations with
various parts of the world.

Interspersed throughout the
narrative are short sections that
usually feature famous women or
minorities but occasionally feature
Constitutional amendments or other
subjects. All units include different
types of illustrations and conclude with
a review reading . The text ends with
maps of the United States and the
world and a glossary .

Teachin Procedures
The teacher's edition encourages

teachers to divide each lesson into
thre time segments. In the first
§egment they should review the

40

previous lesson have
complete the prerea
These activities consist of
words, discussing the way

used in sentences,
that alert

ideas in

are
questions
meaning ful
section .

stuc ents
:tip hies.

defining new
these words

and examining
students to
the reading

In the second segment students
read the text and complete the
comprehension checks, which become
progressively more difficult . For
example, exec ,set n early lessons ask
students to ind the main ideas in
paragraphs 'le '- -or exercises ask
them to wri
essay.

In

ne for an original

the exercises shculd e
the teacher shculd sup
reading with anecdotes,
events, etc. , stimulate
discussion, and review the lesson.

the lesson,
checked, and

the
current

class

In addition to this basic lesson,
lessons that use reports, debates,
audiovisuals, and inquiry are suitable
for the structure of American History .
Plans for daily lessons are not
included. The teacher's edition does
include a list of supplementary books
and audiovisuals and answers to all
comprehension checks. A pad of
prepared tests can be purchased
separately.

Evaluative Comments Sue gestions
Several features of American

History make it more appropriate for
students with reading problems than
other texts. It has shorter readings
and more suitable reading aids. The
fact that the readings and
comprehension checks become
progressively more difficult may also
be useful in developing reading skills .
The teacher's guide provides general
suggestions for working with students
who have learning problems. The text
is still limited, however, by the lack of
assistance it provides teachers in terms
of lesson planning. The major teaching
activity is reading and discussion, a
serious weakness when it comes to
motivating any student, but particularly
students who need special assistance.
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Overview
Chronicles of Time is a one-year

, textbook for high school
students., Organized chronologically,
the well =illustrated text helps students
understand the relationships between
events in different parts of the world.
Students read and discuss the text
and participate in many learning

71-1p teacher's- guide
contains easy-to-tollow teaching
suggestions, reproducible student
handouts for each of the text's
chapters ; and chapter and unit tests.

Rewired or 5 est-ed Time
The textbook is designed to serve

as the basis for a one-year world
history course. The amount of time
spent on individual chapters and
activities is left to the discretion of
the teacher.

ntended User Characteristic
The text was written for high

school students of all ability levels.
The reading level, using the Fry
graph, is grade 10. Some aids are
Provided to .help teachers use the text
with below-average students. For
example, supplemental learning
activities suggested in the teacher's
guide are identified as to their level of
difficulty--average, above average, or
below average. Reading aids, such as
a glossary, are provided, and new
vocabulary is defined in context. No
special teacher preparation is
necessary.

Rationale and General Objectives
world becomes moretheAs

interdependent. the need for mutual
understanding increases. This world
history program was designed to help
students build a solid foundation for
that understanding. The authors also
believe that "students acquire
information by

using
it . They

therefore focused their teaching
strategies "upon ways to make
students active participants in the
learning process." Specific objectives
are to help students: "learn the major
events and ways of life of the past";
"recognize similarities and differences
among nations, governments, and
people and to recognize patterns in the
rise and- fall of civilizations, groups,
or nations" ; "relate the past to the
present"; and "develop study skills."

Co

Organized chronologically by era,
the textbook is divided into nine units
and 34 chapters. In unit 1,
"Prehistoric People," students learn
about prehistoric people and the
ancient civilizations of Egypt,
Mesopotamia, India, and China. Unit
2, "The Classical World," covers the
rise of ancient Greece, the Roman
Empire, India, and China, and the rise
of Christianity. "The Medieval World"
is the topic of unit 3. Students learn
about the collapse of the Roman
Empire, Islam, feudalism, the power of
the Roman Catholic church, European
revival, and the late Middle Ages.

Data sheet by Regina McCormick.
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The non-Eul-opean world --- Africa, Asia,
and the Am 2ricasfrom A . D . 600 to
1430 is the focus of unit

Topics examined in unit 3 "Changes
and Discoveries" include how the
Renaissance and Reformation altered
the cultural and religious life of
Europe , the rise of the modern state,
and exploration and commercial
expansion from 1451 to 1644. In unit
6 students learn about the Age of
Reason and several great revolutions:
the English Civil War, and the
American , French, and Latin American
revolutions. Nationalism after
Napoleon, industrialization, and the
exploitation of Africa and the East are
the topics of Unit 7 , "Industrialism and
Imperialism." Unit 8, "Global Conflict ,"
focuses on the causes and effects of the
First and Second World Wars and the
Great Depression . The last unit deals
with the "Postwar World, 1945-1981. "
Examined are the Cold War and how
nations in Africa, Asia, and the Middle
East gained their independence.

Teaching Procedures
Students are expected to read the

textbook and participate in classroom
discussions and activities. Students
are introduced to each unit through an
overview and a time line. Each
chapter begins with an introduction
and a list of important dates. To
determine if they have mastered the
material, students must answer the
questions at the end of each chapter
section. In the "Did You Know"
section provided in each chapter,
students read biographies and learn
about daily life and little-known
aspects of. history. For example, one
"Did You Know" selection examines the
history of fairS; another examines
when and why preserved food was
invented. Chapter summaries and
"Chapter Review" questions and
"Special Activities" help students test
and extend their understanding of the
text. The numerous and varied
activities involve students in such

42

tasks as collecting articles and news
clippings about the American diet,
researching job opportunities in
various areas, designing a coat of,
arms making a time line, writi g a
poem or song , and dramatizing a
oscussion . Students are also asked to
respond to the "Thinking Geographic-
ally" caption that accompanies each map
in the text.

Unit review sections enable students
to review new vocabulary and put
together some of the concepts they
have learned. Each unit ends with a
section called "Contemporary Parallels ,"
which helps students relate the past to
the present. For example, in one
"Conteml rary Parallels" selection,
students learn that young people in the
Middle Ages had less power than young
people do today; a selection on the
topic of cultural diffusion describes how
ideas were scattered during the
Classical Age and the history of the
diffusion of blue jeans.

The teacher's guide contains
additional specific teaching instructions
including major objectives, a list of
new vocabulary, and suggested
teaching methods for each chapter.
Student handouts and tests are also
provided.

Evaluative Comments and S est'on
Although the authors indicate that

the text can be used with students of
all ability levels , this reviewer
believes, primarily because of the
text's grade 10 reading level, that
average and above-average students
would benefit most from the program.
Students should enjoy, this text. The
learning activities are fun and varied.
The "Contemporary Parallels" selections
make history more relevant and help
students relate the past to the present.
The descriptions of daily life .and
lesser-known aspects of history
provided in the "Did You Know"
selections also add interest and
understanding to the program.

4
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CvPry env
Economics and the American Free-

Enter2pse System is a secondary eco-
nomics text intended for all students,
but particularly those of average and
below-average ability. Designed for a
semester or year course, the presenta-
tion focuses on the effects of econom-
ics on the everyday life of people.
their community, and the nation,
Special text features include pre-
chapter reading and vocabulary
pointers, enrichment pages emphasizing
key economic concepts, and learning
exercises promoting reading comprehen-
sion, vocabulary building, and skill
development. The teacher's guide pro-
vides objectives, chapter-by-chapter
lesson plans, and unit tests.

-aired or Sug -este me

The text's eight units provide more
than enough material for a one-semester
program and adequate material for a
year's work. The 46 chapters have
been divided into 92 class periods in
the teacher's guide, with some leeway
provided for speakers and special
projects. Teachers will need to spend
time out of class preparing for lessons
and planning for the use of supple-
mental materials and outside speakers.

Intended User Characteristics
Economics and the American

Free-Enterprise System is intended for
students in grades 9-12, particularly
those of average and below-average

educational ability . The publishers
report a corrected reading level of
grade 7-8 according to the standard
Dale-Chall readability formula and
grades 5-6 according to a modified
Dale-Chall readability formula. A Fry
test by this analyst indicated an
average reading level, of grade 8.
Aids to readability include short
chapters divided into smaller sections.
orange bullets emphasizing important
concepts,- and wide margins. New
terms are presented in bold type and
defined in the text, with pronunciation
aids included when needed. Each
chapter opens with a page
"Reading for a Purpose,"
indicates main ideas and
vocabulary covered.

No special teacher training is
needed, although some background in
economics would be helpful.

entitled
which

special

Rationale and General Objectives
The purpose of the text as stated

by the authors is "to present the
study of economics in a format that
will also improve educational skills"
through focusing on economics in terms
of its effects on the everyday life of
people, their community, and the
nation. General objectives include
presenting' "accurate and up-to-date
information about basic principles of
economics and how these principles
operate in the everyday world,"
providing "written material on a level
that can...meet the educational needs
of the students using the text,"

Data sheet by Carol H. Krismann.
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helping s " de joD prof cienc
in reading and comprehension and
ral and written expression, " develop-
ing an understanding of the related
dIsciplines of economics, history, and
political science, and providing
" structure , support, and positive re-
inforcement =or students using
text. " Specific objectives for
chapter are presented in the teacher's
guide.

each

Content
Economics and rican-Enterprise System is presented in

units containing five to eight
chapters each. U-nit 1 opens with

chapters geared to prac-
tice in using vocabulary and comprehen-
sion skills, charts, graphs , maps , and
cartoons related to economics. The
final chapters cover the meaning of
economics, capitalism, and free enter-
prise. ("nit 2 explains the importance

-1n,-4 coverIng
such as supply and demand, cost
factors, competition, and difference
b-Aween necessities and luxuries. Unit

focuses on money and its uses, includ-
ing banking. investment, and credit.
Unit 4 discusses consumers and the
need for consumers to make intelligc
economic decisions. Unit 5 compares
advantages and disadvantages of capital-
ism and socialism. Unit 6 describes the
world of American business, including
chapters on the role of competition,
government, regulation, trade and com-
merce, and international trade. Unit 7
-concentrates on farmers and nonfarm
workers, the role of agriculture and
labor, and government policies relating
to both sectors. The final unit sum-
marizes American economic life by pro-
viding an overview of the U.S.
economy .

Enrichment features throughout the
text discuss economic concepts such as
Adam Smith and the free enterprise sys-
tem , Reagan and supply-side economics,
consumer price indexes, balance of pay-
ments , and stagflation Photographs,
charts, graphs, and maps illustrate and
support the text. A glossary concludes
the text.

ee-
eiqnt
brief
three
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Teaching rocedu-
A number of teaching aids are pro-

vided in the student text. Each
chapter opens with preliminary exer-
cises intended to underline key con-
cepts and terms covered in the chapter.
End-of-chapter learning activities
emphasize reading comprehension and
-.'ocabtilary and social studies skills
such as using maps, charts, and
graphs, understanding news items, and
economic analysis of case studies.

The teacher's guide provides an
introduction to the text covering the
aims of the textbook, a scope-and-
sequence index indicating pages where
concepts and skills are introduced and
used, a discussion of the reading level
and organization of the text, and sug-
gestions about homework and teaching
methods. The bulk of the guide con-
sists of two-page chapter-by-chapter
lesson plans and answers to learning
exercises. Activities are traditional,
emphasizing skills -3 learning re ten-

discussion andtion through class
review, economic analysis, writing
reports, and using maps, charts,
graphs, and cartoons. Audiovisual
materials and outside speakers are also
suggested. Unit tests and answer keys
conclude the guide. It is suggested
that skills rather than retention be
emphasized when assigning grades.

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
Economics and the American Free-

Enterprise System is a logically
organized and easy-to-use text. The
format is clear and uncluttered.
Activities, though traditional, emphasize
skills, comprehension, and nalysis in
an easy-to-use and understandable way.
The preliminary chapters and pointers
at the beginning of each chapter are
helpful. The teacher's guide is very
thorough, providing valuable aid.



ECONOMICS: PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES

Authors :
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Cary E. Clayton and James E. Brown
Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co.
1983 (rev. ed. )
10 -12

7 , hardboancl, 580 pp, 515.60 ; teacher's guide,
paperbound. 124 pp, 85.25; evaluation program,
paperbound, black-line masters, 96 pp. $12.45;
student workbook-, paperbound, 142 pp. 54.50;
teacher's edition of workbook, paperbound, 144 pp,
$5.40

Subject Area: Economics

Overview
This most recent and substantially

revised edition of Economics: Princ=iples
and Practices is an attractive treatment
of economics as a social science. The
text's purpose is to foster in students
a sense of economic efficacy. The
entire text can be taught in a school
year; the authors also present
alternative half-year g lans. The
varied teaching procedures suggested
should enable a teacher to make the
course exciting for students .
Ancillary materials give students
opportunities to apply and extend what
they have read. Annual updates will
be published starting in 1984.

Required or Suggested Time
Economics -Principles and Practices

can be treated in an academic year.
Guidelines are given in the teacher's
guide to assist a teacher in presenting
one-semester courses. A unique
feature of the text, and one helpful in
course planning , is that each
numbered section of a chapter can be
taught in one class meeting. If a
number of supplementary activities are
used in a yearlong course, coverage of
texrt material will need to be cut
substantially .

Intended User Characteristics
The text was designed for senior

high school students. In this
analyst's judgment, the text would
be best used with advanced
11th - graders and/or 12th-graders. A
Fry readability, performed on six
reading samples, indicates the reading
level to be mid-12th grade. The
publisher reports the reading level to
be 10th grade (Dale-Chall formula).

It would be very helpful if a
tea-:-:her using the text and associated
materials had at least one college
course in economics. A bright,
dedicated teacher with
background could use
effectively with
preparation time.

no economics
the materials

considerable

Rationale and Ob'ectives
The authors of Economics:

Princi les and Practices believe that
studying economics as a social science
is important to survival in the
contemporary world. It is claimed that
through studying economics students
become better decision makers and
thus better citizens. The program
objectives are to (1) present basic
economic concepts in a concise, clear,
and meaningful manner; (2) equip

Data sheet by James E. Davis.
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students . h a set o= analytical skills
and tools that will enable them to make
reasoned, objective judgments about
contemporary issues, help students
gain a better understanding of the
'.world around them, make student's
aware of the way ifl nich they--both
as individuals and as a part of a total
society --affect the economy and it
affects them , and ( 5) enable students
to better fulfill their responsibilities as
citizens in the free enterprise economy
of the United States.

Content
The text's seven units include two

to four chapters each, for a total of 22
chapters Unit 1 discusses the nature
of economics and introduces economic
decision making . Unit 2 examines
business behavior and presents supply
and demand. Unit 3 discusses labor
and government as two key
institutional bodies in the economy.
Unit 4 treats money, the banking
system, and financial institutions.
Unit 5 is what is traditionally
considered macroeconomics -- national
income theory and policies for achieving
full employment and economic stability.
Unit 6 looks at the world economy ,

including international trade and trade
theory, comparative economic systems
,and developing countries. Unit 7
examines four economic
problems- "population, income, poverty,
and resource utilization . The text
prologue introduces the want
satisfaction 7Chain as a basis for
studying economics. The epilogue
presents an explanation of the value of
economics and of learning economics.

Unique text features include short,
biographies of important economic
thinkers ( e . g . . John Kenneth
Galbraith ) brief descriptions of careers
related to economics (e. g , economic
geographer) , and issues stated very
succinctly (e. g , Should there be a
gold standard? ) . Other content is
presented in charts, diagrams, and
graphs (e. g. , the law' of variable
proportions) ; maps (e.g., triangle
trade) ; and tables (constructing a
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price index ) . Consumer guidelines
borrowin g money, paying for college,
renting an apartment, buying a car,
and your rights as a consumer -- follow
the chapter presentations.

TeachingTeac Procedures
The teacher's guide has three

sections - -how to use the guide,
instructional approaches, and text
implementation. The "how to" section
discusses the program components and
how they are to be used. The section
on instructional approaches presents a
number of general teaching strategies,
such as doing case studies, role play-
ing , brainstorming , and debating .
Research ideas are also discussed in
this section. In the text implementation
section, unit goals and a unit overview
are presented, followed by chap ter-
by-chapter objectives, a chapter
rationale, suggested teaching strate-
gies and answers to the end-of-chapter
materials. At the end of each of the
unit implementation sections, sugges-
tions are presented on concluding the
unit.

The workbook provides three activi-
ties for each chapter of the text and
two concluding activities for each unit.
These paper-and-pencil exercises can
be used to introduce, reinforce, or
review related content .

Evaluative Comments and Su estion,
Economics: Principles and Practices

is recognized as one of the more pop-
ular and widely used high school eco-
nomics texts. The presentation is
scholarly. The text is very attractive,
with excellent use of four-color maps,
charts, and graphs. While the content
is very sound. it may be somewhat dif-
ficult for high school students who have
weak reading and computational skills.
A teacher should know the capabilities
of his/ her students and plan the use of
the text and associated materials so that
students will feel a sense of success in
the course
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A GLOBAL APPROACH

Sol Halt and John R. O'Connor
Globe
1983

Book Co. , Inc.

10-12
Text, hardbound, 686 pp. 519.19 for 1-9 copies.
515.99 for 10 or more copies; teacher's guide,
paperbound, 196 pp, 56.95
World history

Overview
Exploring World History: A Global

Approach is a one-year textbook for
high school students who read on a
sixth- to seventh-grade level. The
text approaches world history chrono-
logically. Beginning with earliest
civilizations , the units examine ancient
Greece and Rome, the Middle Ages,
the growth of democratic' ideas and
nationalism, the industrial and scien-
tific revolutions the world wars, and
modern world problems . An alternate
table of contents lists _ the chapters of
the text (out of chronological order)
according to the following topics: the
emergence of modern Europe, the devel-
opment of Asia and Africa, global
aspects of _ history industrialization,
the growth of democracy, nationalism,
and ZOth-century conflicts and their
historical origins. The teacher's guide
provides teaching suggestions, home-
work assignments, answers to the ques-
tions that conclude each chapter in the
text, and unit tests.
Required or Suggested Time

Although the authors suggest no
time span for the entire' text or for
individual units, ,it is apparent that
enough material is provided for a year-
long course;- The 13 units are divided
into a total of 102 brief (three- to
five-page) chapters. Three chapters
could be covered a week, even
ing time fJr supplementing the text
with activities suggested in the
teacher's guide.

Intended User Characteristics
The text is intended for high school

students who are reading below grade
level. The teacher's guide lists reading
levels (Dale-C.:hall formula) of each unit.
The average readability is reported as
fifth to sixth grade. A Fry readability
test reveals a slightly higher reading
level, grade 7. Since _ prohunciation
guides and definitions accompany
unfamiliar words, the .grade 7 level does
not appear to be out of range. No
teacher training is required.

Rationale and General Objectives
No specific rationale for the

program is provided, but the author's
clear intent is to provide a readable
survey of world history that will
provide success experiences for all
-students. Chapter aims focus on the
cognitive (e.g . , "how the people of
England were able to gain civil and
other rights from their rulers," "why
the movements for world peace failed
after World War I") , but such skills as
reading, using graphics, and
discriminating fact from opinion are
also developed.

Content
The textbook is arranged into 13

units that trace historical events
chronologically from the rise of earliest
civiliz ations to important problems
facing the world today. Interim
chapters focus on the ancient Greeks ,
the Middle Ages, the Renaissance ,

Data sheet by Kay Kaiser-Cook.
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democratic ideas, nationalism, t He
industrial ant:: technolorijal
revolutions, the world wars, ana t :±ae
post-war world.

Contemporary issues pre5-e1t e!d
1nclude the Middle Last and tive il
crisis, the revolution in kart, t
Russian invasion of Afa-nanistan, a- --Li
problems of Latin American cbuutrie
The cultural revolution throughout t_ Ine
world, the space age, the nuclear ac
and the feminist revolution (a t'ath
optimistic report) are also explore zi.
The text also- addresses s u. ;72 h
contemporary problems as terrorist
pollution , and population. The bo,_k
concludes with a th_ iat
discusses the relationships bet\yet_-_z.n
lands and cultures of the world,

The 102 chapters that comprise t---e
13 units are uniform in format. Thi--y
are typically three to five pages ira
length, with the pages being 31nlo- .st
equally divided best,.veen content d
student exercises covering the readi
material. These exercises use Yg.rio'
approaches: vocabulary,
choice questions for extracting the rnan
idea from a paragraph, and reap slciEis
exercises. A section on original
sources', which occurs in every third
fourth chapter,. presents a bii
excerpt from a primary source (e.g ,

speeches, legislation,
declarations) and accompanying que-
t ions .

Eath chapter begins with

established "aim" in the form of a
question: What are some of the god
and bad effects of the ecenem_ ic
revolutions? What does nation rn

. mean at-1,A why is it important? At ti-T-le
end of ,,,2.ch unit, the Most importa=it
ideas , events , and facts
summarized.

Color illustrations, photogrntpli,
and maps are liberally reprecilacd
throughout the text. Reference to /
include a world map and a glossary.

Teaching Procedures
The teacher's manual proeids

lesson plans for each chapter. Pe
authors emphasize that the plans awe
"intended to be suggestive only,
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felt tfa specific, systematic c:ire:tions
the most efficient means of

promplin_ c the teacher's own alternative
approacl-=es... "

Eac?i lesson plan presents
vcoabula - ry, _aim(s) of the chapter,
teaching suggestions. application,
hornewor -k assignment. extension
activitio for more ambitious students,
answers to questions that appear in
the and skill lessons when
applicab=e to a specific chapter.

T1-1 e teacher would do well to take
the sugestion of the authors seriously
and t consider the "alternative
approaclies" that the directions are
suppose to prompt. Otherwise, the
samenes--= of approach could create a
tedium t =hat would make any enthusiasm
for the course slowly wane. The
teaching suggestions use a single
approac'r7-1: question-and-answer
sessions with the students. Teachers
are aelv: ised to motivate students and
develop the lesson through questioning
students = and writing their answers on
the ehalitboard

Horrie vork assignments are also
.predictal=dy the same. Assignments
consist Qf reading a chapter and then
ansiveria g questions. Extension
assighrt nts largely consist of preparing
reports.

The tests, which are provided
in the teacher's manual, consist of
objective ,± multiple choice, vocabulary.
true-fais ze, and fact-opinion questions.
Some tez, sts require short answers or
paragraph responses as well.
Evaluativ---e Comments and 5u estions

The brevity of the chapters and the
reading level of Exploring_ World
History could certainly make this text

appeling one for below-grade-level
high shooI readers. The lesson
plans, ht.-_-wevqr, do require enhancement
and thut_ts additional planning time) by

the teacl--_ier if the appeal of the book is
to be sustained. The alternative
approach of teaching the course topic-
ally ratlier than chronologically could
also add to the interest level.

5
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THE UNITED STATES,

Norman and Terr, 2.-Y oode

dolt, Rinehart and Winston, Publishers
1.983

o-17 (icS: .

texts,
teacher'
each

hardbound , 5 i i and 672 pp, $16.17 each; 2
guides, paperbound, 256 and 320 pp, 59.48

S history

Overt
A z-12_story of the United States was

designs d to serve as the basis for a
two-yea_r course in U . S. history. The
two vo-- utiles are composed of

narratives with primary source
s included at the end of each

The texts contain many
features, and pictures are

egraed well into the lessons. Theire quite readable, with
as n boldface type, vocabulary

defined . and pronunciation guides
provide d. The teacher's guides pro-
vide a wealth of teaching suggestions,
as do the end-of-chapter review sec-
tions n the student texts. The
teacher can choose from among the

any -readings , lesson suggestions ,
and pr,.._jects to provide students with
a balance of coverage, skill lessons,
and cieth of treatment.

lOgical
reading
volume-
special

euird or Suggested Time
A ory of the_ United States is

clesigne d to serve as the basis for a
course in U. S. history.

There is ample material: the two
volumes - contain a total of 35 `chapters,
each c on taining frOm three to five
major =zontent subdivisions (a total of
150 in the two books). Each sub=
division- may serve as the basis for at
least day's lesson. -

In _addition to the 800 pages of
narratil,----e text, a total of 242 pages of
primary source readings are provided
in the two volumes. These may be

used to supplement and enrich specific
activities or serve as the basis for
separate lessons. Group and individual
projects suggested in the chapter and
unit reviews will also require class time
if implemented.

Intended User Characteristics
Most 11th -grade students will ha

little trouble using this text, which this
reviewer found to have a readability
(based on the Fry formula) of 11th
grade; there was variability across
chapters and sections. Important ideas
are set in boldface type to enhance
student comprehension. Also designed
to enhance comprehension is the use of
brief paragraphs, which are sometimes
so brief that choppiness results.

Rationale and General Ob-ectives
The text's major "premise is that a

study of the nation's past will give
students an understanding of the
democratic ideals that have helped form
the American government and way of
life from colonial times to the present."
By using this book, "students will also
come to appreciate the ways in which a
unique American, culture was formed
from many different cultures."

The authors also want to help
students develop ski71s. They stress
the importance -of several specific_
social studies skills, map skills,
graphic/chart skills, chronology , and
others.

sh eet by James R. Giese.



Taken together. the two volumes
present 35 chapters that comprise
seven units of .studv. In addition.
there are two prologue chapters, one on
prehistory, geology, and archaeology,
the other a synchren.ic slice of °life
view of the United States in 1870.

Unit 1 of the first volume covers the
first _Americans, the establishment of
the European frontier , developtnent of
colonial society , the evolution of the
British empire. and the beginnings of
the American Revolution. Unit 2

treats the V, ar for Independence, the
Confederation period, the origins of the

Constitution and federal
government , the rise of American
nationalisn: , and Jack Fonian Dernocracy.
Unit 3--the final unit of volume I-deals
with 1Qth-century reform movements and
abolitionism, slavery, territorial
expansion, the Civil War, and
Reconstruction.

Volume 2 contains four units.
deals with e conomic growth,

industrialization, the frontier, the
Populists, immigration, the growth of
urban places, and art, religion, and
social thought from the late 19th to
early 20th century. Unit 2 introduces
the varieties_ of progressive reform,
imperialism, the war with Spain, the
Panama - Canal, dollar diplomacy,
World War I, and the League of
Nations. One chapter is devoted to the
1920s. Unit 3 deals with Hoover, the
crash of 1929, FDR and the Nev Deal,
World War II, and the Cold War, Unit
4 covers the Eisenhower through
Reagan years.

The content emphasis of the
narrative is largely political and
economic but is balanced by the
treatment of important social and
cultural topics, especially through the
text's special features. The
"Sidenotes to History" feature is
devoted to interesting snippets about
people, places, and things that acre not
often found in high school }History

texts. The primary source readings at
the back of the texts include, documents
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focusing on social__ history fat' lo and
_ s5 acce,_iiats. A _rd

"Viev nts," amp -nears once in every
unit. he idea is to show sttidents
that :nis--orical ev,--ents can be vis ved in
a N.-ar-iety of W but the selkoclion S
are tID grief to g =ve stUdents any great
risightt nto comp- zing points of

_lean Procedues
The teacher's guides present lesson

plans ar=d suggestions for eacla (.-"Thapter

sub di-vis:7-10m. Th_se plans outiii-;_e the
material: needed _ content objectives,
skills Objectives And activities ,, ioture
study , end enric=-irnent activities , The
contest objectivs section lis the
knowlecle outcomes students should
show a _nd proy-5_±._ silg_ (-Yesti&-1-6 for
beginzlin g the lissori. Iri the skill
object iy s and a- otivities two
skills ge usually developed, one on a
specific social st dies skill, the# other
on criti=a1 thinki=ig skills. Vicar each,

two stagested ----Activities area given.
The to -e e`-'kels of
sophistic = ation e more involvecj and
cornplicaed, tla_ e other auring
studer success. Most often thee are
two appioaches to the same actilit y,

Pictue study --is an integral Fazrt of
the plan. Students arc asked

to analy.z.e, infer compare. geriet-alire,
use some othr skill with pictures

from the.,__e text. Enrichment activities
often inzzegrate s.;_3ecial features cr::,f the

text intc=" the lesons. In all, A large

number of possible lessons and
activit=ies= are sun nested for clays use.
The stigested _strategies c n r on
readimg, writira g. and di ecled
discussion

s

A
ju *- ofpresents clicieus varie

contest,' as well a.s a wealth of oftlerial
and acti__ vities for u se an a t vicz,,year
course it n U.S. history. The 4;t..acher

who tase-- these t eats can ch
among welter of sugges
present the Dal nce of coritc
skills detritied nece scary.

5
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SOCIAL 7,VELFARE CURRICULUM PROJECT

ea-

10-12

ieti and :\larsha J. Neff
- College

5 texts, paperbound, 33 to 207 pp, $4.95 to 59.95; 5
teacher's guides, paperbound, 20 to 62 pp, 53.95 to
$7.q5
Social studies

This series five booklets with
accompanying teacher's guides

reduces ligh school students to the
social welfare system. The

curriculum was developed by the
Minneapolis Public Schools in
collaboration with the College of
Education and the School of Social
Work, University of Minnesota, under

u.lcrnent--,ry -'cecon-r-;
Act grant. The materials introduce
the social welfare system,
examine social welfare issues and
programs for vulnerable populations
(aging Americans, youth, and
single-parent families) , and consider
alternatives to the current welfare
system. The units may be taught
individually or combined for a
comprehensive unit on the social
welfare system.

wired or Suggested Time
The entire five-unit series takes

approximately 54 class periods to
cover, although optional activities
could expand the time required. Class
periods required per unit range from
six to seventeen.

intended User Characteristics
Although the introduction specifies

that the units are for high school
students, a Fry readability test
reveals great variance in reading
levels. For unit 1, which the authors
highly recommend be covered first, the

reading is at college level. Readability
of the other units ranges from grade 7
(units 3 and 5) to 11 (unit 4) and
above (unit 2). This variar :e could
pose a problem, although the high
interest level may compensate for
reading difficulties. Each tint containz.
optional activities to engage students at
all levels.

The teacher needs no special
training to use these units. However,
sensitive issues (e . g . , child abuse,
alcoholism, teenage pregnancy) are
presented in a case study approach that
requires students to make value
judgments. Thus, maturity on the part
of students and sensitivity on the part
of the teacher are required.

Rationale and General Objectives
The series is designed to help

students decide how we can, "as a
nation, follow the mandate of the
Preamble to the Constitution to
'promote the general welfare.'" The
generi objective is "to present-.
materials in a nondoctrinaire perspective
that will begin to educate students on
choices they will make throughout their
adult lives as citizens.

The units are designed to help
students become aware of the
stereotypes and generalizations
associated with those who are served
by the social welfare system;
understand experiences, situations,
and problems leading tQ' economic
stress; examine their own attitudes
and beliefs ; nci examine value

Data sheet by ay Kaiser-Cook.
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dilemmas under' ia,aues.
Problem solving, research, organizing
information, and distinguishing fact
from opinion are emphasized.

Specific objectives for each unit are
stated in terms of knowledge , skills
and process, and affective outcomes.

Content
The entire series is characterized

by brief, dramatic case studies, often
narrated by young people, and by
short quotations relevant to the
subject. Statistics, fact sheets, data
tables, and graphs complement these
case studies.

Unit I , "To Promote the General
Velfare introduces the U . S . social
welfare system. Four lessons cover
the definition of welfare, human needs
and social welfare programs, myths
and realities of public assistance, and
public assistance and all social welfare.
The unit concludes with a discussion of

for and against a welfarethe case
state.

Unit "Aging Americans ." contains
activities and readings related to the
elderly population in the United States.
The lessons are concerned with
stereotypes, myths, and realities;
problems of the elderly; social welfare
and the elderly; fitting programs to
needs; and future trends. Unit 3,
"Youth: Search for Identity." comprises
the largest unit of the series.
Students are presented with five major
problems facing youth today: child
abuse and neglect, teenage pregnancy,
chemical abuse and dependency,
employment, and juvenile delinquency.

Unit 4 is entitled "Single Parent
Choice or Chance?" It

investigates issues such as transition
to single-parent family life, changing
American families, single-pare -It
differences and similarities, children
from one-parent homes and programs
for single parcnts. The series
culminates with "New Directions," unit
5, in which students search for
alternatives to the U.S.- social welfare
system, examining reasons for reform
and possible alternative systems.

-edui
Suggestions in the teacher's guides

for both required and optional activities
include variety teaching
approaches. After listir.c knowledge,
affective, and skill and process objec-
tives , each guide presents an overview
of the unit. This table- is followed by
an outline of optional activities. Then
the guide presents detailed procedures
for each lesson: an introduction,
objectives, teacher materials, cor-
responding student pages, amount of
time needed, and comprehensive direc-
tions.

Teaching methods in the guide in-
volve student readings and worksheets,
class discussions, written essay ques-
tions, group work, a problem-solving
model, research, and brainstorming.
Optional activities involve students in
media watches, polls , surveys , use of
resource persons, study of recent
legislation, research, development of a.
library , scrapbooks, community involve-
ment, interviews, field trips, and
writing.

The student texts are presented in a
workbook format with perforated pages.
The majority of activities in the texts
require students to respond to ques-
tions and make judgments about issues
introduced in brief readings. Other
activities include role playing, con-
structing future wheels, constructing
charts, and filling out personal
inventory sheets.

Evaluative C mments and u = = estions

The series was field tested in varied
settings prior to publication.

Because of the variety of approaches,
the high interest level of the narra-
tives, and the timely nature of the
issues, the series would easily gain the
interest of students, who should gain a
real understanding of the social prob-
lems addressed and some insight into
solutions. However, seriously confront-
ing these issues requires sensitivity
experience, and maturity; great care
should be given in deciding at what
level, in which course, and to whom the
series will be presented
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Publisher: South-Western Publishing
Publication flat:
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Materials and Cos

Subject A

6 texts, paperbound, 120 to 179 pp, S4 39 each; 6
teacher's guides, paperbound, 20 to 26 pp e:lch
Legal education

Overview-
The individual texts in this series

are designed to introduce students to
areas of the law which affect them in
their daily lives and to enable them to
understand the legal system which
implements those laws." The texts in
the _,eriesIntroduction to
Consumer Law, Family- Law,
Rights and Responsibilities, Tort Law,
and Criminal Lawcan be taught
individually Tasthe basis of six weeks
of instruction each) or together (as a
one-year program). The student
materials, designed for use in grades
9-12, consist of short, expository
chapters followed by worksheets.
These contain activities that direct the
students to define both legal and
general terms, answer questions, and
work through a variety of word
scrambles, puzzles, and fill-in or
matching activities. Each student text
is complemented by a teacher's guide.

Re uired or Su cested Time
time guides are suggested by

the authors. Five of the modules
contain either or seven chapters.
One, Criminal Law, contains ten. Tt

should be possible, particularly with
students in the Ilth and 12th grades,
to teach a module in approximately six
weeks. For younger students, nine
weeks might be more appropriate for
Criminal Law. If all of the modules
were combined, there would be ample
material for a one-year program.

Intended Use -racteris
These materials would be useful for

average readers in grades 9 id 10 and
for slow readers in higher grade levels.
The workbook format provides an oppor-
tunity for self-checks and for recall of
factual information. No photographs
are included in the texts, although
drawings and graphics are used. The
print is fairly large and the sectkins
within chapters are, for the most park,
brie: and to the point.

Social studies teachers should have
no trouble implementing these materials
if they read over the lessons and the
information contained in the teacher's
guides. Teachers must be aware that
the units were written by professors
of law, who thus present legal issues.
Same terms may therefore be unfamiliar
initially.

rationale and General Objectives
No written rationale is provided

beyond the statement, "the series is
designed to introduce students to
areas of the law which affect them in
their daily lives and to enable them to
understand the legal system which
implements those laws." Objectives
statements are provided in the student
texts; acquisition of factual knowledge
of the purpose and function of laws as
well as the particulars of consumer,
family, tort, and criminal law and
individual rights and responsibilities
dominates these objectives.

Data sheet by Mary Jane Turner.
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Content
Introduction to Law is the most

.7-fenerai of all of the units. It focuses
on the importance of law, the roots of
American law, the organization of the
IC gal system in the I:nited States, how
law is made and changed. how law is
organized, and how the individual
relates to the legal system. Another
unit. Student Rights and Responsibili-
ties, deals primarily with Constitutional
and statutory protections of students in
school settings. Among the areas dis-
cussed are compulsory education, access
to education, religion and speech in
schools, and discipline.

The units on Tort Law, Family Law,
and Consumer Law are organized in a
similar fashion. Each provides a
general introduction to the area and
then presents the specific elements
necessary for a general understanding
of the subiect. The module Tort Law.
for example, has chapters treating
intentional torts , defenses to
intentional torts, negligence, strict
liability, and insurance and fault.

The longest of the units, Criminal
Law, discusses the history and sources
of criminal law, crimes and defenses,
the administration of justice, the
justice system and the Constitution,
arrests and searches, pre-trial
procedures, trial and sentence, youths
and criminal law, and the victim.
Although this last topic is' not treated

ten siv el y , it is a welcome focus, as
few curricula, treat it at all.

Teachinc, Procedures
Students can plunge into these

materials with little or no direction from
the teacher. Each chapter in the stu-
dent text is preceded by a set of objec-
tives and a brief introductory passage.
Chapters are concluded with a summary
statement. Sections within the narra-
tive are fairly brief. Difficult terms
are explained or defined in context.
z_.xamples and organizin't questions
appear throughout the narrative to
assist students to understand the con-
tent. Chapters are followed by- work-
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sheets that provide opportunities for
students to define legal and eneral
terms, answer factual questions, fill in
bianizs, do a puzzle or word scramble,
or complete an activity such as conduct
a poll, prepare a report, or do other
independent research.

One section of this eon-of-chapter
material is called "Let's Talk It Over."
It is here that teachers become involved
with their students. The teacher's
guides for the various modules contain
rather extensive discussions of the
various questions, providing information
teachers can use in leading effective
discussions. The guides contain, as
well, an introductory section to assist
the teacher and definitions and answers
to the factual end-of-chapter materials.
Also included in each is a general
achievement test containing true/false,
multiple choice, completion, and
matching items. The Introduction
Law teacher's guide includes additional
reading suggestions for each chapter;
the Student Ri hts and Res -onsibilities
and Family Law guides list readings and
cite cases for the entire unit.

Evaluative Comments and Su ions
This curriculum should be useful

for teaching about the legal system of
the United States. The content is
accurate, factual, and up-to-date.
Many of the legal terms and concepts
may be unfamiliar to teachers with only
general social studies backgrounds. It
is, therefore, particularly important
for teachers to carefully read all of
the introductory information and to try
to anticipate the questions students
may have. Teachers who admit quite
candidly to their students that the
study of these materials is going to be
a :earning experience for them as well
as for the students may he the most
successful with the curriculum. It
would also be useful to contact a
practicing attorney or attorneys who
would be willing to answer specific
questions over the te.ephone or come
into the classroom and lead a
discussion.
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Authors:
Pu±1i= her

Publication Date.
Grade Level:
iaterials and Cost:

ct :

-IS : T-ITsTORY OF THR UNITED STATES

Carol Berkin anci Leona-
Scott , Forernan and Co.
1983

Text, hardbound, 816 pp, 516.89; teacher's guide,
paperbound, 284 pp, 57.94; worksheets on duplicating
masters, S40.27 ; tests on duplicating masters,
(also available as 2.-volurr.e set ; contact publisher for

oration)
lstory

Overview
Land of promise is a comprehensive

history for students at the
upper secondary level. Although the
primary,~ focus is on political , economic,
and ev elopmell ts , social his-
tory and such subjects as minority and
women's history are given adequate
treatment. The text is beautifully
illustrated: its 100-plus maps and the
activities based on them are a
strength. The teacher's gulz and
end-of-unit sections in the to
Best numerous student ac Mies.
These tend to be paper-and-pencil
activities emphasizing knowledge and
translation skills, though a number of
activities elicit application and
interpretation skills as well. The
single-volume edition of Land of
Promise provldes ample material for a
yearlong course. The two-volume
edition which was not reviewed, is
designed for two years of instruction.
A brief examination of the two volumes
indicates that the major difference is
addition of primary source readings at
the back of each volume.

required or Suggested `ir re

The single-volume edition of Land
of Promise is designed to serve as the
basis for a yearlong course in 1_7. S.

history. Each of the text's 35
chap ters is divided into from three to
six sections, generally requiring a day

each to complete. Chapter review
sections and worksheets will require
additional time. Thus, the teacher will
have to use activities selectively,
weighing such things as available time
and student capabilities.

Intended User Characteristics
This text is most appropriate for

average and above-average 11th-
graders , though the publisher indicates
it can be used in grades 9-12. The
publisher reports a reading level of
grade 9-10 based on the Dale-Chall
formula. This reviewer found that the
average reading level of the text was
grade 13 based on the Fry graph: this
average obscures the fact that some of
the sections are decidedly more
difficult "reads" than others. While
some sections are as difficult as grade
17 , the reading level of most sections is
grade 11. The teacher must therefore
be aware of varying levels of reading
difficulty and plan assignments
accorc' ing ly Special care should also
be taken in assigning the "Other Skill
Activities" found at the end of
chapters. These require varying levels
of student ability and thus should be
assigned selectively .

Rationale and General Ob-ecti. es
The authors believe that Land of

o .se will give students knowledge

Data sheet by James R. Giese.
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nation-5 past as
for participat ne in the present:=

"Without this appreciation and
under s uln (Jim. g

student
alues

random
guide

Content

[of the past] , the
sees events, institutions, and

n his or her own lifetime as
and arbitrary.' The teacher's
lists knowledge and skill
s for each s ection of text.

Land of Promise is comprised of 35
chapters organized into 10 units. Unit

, "Colonial Origins," covers the age
o discovery, indigenous populations,
and the European empires in the new
world. Unit 2, "The Thirteen
Colonies," deals with colonial political
and social developments and
economies of the coastal colonies in the
period 1620-1760. "The Revolutionary
Era," unit 3, examines the coming of
the revolution, the war for
independence, the confederation period,
and the drafting of the Constitution.
This unit's presentation of the
Constitution is one of the text's strong
sections, providing an excellent
commentary on the document.

Unit 4, "The Young
covers administrations from

Republic,"
Washington

to Jackson, emphasizing politics,
economic developments, and foreign
policy. A social history section, "The
Age of Reform," rounds out this unit.
Unit 5, "Expansion. Civil War, and
Reconstruction," covers such topics as
manifest destiny, territorial expansion,
the slavery issue and the sectional
controversy, the civil war, and
reconstruction. Unit 6, "Industrial
Transformation." and unit 7, "Becoming
a World Power," cover the emergence of
the United States as a world industrial
power along with attendant problems
and responsibilities in the period
1870-1918.

Unit 8, "Prosperity to Depression,"
examines the period between the world
wars. Unit 9, "War and Cold War,"
depicts World War II, its aftermath in
international political terms, and the
administrations of Truman and
Eisenhower. T last unit, "Modern
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America," covers events om l Kenneth
to Reagan with a la 1-dy political bent.

The text contains 100 maps and many
student activities based on these maps.
Eight "The Geographic Setting" features
are devoted to the spatial background

in which American history unfolcis.
"Life in America" featui -e in each

chapter emphasizes social history.
Eight "Visiting the Past" essays are
built around unifying themes, such as
technology and city growth. A brief
sketch of each predent and 37
snippets of primary sources are also
included.

rocedures

The teacher's guide introduces each
chapter with an overview, chapter
organization, any pertinent map or
illustration highlights, the chapter's
"Special History Skill," and suggestions
for "Getting Ready." Objectives, stu-
dent assignments/homework, and class-
room activity suggestions are given for
each lesson. Section review and main
ideas questions are answered in the

wide .

Prominent among the suggested
activities are the "Special History
Skills" (35) and "Other Skill

Activities" (133). Included in the

former are map skills; working with
charts, graphs, and timelines; and
using such references as the card
catalog, indexes, and tile Readers'
Guide. "Other Skill Activities" include
an array of suggestions for engaging
students in the material; reading and
writing are emphasized.

Evaluative Comments and Sugjestions
Land of Promise is a comprehensive

up-to-date text in U.S. history that
can be easily used by any teacher
using a traditional chronological
approach. The text is beautifully
illustrated. Several very strong
features include an excellent
presentation of the U.S. Constitution,
such interesting sections as "The
Geographic. Setting" and "Life in
America," and literally hundreds of
possible student activities.
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Authors:
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Subject Area:

Philip Roden and others
Scott, Foresrnan and Co.
1984

9-12

Text, hardbound, 740 pp, $15.98 (also available in 5
paperbound volumes); teacher's guide, paperbound,
256 pp, 59.00; student workbook, paperbound, 171
pp, $2.49; teacher's- annotated edition of student
workbook, 171 pp, $2.99; tests on duplicating
masters, 5129.50
U.S. history

Geer -iew
Life and Liberty: n American His-

tory provides secondary students who
have difficulty using standard texts
v.-it h a one-year introduction to U.S.
history and the opportunity to
strengthen communication, social
studies, and critical thinking skills.
Both the student materials and the
teacher's guide include unique features
that are often missing in programs
designed for students who read below
grade level. Information about the
culture and people of an era supple-
ments the basic account of political and
military event-5. Colorful illustrations,
maps, charts, photographs, etc. , are
interspersed throughout the text.
Also, learning activities do not have to
consist . primarily of reading and dis-
cussion: The teacher's guide features
the detOls that busy and/or beginning
teachers need. The text also contains
short reading sections; reading aids;
and reading , writing, and social
studies skills exercises--characteristics
typical of programs designed for stu-
dents with special needs.

Required or Suggested Time
Life and Liberty provides ample

material for a yearlong course.
According to the teacher's guide, each
of the 153 sections in the student text
should be completed during one class

period. This schedule leaves enough
time for students to take the 20 unit
tests and the end-of-book test. Sug-
gestions for adjusting teaching time are
provided for teachers who need to
lengthen or shorten lessons. Review
exercises and workbook activities are
suggested as optional homework.

Intended User Characteristics
This text was designed for students

in grades '9-12 who read below grade
level. According to the Fry readability
test, the average reading slevel is =fifth
grade. Several reading aids are also
included -in the stext. The chapters
begin with an overview that emphasizes
the key issues in each section and
include an exercise designed to improve
reading skills. At the beginning of
each section, new vocabulary appears in
dark- type.' The content, of a section is
comprised of several short
intrOduced with boldface
Three

narratives
captions.

or four review questions conclude
the sections. Na special teacher
characteristics are required.

Rationale and General Objectives
The authors have developed Life

and Liberty to simultaneously tell the
"whole story of American history" and
strengthen a variety of communication,
social studies, arid critical thinking
skills. They have also written the book
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cot cer or l arn2ng ac
mot:-..ate udents and ld

their self-esteem. Specific skills
devel bed through the proram
1 seed in an outline that is Dart of the
teacher's guide. The outline also lists
the page nu_ ers in the student text
here each skill is given emphasis.
Four or five cognitive and/ or skill
objectives are listed in each of the 153
daily lesson

Content
Life and Liberty is divided into 20

units that are subdivided into 53 chap-
ters and 153 sections. The first nine
units cover L S. history from the per-
iod of exploration and colonization
through Reconstruction. ne majority
bf content focuses on political and
military history although a few cultural
and economic topics are covered. Units
10 through 17 begin with the rise of
business and labor unions and end with
World War II. These units include more
economic and cultural history. The
final three units cover postwar America
through the Reagan administration and
balance political/ military history and
cultural / economic history .

Fifty-one short illustrated biogra-
phies highlighting famous Americans
occur throughout the text; men and
women from a variety of ethnic back-
grounds are featured. Sixty-eight
color maps and numerous graphs,
charts, and other visuals illustrate the
narrative. In addition, the Declaration
of Independence appears with new vocab-
ulary defined in the margins. An anno-
tated version of the Constitution is also
included. The book ends with a glos-
sary with pronunciation, an atlas, and
a list of Presidents.

All units, chapters, and sections
are structured with the same format
designed to facilitate student under-
standing and maintain interest.

Teaching Procedures
The teacher's guide provides a com-

prehensive daily lesson for each of the
153 sections. The plan consists of

teacher prepc,ration guidel ines, oblec-
-- quest:0ns for s:udents ,

glossa terms, and a lesson develoo
ment section. The latter section con

ins a motivator and step-by-step pro-
cedures for teaching the lesson . The
motivators are short activities designed
to interest students in the lesson .
They are extremely varied and usually
help students relate the content of the
lesson to their own lives. The sten-
by -step procedures always include an
in-class reading of the narrative and
the chapter reading skills exercise.
The procedures also include an activity
to reinforce the reading .

Also suggested are additional ac
ties that can be substituted in the daily
lesson or used to extend the -length of
the lesson. These additional activities ,
as well as the four review exercises for
each chapter and the workbook sheet
for each section. are suggested as
..e7tion71 homework
lary, , reading, and writing skills are
emphasized in three of the end-of-
chapter exercises. The fourth requires
students to .analyze different kinds of
information such as songs, illustra-
tions , or charts. The workbook exer-
cises focus on reading , communication
social' studies and critical thinking
skills.

The guide also includes a general
bibliography and a bibliography of
teacher readings ,. student readings , and
audiovisuals for each unit. Answers to
all questions in the student textbook
are included.

Evaluative Comments and Suprat
Life and Liberty not only features

the usual characteristics of other text-
books for slow readers but alsb has
many unique additional ones. The pro-
gram involves students who have diffi-
culty reading in a variety of alternative
activities that will help motivate them,
help them succeed, and help them
learn. Teachers of students who do.
not have reading problems could benefit
by using the pi-6gram with the_ addi-
tional activities or examining- the pro-
gram as a model in selecting other
textbooks.



MAINSTRE.M-.IS OP CIVILIZATION

Authors:
Publisher
Publication Date :

rade Level:
Materials and C

Subject Area :

Carlton J Haves and others
Macmillan Publishing Co. , Inc.
1983 (rev
9-12
3 texts, paperbound, 512 to 576 pp, 515.75 each;
teacher's wide, paperbound, 108 pp, $6,00
World history

Overview
Mainstreams of Civilization is a high

school world history program comprised
of three texts--Ancient
Preiiisto--,- to the Fall of Rome,
Medley a. and Earl Modern Times:

Justinian to the 18th Century,
and Modern Times : The French
Revolution to the Present. The texts
can oe used separately in pairs, or
all together, depending on the focus of
the course . -ding and discussion
are' the primary instructional
strategies, although the teacher's
guide also recommends use of other
strategies, including role plays,
outside reading, and use of
audiovisuals. No specific lesson plans
are 'provided .

Required or Suggested Time
The authors descry several

options for using th
(1) use of any one of ne texts,
supplemented with extensive outside
reading , as the basis of a one-year
course, (2) use of two volumed, to
cover either ancient -or more recent
history (3) selective use of all three
texts in a broad survey course,
organized either chronologically or
thematically . Detailed plans for the
third option are provided in the
teacher's guide. Considerable teacher
preparation time will be required in
planning both an overall schedule and
daily activities.

:ended User Characteristics
Mainstreams of Civilization is

intended for use in high school world
history courses. The reading level of
the texts varies from grade 9 (Ancient
Civilizations) to grade 12 (Modern
Times) . Although some aids reading

e use of keynote and summary para-
graphs , attention to vocabulary build-
ing ) are included, the texts' rathti-
" heavy" appearance and reading level
may discourage_ some students.

Rationale and General
The authors feel that world history

teachers have traditionally faced two
problems : (1) "unwieldy" texts pro-
viding superficial coverage of numerous
events and (2 ) lack of materials focus-

er time spans. They have
designed Mainstreams
to address these problems.
aimed to provide materials
help students "sense the

whole length, breadth, and variety of
the human experience" and "widen their
horizons and deepen their understand-
ings . " No specific objectives are
provided .

ing on sho
therefore
Civilization
They also
that would

Content
The three texts are all organized

chronologically, although the first
covers millenia, the second centuries,
and the third decades . Ancient
zations covers five periods: the begin-
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ning_s of man, first civilizations, the
early Iron Aie, the growth of civiliza-

fror-: 3z0-3U B.C. , and from 300
B.C. to the barbarian ages. For each
-period, the text examines parallel
events in the various civilizations then
flourshin7.

Medieval And Early Modern Times
covers 1400 years, from the destruction
of the Roman Empire to the French Revo-
lution. Although organized chrono-
logically, the text also emphasizes two
themes: the 'rise, flowering , and
decline of civilizations" and recurring
themes in tlad histories of many
countries (e g the rise of nation
states, the role of religion in daily

Modern Times begins in 1789 and ends
with the 1°80s. It too is organized
chronologically with emphasis given to
important themesthe spread and
decline of European political power and
global interdependence in the modern
world. C.,ther topics emphasized in this
text are capitalism, science and tech-
nology. . the industrial revolution,
political movements of the 20th century,
imperialism, and international relations.
The last four chapters of this text are
the only ones in the entire series that
have been significantly revised for this
edition .

60

Teaching Procedures
Reaclin7 and discussion =re the

mary teaching procedures used in cbn-
junction with Mainstreams of Civiliza-
tion. Each chapter. ends with a varlet-1.-
of questions to help students review the
material presented, . use maps that
illustrate the text, and think More
deeply about the events covered. - Each
major unit ends with an ,excerpt from a
primary source document, a new feature
in the 1983 edition._

The authors describe the teacher's
manual as a "one-sided con...ersatibn
with the teachers who will use the
series." Rather than providing detailed

r, nlaris or specific teaching
activities, the guide provides guidance
for organizing courses, discusses use of
various types of in-class and homework
activities , and describes each volume's
content. A bibliography concludes the
guide.

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
The unique strengths of this pro-

gram are its flexibility and detailed
coverage of the broad sweep of history.
The text's format and the lack of varied
teaching ideas may result in lack of
interest on students' part. Teachers
will have to spend considerable time
planning to alleviate these problems.
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Authors:
Publisher:
Public
Grade Le -el:
llaterials and Cost:

ject A-

John Rowe,

Teachers Celle
1083 (rev. ed.)

Text, paperbound. 383 pp, 810.95; teacher's guide,
spiralbeund, 412 pp, 813.95
Affective education, human relations, psychology

_c h, Hamilton

Overview
Based

Ralph H.
Research
Model
adolesccri
behavior.

on the work of the late
Ojemann of the Educational

Council of America, The New
is designed to

understand human
The content of the

activity-based program, which aims to
fulfill both cognitive and affective
Li -ctives, centers ar.,-und OJemann's

"Behavior Equation"--needs plus
resources plus the immediate
pnysicali psychological setting equals
behavior. The program can be used
as the basis for a- semester-long course
or to supplement existing courses.

Reouired or Suggested Time
Although the authors indicate that

the program can be used as the basis
of a semester-long course in human
behavior or as a supplement to other
courses, they believe 18 weeks of
instruction are needed to meet the
program's goals. They also suggest
that The

when
Model Me is most

effective when taught every day
because frequency of use indicates to
_students the priority the teacher
places on the program.

Tn nded User Characteristics
The program is designed for use

with stud -; 0-1
including students with behavior
problems. Although a Fry analysis
indicated a reading level of grade
0/10, the brevity of the readings and
the introduction of a reading system
will make the program appropriate for
some students in 7 and S

well.
Teachers who use the program must

be willing to become involved in
activities, be sensitive to the needs of
adolescents, and be comfortable dealing
with feelings. Teacher training would .
be helpful. Support of administrators,
colleagues, and parents is deemed
important by the authors, who provide
tips for gaining such support. The
authors believe that having at least
two teachers per building using the
program is instrumental in helping
teachers implement its goals.

Rationale and General Objectives
The New Model Me is intended to

help adolescents ( 1) understand human
behavior--"why people do what they
do"-- (Z) strengthen their own
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(3 develop their
'make

decisions
e student

knowledee,
-Iertives for each

oughtful an
in a compit!:--:
text provides

skill , and
un

The program is focused on
understanding and using a "Behavior
Eduation" --needs plus resources plus
immediate physical / psychological setting
c. quals behavior . The first of the

rogram's
g,quation.
self-identit
available
affect identity

Unit 3 looks
vfor Examined

controls

five units introduces this
The second unit covers

including resources
=,t ,dents and how values

at controls on
are self-imposed

and such external controls as
family rules, school rules, physical
handicaps. and the mass media.
\ .kin decisions and aggression are

ot unit The fi al
personal and societal
emphasis on technology

the topics
unit covers
change, with
and the future

ced
The :-`i- mar teac c a-e-e

built into the student text. Students
read and discuss

iournal comp ie
lists conduct role plays
school authorities participate
small-group problem-solving and take
part in a range of other activit

The teacher's guide opens_ with an
extensive discussion Of how the program
can be most effectively implemented.
This is followed by a page-by-page com-
mentary on the student book ; the corn-
men t ar y provides additional activities,
teaching ps, cautions, and background
for the teacher.

narrative selec=
check-
- -view

uative Comments d Su
This program's emphasis on the affL---

tive and its coverage of such contro-
versial issues as sex education and gun
control will undoubtedly generate
Lippoz,ILiolz i;-, many schoo;
Nonetheless, it is notable because it
focuses on those topics of most concern
to adolescents and should thus be effec-
tive in developing self-understandin 2,
and decision making skills.
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'Janie!
Gennette

POLITICAL SYSTEM

Laidlaw Brothers
1963

9-12
(rev. . ed. )

Dio sonou , Roger

Text, hardbound, 640 pp, $14.82; teacher's guide,
paperbound, 168 pp , $2.16
Civics, political science, U .5 Government

iew

Our American Government
Political System provi
comprehensive introduction
traditional civics topics for students in

and
a

to

ended User Characteristics
The advanced reading level

indicated by a Fry analysis suggests
that this text would be most
appropriate for junior or senior high

grades 9-12. Although stressing students with excellent reading ability.
factual information, this text also Once students learn the specialized
attc to the development of vocabulary of government , readability
in formation accuisition and critical may not pose as serious a problem as
thinking skills. Students have it does initially , but this reviewer's
opportunities to w k with graphs. experience suggests that the text
tables. cartoons,
opposing views,

expressions of
imulations , and

c,,ntroversial issues. The teacher's
guide identifies general purposes for
each unit and -chapter as well as
providing instructional objectives and
teaching strategies for each section

chapters. The text can be
used as the basis for either a yearlong
or semester course:

Required or Sug rested Time
The text could provide the basis

for a year of -instruction in state,
local, and national government. The
text's ten units are divided into 35
chap ters or approximately one chap ter
per week of school. The text could
also provide basal c!iaterial for a
semester course that focuses upon one
of the following the structure and
tunction of local, state, and national
governments; the structure and
function of the national government;
state and local government ; or political
problems.

would be difficult for many students .
Although teacher training is not

required, teachers who intend to use
all of the suggested activities should
feel comfortable with a wide range of
instructional strategies and with
open-ended issues for which there may
be no correct answer. In addition,
teaChers may want to inform
administrators about some of the
activities, if active student involvement
is not a common praCtice in the school.

Rationale and General alb
The authors indicate that Our

American Government and Political
System addresses two goals; "First,
the textbook helps students develop an
understanding of the 'whys' of the
American political system. Second,
through the development of this
understanding , the textbook helps
students to cultivate an appropriate
sense of citizenship as participants in
our democratic society . " In addition to
listing general goals for the text, the
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Conn
Our American Government and

political system provides an overview
of most of the topics traditionally
addressed in a government text. It
begins with an examination of the
origins and functions of government
and a brief comparative study of
various types of political systems.
The text also traces the historical and

ralosopnical origins of _ American
democracy and their expression in the
Lonstitiation

The next unit examines the
American political process. Chapters
in this unit focus upon public opinion,
voter behavior, political parties, and
pressure groups. The following unit
examines the operation of the national
executive branch, considering how
presidents are chosen, the powers of
the = executive, the structure of the
executive branch, its functions, the
development of executive powers, and
an evaluation of presidential powers.
Units focusing upon. the legislative and
judicial b ranches follow. These units
consider the nature and structure of
Congress, its function, how it operates,
the foundations and evolution of the
judicial system , the national judiciary,
and the judicial process. Of special
importance are chapters that attend to
problems related to Congress and its
members, civil liberties and civil rights,
and issues related to achieving justice
for all.

Additional units focus upon state
and local governments as well as , the
role of the government in the economy
and foreign relations.. Attention is
given to both foreign policy and
economic issues. Teachers should be
aware that the authors are strong
proponents pt "economic growth; other
perspectives may need to be
introduced to provide balance
reaarciinr, this controversial area.regarding

Teachinc, Procedures
The text and accorn ing teacher's

guide recommend a wide range of teach-
ing strategies. Each text section con-
cludes with several questions that tocus
upon the major content objectives for
that section. Chapters conclude with
reviews of vocabulary and facts , ques-
tions focusing upon the main ideas,
discussion questions raising broad
issues, and research topics . Units
conclude with case studies that require
students to apply learning from the unit
in new situations; questions attending
to the major concepts discussed in the
unit ; questions designed to have stu-
dents apply information in the unit ;
research based upon conflicting opinions
presented in the unit; and a bibliog-
raphy .

Instructional strategies suggested in
the teacher's guide include discussion,
research papers, oral presentations,
small-group tasks , simulations , field
trips, community surveys, and analyz-
ing graphs, maps, charts, cartoons,
and written resources. Although the
majority of activities focus upon
acquisition and retention of knowledge,
attention is also directed at development
of analytical and problem- solving
skills .

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
Our American Government and Polit-

ical i provides a comprehensive
overview of the American political
system. It provides more detailed
objectives than most texts and attempts
to achieve both knowledge acquisition
and process objectives. It shows
minorities in a variety of nons tereo-
typical roles and is suitable for use
with diverse groups.

The text's flexibility and compre-
hensiveness are strengths. Inclusion of
some community-based learning opportuni-
ties is a positive factor that could be
expanded. The virtual exclusion of
role plays as an instructional strategy
is puzzling, since this approach is
particularly effective in demonstrating
the realities of the political system.
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Au,nors:
Publisher:
Publica
Cr
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Subject Ar

te;

rf, ru mond Drum ond
Foresrran and Co.

Text, hardbound, 5 pp, S16 .S9; teacher's annotated
edition, hardbound, 60S pp, 518.59; activities on
duplicating masters, 533.92; tests on duplicating
masters, $26.50
World geography

Overview-
Pc) le on Earth: A World

Geography , designed for seventh- or
gntn-grade students, focuses on

"earth as the home of people." The
text's first three units introduce the
physical and cultural features of earth
while the following six units examine
major world areas, requiring students
to apply the geography concepts
learned previously. A feature of the
text is the "Handbook of Information ,"
which contains statistical information
on the 50 states and all the countries
of the .vorld, as well as an atlas
world climate, political, elevation.
vegetation, population, and land use
maps. Accompanying materials include
two skill-building activity sheets per
chapter and chapter and unit tests, all
on duplicating masters.

Required or S g steci Time
This text is designed for a

one-year geography course. Its 32
chapters each require one week of
instruction. Some planning will be
required--especially for teachers new
to geography--as detailed teaching
plans are not provided.

ended User Characteristics
Students in grades 7 and 8 are the
ended audience for this book. The

graph indicates an average
reading level of grade 7, with

individual passages ranging from grades
, to °. Reading and study skills are
taught throughout the text, and a vari-
ety of visual aids, including photo-
graphs maps, charts, tables, and
graphs, are used to aid understanding.
Sufficient material is provided for the
teacher so that formal training in
Feography is not necessary although it
would, of course, be helpful.

Rationale and General Ob`ectives
The authors believe that geography

should be taught both topically and
regionally, since "both approaches
have value for junior high school
students." The first three units are
designed to "provide students with an
understanding that the environment is
made up of physical and cultural
features." In the ensuing units,
students study various world regions,
examining the physical environment
and culture of each. The authors note
that "Always, the focus is on Earth as
the home of people." Two skill areas
are stressed: reading/ study
map/ globe skills. The
edition provides objectives
chapter.

f1,ontent

skills and
teacher's

for each

The first unit examines the scope of
geography, the location of earth in the
universe, and the motion of earth, and

troduces models of the earth--maps

Data sheet by Frances Haley.
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and ff lobes rnit mines landforms
weather , climate, vegetation and
natural resources. Unit 3 , the last of
the introductory units , presents the
concepts of population density and cul-
ture in an introduction to the world's
people, discusses how people use the
land, and presents world transportation
and communication systems.

Following this, units are presented
on North America, South America,
Europe and the Soviet Union, Asia,
lands of the South Pacific, and Africa.
Each with a chapter on
land and climate,
vegetation , natural

followed

unit begins
water features,
land use , and

it This chapter is
by an examination of the
population patterns, trade, work,
other features of each region .
unit on North America has six chapters,
featuring the United States, Canada,
and :.liddle America. Other units vary
in len gth , depending on the size of th-
region. For example, the unit on lands
of the South Pacific has just two chap-
ters , one on the islands of the South
Pacific and the other on Australia, New
Zealand, and Antarctica.

Special content features
include a two-page feature
geography-related careers
of nature (e. g . , drought,
volcanoes) and a one-page description
of how humans change the environment.

culture,
and
The

in each unit
focusing on
and powers
floods, and

Teaching Procedure
The teacher's annotated edition

opens witty an introduction, to the text,
an outline of the reading/study skills
and map / globe skills taught in the
material, and a bibliography of sup-
plementary materials. The bibliography
includes general books, sources of wall
maps and globes, periodicals, books
related to each unit, and audiovisual
sources.

This material is followed 39-paqe
guide, with one page devoted to each
chapter and seven pages of black-line
masters for outline maps of the
continents. Provided for each chapter
are a summary, objectives, concepts,
teaching strategies, and answers to the
"building skills" section in the student
text. The teaching strategies usually
include one project and a variety of
research activities for students. Within
the chapters are annotations suggesting
further discussion ; for example, "Point
out that the sun is also behind almost
all other sources of energy- we use.
Discuss. "

After each lessor in the student
text is a review of vocabulary , main
ideas, and skills. These same
topics -- vocabulary, main ideas, and
skills--are also reviewed at the end of
each chapter. Unit reviews and
quizzes are also presented. Other
aids in the student `ex!- are a or p-parre
skill lesson in each chapter.

Chapter and unit tests are available
separately. Both have three sections:
vocabulary, main ideas, and using
skills. Questions are matching,
true/ false, multiply= choice, and essay.

Evaluative Comments and Sugaestions
Writing a world geography text

without cramming the book with facts
and data is extremely difficult. This
text has done an admirable job of
combining facts with skill exercises,
while Maintaining a focus on the human
inhabitants of earth. slap and globe
skills are taught sequentially and are
reinforced throughout the material with
exercises in the text, end-of-lesson
and -chapter questions, and tests.
Teachers new to geography may need
to spend extra time preparing to be
sure they have a good grasp of the
materials and skills before teaching
them to students.
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',Torld history

vei-viev
Intended for high school students

of average abilities, p2cDple and Nations
presents a chronological treatment of
world history . The well-illustrated
text is exemplary in its attempt to
balance political, social, cultural, and
economic history, and to balance
it estern with non-Western history.
Teaching procedures involve students
n reading and participating in a wide

variety of activities emphasizing
development in such skills as critical
thinking, investigating, and writing.
The teacher's guide accompanying the
text contains detailed lesson plans;
listings of resource materials ;
supplementary worksheets; a
geography supplement; answers for
textbook questions; and chapter , unit,
midterm, and final tests

uired ested Time
The text is designed as a one-year

course in world history. Its 32
chapters are subdivided into 151
sections that constitute one day of
classroom work each, allowing time for
review , testing , and activities as well.
The teacher's guide gives excellent
guidelines to follow in establishing a
time plan. It also gives suggestions
for using the textbook in the quarter
system and in specialized courses such
as area studies and world cultures.
Very little teacher preparation time is
needed.

Intended User Characteristics
The materials are intended for high

school students of average reading
ability. A Fry analysis showed that
readability varied from grade 7 to
grade 16; the average reading level of
the s' cadent text is approximately
grade 10-11. The publisher reports a
Dal,.-Chall reading level of grade 9-10
New and unfamiliar names and terms are
defined when they are encountered in
the text, and pronunciation guides are
included. The authors report the
difficulty of designating a program as
suitable for all students, since abilities
differ greatly. Therefore, the
teacher's guide offers brief guidelines
for adapting the program for students
of varying abilities. No special teacher
training is needed.

Rationale and General Ob ectives
"The main purpose of People and

Nations is to provide students with a
comprehensive survey of world history
that will help them understand their
own times and to see the world in all
its relationships." Emphasis is placed
on showing "the continuity of history,
the sweeping forces that shaped events,
and the influence of each era on
succeeding times." The textbook also
stresses such skills as critical thinking ,
investigating, and writing. Students
are encouraged to relate history and
geography, to integrate geography
comprehension and skills, and to think
of themselves as historians.

Data sheet by Sydney J. Meredith.



:Thtm' 52Vt2:: unnt_q are urcanizen
ch-cinoloc.Icaily into 32 chapters and 151
sections. Unit 1 tocuses on early
cultures and ci.,,-ilications. In unit
cnapters cover development
civilition-f-, in Greece, Rome and
ancient As:a. Chapters in unit 3

discuss the new heights reached by
East Asia; preservation of the history
of Lorne by the Byzantine Empire; the
powerful force of Islam; the complex
civilizations founded in Africa and the
Americas ; the domination of Medieval
Europe by feudal lords and the
church; and early development of
Europeal--, nations. 4 deals w tia
changes to Europe brought about by
the Renaissance and Reformation;
development of strong central
governments in Europe; the American
and French Revolutions; and changes
that occurred throughout the world as
Europe expanded.

Unit 5 treats transformation of the
modern world due to the industrial
revolution; influence of new political
ideas, science and culture; unification
of nations; and imperialism. Unit 6
focuses on how World War I altered the
course of history and caused tensions

,--- in Western nations; new political forces
in Africa. Asia, and Latin America; and
the aggressions that brought about
World War II. Unit 7 looks at European
recovery and superpower rivalry, the
struggle of Asian _nations to gain
political stability and economic strength,
the gaining of independence by Africa
and the Middle East, the important role
the Western hemisphere played in world
affairs, and rapid change in the modern
world.

A number of special features are
integrated in the text. These look at
methods by which historians
reconstruct the past, how familiar
customs and traditions have been
common experiences in all times ,
works of art that are especially
illuminating as historical witnesses,
and chronology of events in widely
separated areas of the world

-i-eachina Procedures
Etudents using opie and

read textbook selections
tent; analyze picture
time- lines, and charts;

to master con-
essays, maps.
learn important

terms; engage in skills-oriented
activities such as outlining, classitvinF
information, using maps and interpret-
ing primary sources; and answer ques-
tions in checkup sections and chapter
reviews.

In addition to introductory material
explaining overall use of the text and a
listing of audiovisual materials and
sources, the teacher's guide provides
one-page guidelines for each chapter
and section. Chapter guidelines include
an- overview summarizing the main
ideas, a list of the chapter's key
words, a teaching strategy to introduce
the chapter and motivate students, a
listing of teacher and student supple-
mentary reading material, and refer-
ences to appropriate worksheets, e
rap h y applications, and tests. Section
guidelines list the major theme, educa-
tional objectives, activity suggestions, a
number of primary and secondary
source excerpts and strategies for
using them, and suggested supple-
mentary readings. Suggested activities
are varied.

The last part of the guide contains
74 worksheets offering ways to extend
and enrich the text; reproducible
chapter, unit, midterm, and final tests;
student guidelines for preparing a
research report; and a geography sup-
plement.

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
People and Nations is a well-written ,

basic world history textbook that is
logically organized. Its in-depth.
balanced approach will help students
gain an understanding of world history
Noteworthy features include the intro-
duction Qf a variety of skills, especially
in geography ; the interest-building
enrichment features ; and the chrono-
logically parallel account of historical
events. The teacher's guide provides
explicit, detailed instructions for
presenting material.





stall corn nature
munitv g row t h ; allows t... m to
alternative lifestyles, community
and ecological realities; and :hallenges
them to experiment with alternative
solutions to complex , interrelated
land-use rorol_plems. The teacher's guide
lists eight affective and cognitive
program goals. A specific objective for
each exercise in the activities manual is
given therein. Most of these objectives
are psychomotor and cogn:

examine
-v-alue5

Content
The text begins with an overview of

the current planning process. Chapter
1 discusses how the process works.
problems associated with it, and present
trends. Urbanization forces that affect
the prpce-3s follow in Chapter 2. As an
alternative to the existing approach, a
more comprehensive process called eco-
logical planning is presented in the-
next chapter. It is assumed that stu-
dents will use this alternative process_
to conduct a land-use change project on
a site within walking distance of the
classroom.

The next nine chapters prepare
students to carry out this process.
Chapters 4 through 6 are concerned
with data collection. Graphic and
mapping skills for identifying data
collected. on a site, how to write aid
illustrate a proposal for a project, and
using statistical data to decide what,
site to develop are a few of the topicS
presented. The next four chapters
focus on natural resources. Basic
concepts and knowledge for analyzing
vegetation, soil, and water are
presented, as are methods, for
analyzing and illustrating this type of
data' Chapter_ 11 focuses on
evaluation ,--- discussing several-, methods
of evaluating the different rinds of
data collected ha the previous
chapters. Chapter 12 explains' how to
draw a master plan for developing a
site. Studen must- balance their
needs as developers with the
limitationS of the site and the needs of

70

the community. The al chapter,
"Planning for Change: A New Order
provides a rationale for the program.

Headings divide all chapters into
several shorter sections. All chapters
end with a brief conclusion section --and
a bibliography. Black and white photo-
graphs and illustrations appear
throughout the t

Teaching Procedures
The activities manual contains one to

five activities for reinforcing the con-
tent of each chapter. Each activity-
includes an obieetive , materials, and
procedures.- The range of- activities is
wide; most do not reauire a great deal
of reading: Students measure, draw,
reed maps, survey, etc. For example,
they read about using statistical data to
select a land site for development in
Chapter 8. Next they collee't their own
data, determine and plot- population
trends and growth rates, and analyze
their own values about land7use issues.
The manual concludes with a section of
illbstrations 'and descriptions of common
frsh'water animals and ,plants.

Evaluative Comments and suggestions
Teachers interested' in ecology/

environmental studies- will 'find planning
for Change appealing, because few other
materials in the area exist. It is also
-attractive because the interdisciplinary
approach and wide variety of activities
will interest students who hate many
different interests and individual needs.
The text is complex, however, and con-

-tains little help for teachers in the way
of- lesson plans. Most teachers may not
have the background knowledge and
time necessary to use it. In addition,
some- of the required materials -- watches-
Nidth second hands, surveying instru-
ments, slopefinders, etc. - -are 'expen-
sive and difficult to obtain. Much of
the text was developed by the author
while teaching an urban ecology class
for secondary students.
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A Proud ation is a' junior high/

middle school U. S. history text
designed for a full year course. The
12-unit, 35-chapter chronological pre-
sentation covers historical periods from
before Columbus :l-irough Ronal-1
Reagan, encouraging historical analysis
and comparison through the use of

ssocial studies skills. Special
features include a focus page in-

text
each

chapter examining a particular aspect
in greater detail and a unit section
describing .famous and not-so-famous
American families. Lesson, chapter,
and unit reviews emphasize factual
recall and application of skills. The
teacher's editibn provides a section
containing unit-by-unit and chapter-
by-chapter .overviews, teaching and
activity suggestions, answers to review
questions, and mastery tests.

Required or Suggted Time
. The text is designed for a one-year

course in U.S. history. It consists of
12 -units with 35 chapters. Each chap-
ter is designed to take one week.
Teachers will need to spend some time
outside of class reviewing and expand-
ing the lesson plans in the teacher's
edition.

Intended User Characteristics
The text is intended for middle

school or junior high school students.

While the publisher reports using a con-
trolled vocabulary, a Fry test indicated
a reading level several grades above
the junior high level. This higher
score seems due to the high use of
dates and proper names. Aids to read-
ability are the use of italics for
significant or unfamiliar words and
concepts, definitions in context, short
lessons, and subheadings focusing on
the coverage of smaller sections.
Numerous graphs, illustrations, and
maps offer visual support. Each
chapter prepares the student for the
content to follow in a brief intro-
duction. No special teacher. training is
needed to use this text.

Rationale and General Objectives
A Proud N_ ation aims to "present

history so that students gain experience
and insight that will guide them in
thinking about the issues they face now
and in the future." More specific
objectives_ include "promoting the study
of history through clear content that
encourages historical analysis," pro-
viding experience in using primary
sources, "humanizing events of history
through stories of both famous and
ordinary people," helping students to
recall specific historical data and to
relate and compare past events with
present ones,: and developing social
studies skills. Very specific knowledge
and skill objectives for each chapter are
delineated in- the teacher's edition.

Data sheet by Carol H. Krismann.



Cil.r.tent
Proud ation :s a chronoloF,ical

histor:.:- of the United States -beginning
with the land and Indian life and con-
cludin g with Ronald Reagan's presi-
dency. The text is divided into 12
units with clearly delineated time spans.
Each unit is comprised of three chap-
ters, which are further subdivided into
.hree to four short lessons geared to
one basic idea. Each chapter concludes
with a focus page examining a person,
episode, or development in further
detail; these emphasize the human
aspect of history, examining such
people as Civil War women spies, Dred
Scott, and two brothers on opposite
sides of the Civil War; such issues as
working women, population growth in
the United States, and union member-
ship; and such careers as cartography,
treasure hunting, ;::nd social science...
These pages frequently contain excerpts
frorn primary source materials.

Each unit begins with a time line
showing events in the rest of the world
concurrent with events in U.S. history.
The units end with special feature
sections describing various American
families . In both the focus pages and
special feature sections a wide range of
ethnic groups, males, and females are
described.

Teaching Procedures
A number or teaching aids are pro-

vided in the student text. Review
questions at the end of each lesson
encourage the student to recall factual
information and relate the past to the
present. The chapter review is
designed to reinforce new concepts in
the text, to relate information to larger
concepts, to use the maps and photo-
graphs or reproductions to analyze
visual data, and to suggest supple-
mentary individual or group activities
and additional reading. Unit reviews
serve to help the student identify the
main ideas in the unit through ques-
tions relating to history, geography,
economics, politic-al science, and
sociology. There are also questions
encouraging the student to make general-

-u

it.-ations about the content and relate it
to the present and exerci3es (dealing'h the suecial teature, mans, and
photographs or reproductions.

The teacher's edition provides 103'
pages of practical aidsteachinc
organized to follow the student text.
Each unit is treated in two pages
designed to help the teacher plan, use,
and review the unit. They include an
overview of the unit, teaching sug-
gestions geared to the unit's opening
pages, and answers to the unit review.
These pages also list concepts and
social studies skills. Each chapter is
also described in two pages that include
objectives and teaching suggestions for
each lesson as well as answers to the
chapter review. A mastery -test is
included- for each chapter; factual recall
is. stressed.

Teacher notes are also provided
throughout the text reproduced in the
teacher's edition. These point out the
emphasis of each chanter and stiggest
an ongoing activity to promote motiva-
tion. Lesson notes. include a brief
introduction, notation of unfamiliar
terms, and a delineation of the main
idea. -Activity suggestions are inter-
sp.ersed -throughout the text, as are
answers to lesson review questions.

Evaluative Comments and stions
A Proud Nation is a well-organized,

interesting, and readable text, covering
the gamut of American history. The
coverage is thorough, although the last
two chapters examining 1960 to the
present are somewhat cursory. Special
features and quotations from primary
sources add to the interest. The pages
are spacious with easily readable type;
well-placed maps, photographs, and
reproductions _add to student under-
standing. Review questions and activi-
ties are thought-provoking. Teacher's
notes are thorough although those
interspersed throughout the text are in
small type-that is difficult to read.
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Psychology for You is a text
designed for an introductory course in
psychology focusing on humanistic
rather than clinical. psychology.
Designed for high school and college
students, it is organized into six
sections and chapters covering
theoretical and social aspects of
psychology . . The main objective is to
stimulate thi-nklr, and self-awareness
through reading
additional resources,
and activities. It

the text and
class discussion ,

is written in a
clear, understandable, and
nonjudgmental way. The teacher's
guide offers suggestions for
approaching , and teaching the material,
as well as discussion, project, and
reading ideas over and above those
appearing in the text.

Required or 5t1Lgest6d Time
The text is intended for use in an

introductory course in psychology.
No time allotment is suggested in the
teacher's guide, although six units and
24 chapters would seem to indicate at
least a semester's study. The author
does suggest some chapters which
could be deleted without destroying
the flow of content. Teachers will
need to spend time out of class
developing day-to-day lesson plans.

Intended User Characteristics
Although the publisher states that

the text is designed for grades 9 -12,
the author suggests in his introduction

that the appropriate grade level would
be grade 11 through freThman or
sophomore year of college. The Fry
readability measurement by this analyst
would tend to 'support the author, as
the readability is at the college level.
This relatively high reading level could
be explained by the use of scientific
terms in the text. Aids in readability
and clarity include the use of italics
for ,,nfarrliliOr words or phrases with
definitions incorporated into the text,
clear and understandable language,
and pleasant format with wide margins.
Photographs, graphs, charts, and
checklists offer visual support.

No special teacher training is
needed, although some background in
psychology would be helpful.

Rationale and General Obec
According to the author,

Psychology for You is "concerned
primarily with students' personality
development and with their social and
intellectual growth . It is designed
"to help young people gain a better
understanding of themselves, their
relationship with others, and ultimately
the society in which they live." The
focus of the text is on humanistic
psychology rather than clinical
psychology, but the text does include a
range of theoretical analysis and
speCific information relating to scientific
psychology. Specific objectives include
ac-uurate recall of key facts and
concepts, but the primary objective is
to "stimulate thinking and self-

Data sheet by Carol El. Krismann.



awareness.
C appear-

es
ppear

Psychology
divided into three to six

s each, for a total of 24
chanter's. Section I covers psychology
as it relates to the individual, defining
normal, mentally healthy, basic
emotional needs, and psychological
problems a human being may
encounter. Section 2 provides an
overview of theories of human behavior
from Freud to new age psychology. It
also includes suggestions for choosing a
therapy. Section 3 discusses dreams.
mythology. and altered
consciousness, while section 4 deals
with the psychology of social change,
such as transition to adulthood,
women's and men's liberation, love and
sexuality, handicaps, aging, and death.
Section 5 treats problems of society,
includina prejudice, crime, drug and
alcohol abuse, murder, and mass
persuasion. The final section presents
theories of intelligence and intelligence
testing as well as statistical methods
and how they are used in psychology.
The final chapter is a personal
statement by the author promoting ways
of living in the world. His main theme
is to "broaden ,your world" by being
open to new experiences.
Contemporary photographs, drawings,
and cartoons illustrate the text;
pertinent quotations, brief biographical
sketches of important theorists, and
related charts, graphs, and checklists
are also included.

es
eacnz

Teaching Procedures
The teacher's guide provides

objectives, teaching suggestions, and
lists of resource materials for each
chapter of the student text. The
introduction states the humanistic
orientation of the text and attempts to
distinguish this approach from other
approaches. It also suggests resource
material for the teacher to make
available to the students (books,

74

ne\' sletter_ lager Ines, iilriis. dic-
tionaries, .) - The bulk of the guide
is chapter-by-chap ter suggestions.
prised of chapter objectives, tips for
handling the material effectively, and
discussion and project ideas. These
are not a duplication of the discussion
and project ideas in the student text.
Emphasis throughout is on teacher sensi-
tivity to the students. Projects include
doing research, listening to speakers,
creative writing, debating, brainstorm-
ing, etc. The last section of the guide
is a reprint of an article, "Careers in
Psychology." Tests are not included;
in tact, the author suggests that
grades be based on class participation
in discussion and the quality of written
reports.

Teaching procedures 'incorporated
into the text include a page at the end
of each chapter entitled "Things to
Discuss/Things to Do/Things to Read."
Discussion questions are _usually open-
ended and thought-provoking. Sug-
gested activities include volunteering at
a mental hospital, role playing, doing
further research, holding a class
debate, or giving presentations. Sug-
gestions for further reading include a
variety of books, both fiction and non-
fiction.

-aluative Comments and Suggestions
Dr. Gordon, a well-known author

and psychologist, has written a matter-
of-fact, unbiased .textbook. He pre-
sents many theories, stating all sides of
issues in an oasily understandable' and
nonpatronizing manner. He is very
careful to state when he is expressing
his own opinion and treats controversial
issues such as homosexuality, sexuality,
abortion,
items for
things to
ter are
certainly
students.

and prejudice with care. His
discussion, things to do, and
read at the end of each chap-
excellent. The text should
catch the interest of the

Many teachers might have
appreciated more guidelines as far as
timelines for presenting the material.
Teacher attitudes and the necessity for
being sensitive to the emotional needs
of the students are thoroughly covered.
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Overview.
The interl-elationship of physical.

u1Lura.l , and economic geograph-y- is
the focus of this text for junior high
students. The text's first and last
units focus. on the world as a whole,
with unit 1 introducing basic
geographic concepts and unit 10
looking at current global issues. The
euth t remaining units focus on w orld
regions. A unique feature in each
unit presents works of music,
literature, and art reldted to
geography. Geographic skills are
emphasized throughout the text.
reference section features an atlas of
eight full-color maps of the world and
the continents. The student text is
accompanied by a teacher's guide and
black-line masters for chapter tests.

Reauired or Suggested Time
The book is suitable for use as a

basal text in a one-year world
geography course. Approximately
three to five days will be needed to
cover each of the text's 42 chapters.
The program is flexible enough so that
teachers can spend more tier e on
difficult concepts and skills if they
wish .

Intended User Characteristics
The reading level of Steck- Vaughn

World Geography averages grade 7.
According to a Fry analysis, selected
excerpts ranged from grade 4 to grade

Data sheet by Frances Haley.
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10; however, the majority of passages
analyzed were at the seventh-grade
level. Two special features in the
teacher's guide provide for exceptional
students. "Extra Help" allows the
teacher to present concepts and skills
in a more simplistic manner for less able
students . "Challenge' provides sugges-
tions for more advanced students.

Teachers who do not have extensive
geography background will need' to
spend time preparing to teach the skills
lessons . The lessons are clearly writ-
ten and presented; however, many of
the concepts and skills will be new to
students and will require thorough
teacher understanding to explain.

Rationale and General Objectives
In the introduction to the student

text , the authors note the many- dif-
ferent reasons for studying geography
and relate these reasons to students'
lives. They note that geography
affects "the place where you live, the
way you live, and your future choice of
jobs. [ItI. affects the things you need
and use in your daily lives . .

Geography also helps you to understand
news events and how they may affect
vr-i." The relationship between humans

nc the environment is an important
p.rt of geography, which includes the
study of land and water (physical
geography) , of people and how they
live (cultural geography ) , and the use
of Earth's resources (economic geog-
raphy ) . The major objective of the text

7c



standi
world

-es

iv e studen ts. _ basic under-
the geography of today

The teacher's guide gives
each chanter

T he various 'environments" or
plane, earth and the uses to which
humans put these environments are the
topics of the first unit. Subsequent
units foeus on the United States and
Canada. Latin America and the
Caribbean, Western Europe, the Soviet
2nion and Eastern Europe. the Middle
East and North Africa, Tropical and
Southern Africa, South and Southeast
Asia, and East Asia and the Pacific.
Each of these re-'onal units has a
chapter that reviews- the region as a

hole, :allowed by case studies of
countries within the region. These
case studies are designed to show
similarities and differences among the
countries within the regions. Within
each case study-, the environment. the
people, and the people's interaction
with the environment are presented.
The last Chapter in each unit has the
subtitle, The Region in Perspective,"
and focuses on key issues and
prospects for that region. For
example, the unit on Western Europe
ends with a chapter discussing the
question of a united Europe while the
unit on Tropical and Southern
concludes with a discussion of breaking
out of poverty. Unit 10 examines such
global issues. as food, natural hazards,
and use of earth's resources.

Fifty-one sequential geography
skills lessons are presented. Fourteen
of these are presented in the first
unit; most cover basic skills needed to
use globes, maps, graphs,
tables. The balance of the
in each chapter--introduce
advanced Skills, building
presented in unit 1.

A unique feature in each unit
presents excerpts from art, literature,
music, and poetry. For example. in
the unit on Western Europe, two Van
Gogh paintings- are reproduced, one of
the -outskirts of Hague, the other a
country scene in France. Students are

charts, and
lessons--one

more
on those

76

asked to
areas, the
based on
paintings.

scribe differences
climate, population ,
their analysis

1 eac_hinc. Procedures

t he
etc . ,

the

The bulk of the teacher's guide
focuses on the individual chapters.
Specific learning objectives for each
chapter are given, follcm-!d by a
lesson vocabulary. Suggestions for
using the vocabulary are also
presented. A motivation lesson is
suggested, followed by questions for
discussion linked to the student text.
Answers for questions contained in the
student text are also given. Separate
instructions_ are provided for the
geography skills lessons within each
chapter. A chapter featu-_-e called
"Your Local Geography" requires
students to apply concepts and skills to
local issues. "Extra ,Help" and
"Challenge" lessons are presented for
use with the core chapter materials,
geography lessons, and local features.
The final section for each chapter is a
section of questions to be used for
evaluation. Black-line masters of
chapter tests are available separately.
An annotated list of books and
audiovisual materials is presented at the
end of each unit.

Evalua Comments and Suf, one

Steck-Vaughn World Geography is
an interesting book, written in a
readable manner. Although it does
present many facts, it is not dry and
uninteresting. The questions within
the chapters are designed to promote
student thinking. not merely
recitation. However, the materials do
rely mostly on reacing, writing, and
recitation. Some of the built-in
features require library research and
more active learning, should the
teacher choose to use these.

Especially strong features of the
material include the geography
skill-building lessons and the scope
and sequence of content and skills
presented in the teacher's guide.
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Text, hardbound, 4S2 pp, $11.96; teacher's guide,
paperbound, 92 pp, $3.80; workbook, paperbound,
143 pp, 85.20; student test booklet, paperbound, 112
pp, 82.80

Economics

The Study of Economics: Principles.
Concepts and .applications is designed
for use in a one- or two-term course
at the secondary level. The text
employs a building-block presentation
of basic economic principles and
theories, with units on the foundations
of economics. microeconomics.
macroeconomics, and world economics.
Case studies are employed frequently.
The author emphasizes the need for
active participation by students,
suggesting that class time be equally
cli, iced between lecturing, class
disc:_ scion, and small-group work.
A teacher's guide, workbook, and
student tests accompany the program.

or Suggested Time
The text is designed for a one- or

two_ -term course. Each of the text's
18 chapters is arranged into several
four- to five -page sections; each
section could be combined with tests or
exercises from the workbook for a
day's assignment. Teachers should
begin with the first unit on
foundations of economics, but can then
decide whether to teach the units on
microeconomics or macroeconomics in or
out of sequence; the unit on world
economics should be taught last.

tended User Characteristic
The text is intended for

students. Fry readability
secondary

analysis

Da:a sheet y Sydney J. Mere ith.

77 S u

indicated that readability varied
somewhat, with the average at grade

Sentences are long and complex.
In addition, concepts are fairly
sophisticated for most secondary stu-
dents. However, the text is consis-
tently organized and contains a number
of reading aids (chapter previews,
learning objectives, definitions of
economic concepts, etc.). No special
teacher training is required.

Rationale and General Objectives
The author's overall goal is to

provide "a clear and concrete
presentation of material... to make the
subject of economics understandable and
interesting while at the same time
covering the range of intellectual tools
that can be useful to a layperson."
Specific goals emphasize concept
teaching, problem-solving , and
process skills. One goal is "to give the
beginning student...a concrete setting
to which new concepts can be related."
A second goal is "to provide an evenly
balanced presentation of the full range
of economics and economic theory by
selecting and including in the text only
those tools of economic analysis which
would be useful to a student in
understanding the real economic world."
A third goal is to involve students in
playing "an active or interactive role in
the process, rather than merely a pas-
sive role as listener." The text lists
specific objectives for each chapter.



The te=e.` orovloes an evenif
balanced presentation of basic economic
principles and theories. The text's
tcur units are organized into 18
chapters. in Li- it 1, 'Foundations,"
economic choices, the
and market pricing
Chapters in unit 2 ,
tocus

economic system,
are discussed.

" Microeconomics , "

on the consumer, the business
and market structure, industry

concentration and conduct, government
and business, labor, and income
:listribution. Discussed in the
chapters on "Macroeconomics," unit 3,
are money , unemployment and
inflation . the economy's output ,
stabilizing the economy, economic
growth, and public finance. Unit 4
deals with "World Economics,"
emphasizing international trade,
alternative economic systems, and
world development.

Marry case studies are used.
Anecdotes and numerous cartoons also
enliven the narrative. A glossary; and
index conclude the text.

Teaching Procedures
A number of teaching aids are

provided in the student text. To
interest students and assist them in
reading the material, each chapter
opens with an attention-getting article
on some event or problem relevant to
the economic concepts introduced in the
chapter. For example, the chapter on
economic choices begins with an article
on the shortage of petroleum in the

Os .
Following the introductory article is

a preview of the content of the
chapter and set of learning
objectiees Chapters ar arranged in
sections, further subdivided into
discussions of individual concepts.
Each section concludes with a short
case study that ;:.ustrates application of
the concepts covered. Each case study
is followed by three a uestions that
encourage students to discuss and
analyze economic concerns in large or
small groups and to apply the newly
learned concepts. The three questions

78

pro o- more dif icult
rec uires mostly factual recall;

second requires analytical and
the third, Sn open-ended qi es
requires student to apply judiz-
merits. At the end of each chap_ to r are
a summary , a one -page essay about a
well-known economist or important eco-
nomic event study questions, and
analytical exercises to
iriforce understanding of the material
presented in the text.

The teacher's guide is designed to
help teachers _Ise the text in discussing
concepts, analysis, and case applica-
tions in the text and workbook. It
suggests teaching devices the author
round useful in the classroom. Chapter
-verview s and answers to all questions
in the text, workbook, and testing
booklet are also provided.

The workbook contains review exer-
cises, practice tests, and additional
case applications. The testing booklet
contains 54 chapter tests.

expand and re-

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
The Study of Economics: Principles,

Concepts, and Applications is a
logically organized, well-written text
offering a building-block presentation
of concepts. The author has carefully
thought through the content structure
of the text , student objectives , and
case application approach. Workbook
exercises should help to reinforce the
material presented in the text.

A potential problem in using this
text successfully is the high reading
level and difficulty of some of the
material. The text may be appropriate
for only the most able of senior high
students.

The teacher's guide is clearly
written and provides teachers with _

great deal of information. While the
use of case ,study applications requiring
students to apply knowledge they have
learned is a strong paint, many
teachers might have appreciated the
addition of more varied methods of
instruction. A timetable for presenting
the material would also have been
helpful.
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U.S. history

This Great Nation is a U.S. history
text desi4ecc, lor use a vear&c..;neee
junior high school course. The text
provides a traditional chronological
overview of major events in U. S. his-
tory , from the first Americans to the
present administration. A range
teaching aids provide teachers with
amble material to select from. Read-
ing , discussion , and paper-and-pencil
activities are stressed.

Required or Suggested Time
This Great Nation is intended for

use in a yearlong U.S. history course.
Although no speei tic timetable for
using the book's 3e chapters is pro-
vided, each of the two to three sec-
tions in each chapter could probably
be completed in one or two days of
class work. Adequate time would still
remain to cover special skill and con-
tent features, use selected workbook
pages and activity sheets, and review
and test.

Intended C ser Characteristics
The text is aimed at) junior high

school students of all ability levels.
The publisher reports an eighth-grade
reading level (Dale-Chall) , while this
analyst's application of the Fry graph
indicated a ninth-grade average. Such
-reading aids as advance organizers,

ci!efinitices of new terms in context, and
section review questions are presented.
Some special skill features also assist
students in developing reading skills.
In addition, the teacher's guide (or
resource book) presents three ability-
keyed activities for each section: one
±cr average students, one for below-
average students, and one for above-
average students. Because these activi-
ties focus on skill development , how-
ever, students with reading difficulties
may find achieving the content objec-
tives difficult without special planning
by the teacher.

Rationale and General Objectives
This Great Nation has been written

to help students "appreciate the
breadth of America's accomplishments_
and potential" through a standard
chronological presentation of U.S. his-
tory-. Within the chronological frame-
work, the text "takes account of the
dynamics of American history -fresh
information, refined social insights, and
revised historical interpretations

The text also aims to develop
study, map - reading, thinking, and
reading skills; detailed scope-and-
sequence charts for these skills are
provided in the teacher's guide. The

specific content
and sections and a
each of the three

section.

guide also
objectives for units
skill objective for
activities provided for each

Data sheet by Laurel R. S ,ingleton.
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The text's it) chapters are orc.anize.cl
into ten units that present a chrono-
logical account of S. history. Tradi-
tional political: military topics are
e7riphasized in the standard textbook
prose.

The first unit, "The Meeting of Cul-
tures, " covers such topics as the first
Americans, U.S. geography, early
explorers. Columbus, and the creation
of New France and New Spain. Unit
focuses on life in the colonies of
English America. Unit 3, The Ameri-

can Revolution. " covers not only the
Revolutionary War, but the confedera-
tion of states and the L; . S. Constitu-
tion ,

Unit 4, 'A New Nation, covers
events from the presidency of kVash-
ing ton to that of Polk. Topics in the
fifth unit. " People in Conflict ." are
the Civil War and Reconstruction. The
period of "National Expansion" in the
second half of the 19th century is the
locus of unit

Unit 7 " A Reluctant International
Power," looks at events in the early
20th century : overseas expansion,
Theodore Roosevelt's foreign policy.
World War I, and the 20s " Depression
and car'--World War TT and the Cold
War--are the subjects of unit S. Unit 9
looks at the social movements of the
150s , the effects of mobility and tech-
nolog y on American life, and e,rents in
Southeast Asia and the Nliddie East.
The final unit examines "Challenges of a
New Age. with particular emphasis
given to economic problems.

Special content features in each unit
include a "Law and the Citizen" feature
that focuses on such topics as citizens'
rights during war time or the "separate
but equal" doctrine and a "People in
America" feature that highlights well-
known and little-known Americans.

Tea-nling Procedures
Teaching aids provided with this text

include a teacher's guide, teacher's
annotated edition, workbook, packets of

30

duplicating- masters for activity sheets
and for test and duizre. and activi-
ties provided in the student text.

The teacher's guide provides an
introduction to the program, complete
with detailed scone-and-sequence charts
for content and skills. For each unit,
the guide presents a content overview,
content objectives, a list of special
features, a suggested bulletin board
display, and student and teacher bib-
liographies. An excellent historical
essay providing background information
introduces each chapter. For the chap-
ter sections , the guide presents content
objectives , three activities keyed to
skill objectives and ability levels, and
references to related activity sheets,
quizzes, and workbook pages. The
activity sheets provide paper-and-pencil
activities reinforcing

k
the

workbooks provide similar activitiesities that
reinforce. content ; tests and quizzes
stress knowledge acquisition and map ,
skills.

The teacher's annotated edition com-
plements the guide. It repeats the con-
tent overviews and objectiv9s for each
unit and chz..pter and proviues defini-
tions of the vocabulary words listed in
each section of the student text,
limited number of activity and discus-
sion suggestions, and answers to ques-
tions in the student text.

Teaching aids in the student text
include the skill features presented in
each chapter, as vell as chapter and
unit tests.

Evaluative Comments ane, Sugge
Teachers will have a

materials .o choose from in
text ; de. pite the amount
provided, -..owever, there is
deal of variety. Reading,
and paper-and-pencil activities pre-
dominate: without careful teacher plan-
ning , students may become bored.
Strong points of the program include its
emphasis on skill development and the
historical essays provided as back-
ground for each chapter in the
teacher's guide

wealth of
using this

of material
not a great
discussion ,
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S. hi=story

This America's Story provides
.ode material for a yearlong course

. S . history , vet remains fle-.ible
enough for the incorporation of
current events, special topics and
projects, or concentration on
skill-biaildin . The material may be
used with average junior high school
students; the reading level is grade 9
and aids to reading are provided.
The authors present a blend oz
political and social history in showing-,
America to be both a "land of promise"
and a " land of progress . " The
teacher's edition presents objectives
and teaching strategies for each of. the
text's 32 chapters. Other program
components include chapter and unit
tests and worksheets available in a
workbook or as black-line masters .

Reouired or sted Time
The text is divided into 32 chapters

comprising ten units of study. Each
chapter is subdivided into from three
to five sections. The text is designed
to be the basis of a yearlong course in
American history at the junior high
school or middle school level. The
text provides adequate material, but
also provides flexibility for
incorporating other -subjects ,
concentration on the skills sections of
tne book, or days to set aside for

current events or other activities.
Opportunities for incorporating con-
temporary events into history-focused
lessons are provided.

In tended User Characteristics
The textbook is intefided for

junior high or middle school audience.
This reviewer found the reading level
of the material, based on the Fry
formula, to be at the
reading aids are provide
features require
sophistication and may
average students

ninth grade;
d . The skills
no special
be used bV
While some

out-of-class work is suggested as part
of student activities , these are optional
and do not necessitate excessive time.
No special teacher training is needed
to use this textbook.

Rationale and General Objectives
Three major objectives guidedided the

authors in writing this text: (1) to
tell America's story in an interesting
and nuderstandable way, (2) to
develop study skills , and (3) to build
art appreciation of our nation's
heritage . " Especially important to the
authors is that America's story has
been "the search for freedom and
opportunity . .. which led- people to leave
Europe... because they had a dream for
a new and better life." The authors
also want to show how American life

sheet by James R. Giese.



h M:Or Lnd
that the pr,_Jmise oi equal rights and
liberties , as .-oiced in such doc117-,ents
as !-e Declaration of Indeo ender-Ice and
the it of Rights, has gained %vider
meat= g and currenci: ov er urne

(-__-onttr"'nt

The tEfx t preent,=, ten Units (-): 32
chapters The content emphasis of the
book is on the 1.8th and 19th
centuries ; less emphasis is given the
17th and 20th centuries. Two units
treat exploration and the early history
ci new world colonies. Six units deal
tith the period ot the American
Revolution through the industrial
trans formation h late 1o._1__

century. Two units present the
history of the United States from the
end of the 19th century through the
Reagan administration.

iuch of the content at the book is
oriented toward political history,
though balanced by attention to social
history topics. Of the topics covered
in the "Summary of Important ideas"
section at the end of each unit.
percent ar political. 13 percent are
both political and social, and the
remaining 33 percent are largely

The textbook also presents 17
"People America's Story" features,
brief, visually oriented descriptions of
people important in American history .
Three are devoted to women, three to
minorities, tu a to business figures.
tour to representatives of social or
cultural themes, and eight to major
political figures. Another feature is
devoted to "Gaining Skills . " Of the 32
skills exercises, seven .involve maps,
eleven concern graphics (reading
charts graphs, tables, and pictures) .
eight stress reading (for point of
view , comparing primary and
secondary sources, separating tact

82

writing , time , and reference work

Teaching Procedures
Each chapter is prefaced by guiding

c uest lipris . The subsed uent- narrative
is divided into sections. -

Studythatcorrespond to these Questions.
questions gfocusin. . on retention of
facts conclude each section. The
review sections concluding each
chapter are and

vocabulary
skills
work,

re

m p tact
various, Each these contains

questions . practice (primarily
map vork or time line work) , and
questions requiring students to make

make

ke
comparisons , draw inference-s .

.extrapolations. The primary
difficulty with this section is the
inordinate use of "why" cuestions that
do not indicate the level of specificity
required to answer the questions
adequately .

The teacher's edition presents an
overview of the program, objectives
and an introductory activity for each,
one to four teaching ideas for each
section, and a unit-by-unit
bibliography of student and teaacidhez

d.materials an audiovisual
Activities emphasize class discussion
and written exercises.

Evaluative Comments and Suestions
This Is America's S tor- presents a

judicious balance between political and
social history content. There is some
skills emphasis, but the skill lessons
may have to be embellished in order to
make first-rate lessons. Adequate
material is presented for a full year's
course in Amorican history, but not so
much as to preclude enrichment
activities of various 1,--,inds

0:3
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pound, 344 pp e_z_ic
paperbound, 11

each
.Q0

a seven.ri-grade rea
.S. history text is

intende to used in a yeario
course for students in grades 8-12.
Illustrated with black and white
photographs, engravings, and
drawings, the volumes present a

Ologic l history of the United
States, emphasizing people and the
human side of history. Students are
expected
participate
and many
teacher's gu'

to read the text and
in classroom discussions

learning activities. A
accompanieS the texts.

or Suesested Time
The two texts are the basis for a

one-year course of study. The texts
are divided into a total of 39 chapters
oraanized into 14 units. The amount
of time spent on individual chapters is
lett to the discretion of the teacher;
three days per chapter would appear
to he an adequate average, leaving
time for supplemental activities and
testing.

d 1--;er Characteristics
The textbook is intended for

students of varying abilities in grades
8-1:. It can be used with students
who have reading difficulties.
According to the Fry graph; the text's
reading level averages grade 7. -

special section at the beginning of
- each unit define. = difficult words; the

pronunciation of many words
provided in the text. The wide range

suggested activities pro.(-ides for
7-ts f-J1,(1,.-e-,71,-

students. No special teac
preparation is necessary.

Rationale (b;ecti e-
History is more than a series of

events; it -concerns the lives and
ideas of people. e Americans,
-written h this concern in mind,
supports two major objectives. One
objective is to bring American history
alive through the words of many
different Americans. The textbook
will show students how- people have
affected history and how history has
affected people. The second purpose
is "to add to students' understanding
of American history
life was for
Americans in Our
-including women

litical, and ethnicp

Co

by showing what
many

country's past,
and religious,

groups."

A chronological history. of the
United States is presented in two
volumes. The first volume contains

In unit 1, The American
students discuss the methods
by scientists to reconstruct

eight units.
Indians,"
employed
the histories of preliterate societies;
learn about cultural diversity by
i.7-arnining the life ways of the Pueblo
Lichans, the Indians of the Pacific

rthwest, the Plains Indians, and the
Iroquois;
level of

:du

and examine the sophisticated
government utilized by the
League. ais with

Data sheet by McCormick.
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the "Fiuropean 11Np:oration of Anierica
the riptivazions of these

explorations and the effeCts of
F,uropean values of that era on the life
ways of the Native Americans. in unit
3 students study the colonization of

riierica y England, Spain, France,
and other European coun tries. Issues
of concern during the growth of our
nation ( e g . slavery, religious
freedom) have roots in this early
colonial period. The continued growth
of the colonies and their independence
from England are dealt with in unit 4
Students examine life in the colonies
and the American Revolution.

t 5 A Young Nation Develops
explores problems encountered (e. 7
the need for a central government);
what it was like living in rural areas,
in cities, and on plantations;
immigration; and vornen's role in the
growinc nation. The westward
movement 15 the locus of unit o . Also
studied are the Texas revolution and
the Mexican W'ar. In unit 7 students
read firsthand accounts about what it
was like to be a slave; they also read
Of the brave stands taken by
abolitionists who opposed slavery
The concluding unit in volume 1 deals
with the Civil War,

The second volume contains six
units. Unit 9 deals with the
Reconstruction era and the settlement of
the western part of the United States.
In the tenth unit, students learn how
our nation changed after the Civil 'Jar
as a result of industrialization and
reforms. War, annexation, and World
War I are studied in Unit 11 as
students learn how "The United States
Liecomes a World Power." The roaring
twenties , the Stock market crash the
Great Depression, and the Nev.' Deal are
topics examined in unit 12 , "Between
the Wars." ,,Vorld War II and postwar
America, 1945-1955, are studied in Unit
13. The concluding unit deals with the
new problems and new challenges of our
growing nation Topics students
examine include the civil rights of all
Americans , space exploration, the
Cub n missile crisis, asSassinations
and the characteristics of the Kennedy,
Johnson, and Nixon administrations.

S4

Teaching Procedures
Students are expected to read and

discuss the textbook, answer chapter
review questions, and participate in
learning activities. Each unit be5105
with an overview and a timeline ,
"Understanding What You Read
Activity, " which defines words that
are used in the unit, is also provided.
Each unit also contains "Summing Up"
review questions and a list of books
for students to read. "Do You
Remember?" and "What Do You Think?"
questions help students review each
chapter. Also included in the chapter
review are "Things To Do. " For
example, students do oral, reports on
the adventures of Estevanico , build
models of a slave but and of a mansion
on a large plantation. prepare and eat
a meal that slaves might have eaten
( ham hocks, black-eyed peas) , write a
letter to a friend describing what life
was like in a Southern , city shortly
after the war, and interview 'senior
citizens.

Complete teaching instructions are
provided in the teacher's guide. For
each chapter the following information
is provided: a summary, student
objectives, learning activities, possible
responses to student questions in the
chapter review section of the textbook',
and lists of student and teacher
resources.

Evaluative Comments and 5ugestians
The text is well written and

interesting. The emphasis on people,
the easy reading ,level, and the fact
that the text comes in two paperbound
volumes that are not overwhelming will
make it especially easy to use with
average or slower students. The texts
do not have color photographssomething
you vcy seldom find these days; how-
ever, the black and white illustrations
work very well, and students should
find them interesting.
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Text , hardbound , --616 pp S15.69; teacher's annotated
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duplicating masters, $8.25; audio program 56.60
Citizenship education civics

(Dverview
We the Peopl is a civics textbook

that has been in print for more than
50 years and is thus qUite
The authors point out, however, that
this edition is entirely -new, with newly
written or extensively revised content,
a new format and page design, nd
different artwork. The text is com-
prised of 32 chapters organized into
eight units -constituting a one-year
course for average readers in grades
7-9. The teacher's edition opens with
a general section outlining an array of
teaching strategies; it also provides
some suggestions and appropriate ques-
tions for teachers in annotations on
student text pages. While .the
teacher_ 's edition does not state " finite"
goals for a civics course, it does
indicate that skills are an integral part
of such a study and purports to pro-
vide - 'complete curriculum of skills
development." Tests and an audio pro-
gram consisting of dramatic readings of
,treat documents are also available.

c'ecuired_ or Suggested 7' e

We the People provides ample materi-
al for a one-year course. No timetable
indicating how much time should be
spent on each component is included,
nor are there recommendations concern-
ng what portions might be omitted.
Teachers could delete various chapters
and/or units to structure a one-
semester program.

ended- I.Jse- Char-acte
This text is intended for average

readers in grades 7-p . It would prob-
ably work best with ninth graders, as
the average rea&rig level based on a
Fr.- analysis is grade 9. Chapters are
designed to aid understanding of the

with focusing ideas and a
pretest preceding the narrative.
End-of-chapter material is intended to
reinforce knowledge and build study
and social science . The text
attends to issues influencing both urban
and rural Americans. In addition , the
illustrations and photOgraphs depict
members of many racial groups.

No special teacher training is
necessary . Although the Chapters are
laid out to facilitate student learning ,
teachers may Want to design their own
lesson plans for implementing the chap-
ters in order to vary the format.

Rationale and General Ob'ectives
=The authors of We the People are

frankly positive about the American sys---
tern stating "we believe that patriotism,
respect for the law, and civic responsi-
bility are values worth instilling in
students..." A focus throughout the
text is thus on meeting obligations.
Although no precise goals are provided,
students are clearly expected to under-
stand their rights and duties as citizens
and to learn the skills necessary to
appreciate these rights and carry c

these duties .

Data sheet by Mary Jane Turner.
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The organization of the stude-r text
uTlioue. Each chapter begins an

excerpt fro:-.1 some great document it:

American history, and the content of

the chapter is developed- according to

the nature of that document. Chapter
31, for example, is prefaced with
Article 1, Section S from the Consti-
tution and w,ith a paragraph from Wealth
of Nations. Sections within the chapter
deal with capitalism, government pro
tection of competition, changes in the
econom and the effect of the modern
economy on the inci.Mdual. The second
organizinn principle takes into account
that our gc---ernment is divided horion-
t ally ( executive , legislative, judicial)

and vertically (federal, state, and
local) . Throughout, the structure and-
operation of government are analyzed in
terms of both of these divisions.

The first unit of the text deals with
responsible citizenship. The second
traces the growth of the American
governmental system from the period-
before the Constitution to the present.
Unit 3 focuses on political parties,
interest groups, and elections. Units 4
through o treat the three branches of
government. Unit 7, "Cooperating in

Our Republic, contains four chapters--
general. one on the c, welfare, one on the

.energy problem, pne on education, and
one on religion . The final unit has to
do with our economic system.

Tea-Ching Procedures

The teacher's edition contains a sec-
tion "entitled " Sugg ations for Teaching
We the People." Among the issues dealt.
with are learning styles. thinking
skills, controversial issues, primary
sources, the value of practice, ques-
tioning strategies, writing skills, and
evaluation.

The student text is laid out for easy
presentation. Each unit and chapter is
preceded by an illustration and one or
two paragraphs of text. In the case of
chapters, excerpts of great documents
are also presented at this point. This

Si)

introduction is conc ded with a feature
called "17-ocusinp ideas ," the items of

which correspond to sections within the
chapter. This section is followed by a
pretest intended as a guide to reading
only . Sections within chapters are

started with a set of three specific

objectives. Students are expected to

check their achievement of the obiec-
tives by answering questions following
each section.

A two-page skliis feature, consisting
of four parts concludes each chapter.
The first part, 'Thinking Skills," con-
tains questions ranging in conity
from recall to g en eralizin g "'Vocab-

ulary consists of four diiferent
kinds of activities designed to provide
practice with civics vocabulary. 'Study
Skills" is a section that gives students
directions on how to locate, gather,
organize, and communicate information.
J'Beyond the Book" presents activities
such as anah-ig cartoons, interview-

ing , and participating in a debate.
Both the unit and chapter tests are

intended to "provide students with an
intensive review of text materials" and
help teachers determine "students'
retention abilities."

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
We the Peo le is a text that un-

fortunately is too-often preachy and
platitudinous. It is important that
students learn the value of assuming
civic responsibility, but they need more
opportunities to think a'bout the con-
sequences of not fulfilling their duties
and obligations rather than simple
exhortation. The text, because it
never varies in approach and format.
could become boring . Creative teachers
might want to consider developing some
action strategies t would involve
students in learning.

Two parts of the tent are very
usefulthe "Study Skills" and "Skill
Builders" sections. Students are pro-
vided with opportunities to practice a
wide variety of skills, many of which
are seldom included in social studies
programs.

8,
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David E. E dna, 'lore is S Greenbercl, Jer
Spitz
D C Heath and Co.
1982

7-9
Text, hardbound, 639 pp, 315.00; annotated teacher's
edition, hardbound, 733 pp, SI8.00; workbook,
paperbound, 304 pp . 54.74; teacher's edition of
workbook, S5 . tests on duplicating masters, 518.99
C. S. history

,ple is a text designed for
average and below-average junior high
school students. The developers have
paid close attention to the reading
level and have structured the teaching
in such a way that the slowest
students will gain something from the
course. Graphics and color are used

.The content is chronological and
includes attention to cultural and social
history. A teacher's edition,
extensive workbook, and an evaluation
program accompany the text.

Recuired or Suggested Time
The text is designed for use in a

one-year junior high school U . S.
history course. Its ten units are
divided into 25 chapters, further
divided into 34 lessons. A lesson
module is the basic unit for
instruction. %lost of the lessons
consist of six pagestwo for an
introductory story , three of narrative
history reading , and one for questions
and activities . In a 180-day school
veal-, two days could be devoted to
each lesson with ample time left for
.other, supplementary activities.

tended User Characteristics
According to the publisher, We the

People is a text for average and
below- average junior high school
students. Although this analyst

assessed the readability at high ninth
or low tenth grade (based on the Fry
graph) , the test sample contained
three passages that included extensive
Use of proper nouns and dates. The
three passages that did not include the
Droner nouns and dates showed a
mid -seventh-grade reading level.
clear from the reading analysis that
the reading level has been carefully
controlled, in terms of narrative and
amount of reading ;_ use of pictures,
graphs, and activities enhances the
text's usefulness for the target
audience. No special teacher training

ould be required to use these
materials, although a careful reading
of the teacher's manual is suggested.

Rationale and General Objectives
We the People has been developed

with the needs and skills of the
average junior high school student in
mind. According to the authors,
"r ecognition of differences in learning
styles has brought a need for materials
that, .while they are adaptable to
individUal needs, also encourage the
group processes that are one of the
essential learnings in the social
sciences ." The authors recognize that
the; content and methodology of the
social sciences and history have
changed in the past decade and they
want to highlight these changes in the
text. According to the authors, "In
content, the program seeks to provide

Data sheet by James r Davis.
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a halLnce :run g the variou-f; cocr.,7,1
r.ara, .21 =L:73: and bresenz,

and between indi%-iduai interest and
cur-icnium recuire7rents." .lajcir are-as

Ci s include (1) skills
rientation and factual recall; (.2) use

c)1 owiede and comprehensj_on;
(3) interpretation, analysis, and
incuiry, and (4) contemporary rele-
vance and personal meaning

Content
We the People is an entire course in

American history from pre-Columbian
times through the election of President
Reagan . ChronoloicaUv organized ,
the text begins with people in Ai:- erica
before exploration and a discussion of
e vents in Europe that led to
exploration. Following exploration are
colonization and the search for
independence. Following independence
are the westward movement, the w,ar
between the states, and
industrialization. The next unit
discusses America' s becoming a world
power followed by America in World
War II. The last two units discuss the
19b0s and 1970s.

Each lesson opens with a story that
deals with people, events or ideas
related to the substantive content of
the lesson The story is followed by
the history reading, which usually
focuses on a single theme. The review
and summary help the student
reinforce the reading material. In
some les 3ons the review and summary
a re followed by additional story
material, additional history narrative.
or reading such as
discussion of a map. While much
attention in the core reading materials
is paid to political/ military history, a
Substantial aMount of student attention
is directed to social/ cultural history,
including the role and contributions of
women and minorities

ear ninu rroceCiurCs
The teacNng procedure to be used

with the leqson modules is similar
throughout the text. Each mod:ile
begins with a story usually about
people, , events, or ideas. Students

88

are then asked to respond to cluestions
io each ..qtcry .A final ooes-

Lion, 'looking ahead , helps students
org an ize their thoughts for the next
reading , which is substantive history
and the core of the lesson This read-
ing isccornpanieci by vocabulary words
that, according to the publisher, are
above the fourth-grade reading level.
The reading includes a review of a pre-
vious lesson , the actual reading , and a
summary of the reading. Questions
introduce each reading subsection.
After each reading are questions--
objective, short-answer, and discus-
sion. Each chapter contains a page of
concluding GUestiorlS intended to hell:,
students in learning about the "where"
and "when" of the lesson material.
Each unit also includes four to six
pages that show the life of the people
during the time period under considera-
tion. Throughout, there is extensive
use of pictures, graphs, and charts.

The workbook material that accom-
panies each lesson contains a pro-
grammed learning review., a skill-
building activity (e.g.. distinguishing
fact from opinion) and a short test-
type activity. (e.g.. fill in the blanks) .
At the end of the workbook students
are confronted with a short narrative
conversation designed to elicit their
thoughts on issues.

Evaluative Comments and Su ggestions
This text seems to do what the pub-

lisher intended it should do--interest
average and below-average students.
The reading is controlled it is broken
up into manageable pieces; it is inter-
esting. There is extensi,e and good
pedagogical use of pictures and
graphics. Although not the core of the
text, social and cultural aspects of
history receive ample attention. For
some teachers and students the rather
repetitive teaching strategy may cause a
bit of boredom. However, the teacher
is free to vary the learning activities
and there is plenty of time to do so.
This text has more on 20th-century his-
tory than most for this level.
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D. Drummdnt anu
and Bacon
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Text, hardbound, , S13.65; teacher's edition,
hardbound 580 pp, workbook, paperbound,
S4. 50

Area stud geogr

text in the four -part inter-
media teliunior high oc,rranhv series.
Our 1,';orid Today. It is the only text
in the series not previously reviewed
in the Data Book. Covered in the text
are the land of Antarctica and the

anti economic :if:'
of South America, Central America, the
West Indies, Mexico, the United
States. and Canada. Reading and dis-
cussion are the dominant teaching
strategies used.

Another text in the series. The
Eastern Hemisphere (see Data Book,
vol. 6) was also issued in a new
edition in 1983; revisions are neg-
ligible. The publisher currently has
no plans to update the other two
titles, Journe Throu h the Americas
and Journey Through Many Lands-Data Book. vol. e).

Red_ ired or Sug -sted Time
This text provides sufficient

material for a full year's course,
though no cuidance is given on how
much time is to be allotted to each of
the text's 11 chapters, which range in
length from 18 to 120 pages. Teachers
covering parts of the Wester.. Hemi-
sphere in etl -. courses might use
chapters from the text to provide a
geograph_c perspective.

Intend `ser Characteristi
The text des

in the middle school years. The pub-
lisher indicates that readability was
controlled using the Dale-Cl formula.
A Fry test indicated the reading level
to be grade 8/9. New words are high-
lighted and defined in text, and Ire-

aro

Rationale and General Objectives
The Western Hemisphere is designed

''to offer a systematic geographical
approach to social education." Provid-
ing "up-to-date information about
peoples and culture' of the Western
Hemisphere, the text stresses the con-
trast between developed and undevel-
oped countries as well as interdepen-
dence of Western Hemisphere nations.
The authors believe these emphases will
help students achieve "increased
respect for ways in which others live
and a keener awareness that there
should be friendship among all
peoples."

Content
The text is divided into 11 chap-

ters. The first introduces the Western
Hemisphere and covers such basic geo-
graphic concepts as latitude, longitude,
and map projections. The second chap-
ter, which is rather unusual, focuses

Data sheet by Laurel R. Singleton:
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Chapter 3 introduces Latin America,
,,vith a tocus on climate and. people.

leng thy nation-b v -nation
!uok at the history , topography

, and economy of South America.
turbulent political situation in the

area is touched upon. Chapters 5, 6,
anci 7 present similar looks at the
nations of Central America, the West
Indies, and Mexico.

Chapter 6's introduction to the
remainder of North America is followed
by a lengthy chapter on the United
StatesStates and another on Canada. Both
emphasize economic geography. Chap-
ter i presents generalizations about
the estern Hemisphere, encouraging
students to develop their own general-

eachinc Procedures
7ach chapter in the text is pref7.ceri

by a list of " Do i ou Kito.v" questions
that indicate important content to be
covered, The narrative is divided into

three- to eleven-page sections followed
by re. iev. questions. End-of-chapter
materials include three cate!-7ories of
activities: "Be a Geographer," reduir-
ing apulication of knowledge and skills
from the chapter; "Other Learninc,
Activities," which emphasize additional
research into chapter topics; and
"Questions to Think About,' a self-
explanatory category.

For each chapter the teacher's edi-
tion provides an overview, list of
sources, objectives, ideas for intro-
ducing, the chapter, answers to text
questions, and a list of related work-
book activities.

Evaluative Comments and S-_ ggestions
The text's strength is its coverage

of geography and climate in the Western
Hemisphere. Its treatment of political
and economic issues of Latin American
nations is weak , almost of necessity
given the complexity of these issues
and the number of nations covered.
More specific and varied '3uggestions for
presenting the text material would be
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Burton F. seers
Prentice-11 , Inc.
1983

9-13

Text, hardbound , 800 pp , $17 , teacher's
edition, hardbound, 928 pp, 522.50; teacher
paperbound, 536.00
V.Toricl history

annotated
guide,

0 v e ry iew

Patter.
ization presents material for a yearlong
world history course at the secondary
level. Ten major units, arranged into
40 chapters, provide a chronological
framework for tracing the development
of civilizations in different parts of the
:;.-01-1c1. The text is clearly written and
incorporates such teaching aids as
advance organizers, review questions,
and skill activities. In ',addition,
colorful artwork and such speeial fea-
tures as primary source materials and
biographies enliven the text. Specific
lesson plans for each chapter, work-
sheets, and tests are provided in the
teacher's guide. The teacher's edition
provides answers to all questions
posed in the student text. A test
bank and computerized testing service
will be available in July 1984.

Required or Suggested Time
Designed for use in a one-year

course, the text contains 40 chapters
dis?idecl into sections providing _daily
lessons. Most chapters represent
about a week of instructional time.
Thi teacher's guide presents sugges-
tions for selective use of. the text in
courses with different emphases.

Intended User Characteristics
The materials are written for use in

seconda_ y world history classes. The
publisher, reports that the Dale-Chall
formula was used to control the read-

ability level. A Fry readability analysis
by this reviewer indicates the reading
level to be grade 10. The writing is
clear, and several features incorporated
into the text will aid students in read-
ing and understanding the materials

e. g . advance organizers such as unit
overviews, chapter outlines, and numer-
ous subsection headings; definitions of
unfamiliar words) . Visual aids such as
paintings, cartoons, photographs, and
maps are integrated with the text to
motivate students. Little teacher
preparation time will be required
because the teaching guide offers lesson
plans corresponding closely with the
student text.

Rationale and General Ob'ectives
According to the author, the

purposes of the text are to help
students "become familiar with the
varied experiences of people
throughout 1-istory as well as with the
common patterns of civilization ; learn
about the political, social, and
economic developments that have
created the world today ; and better
understand the challenges of the
present and the major issues of the
future.

Conte
World Histor Patterns of

Civilization
curve
earliest

presents a chronological
world history from the

civilizations to the present.
Ten major units cover either significant

Data sheet by Sydney J. Meredith.
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the me
change
nfluence of

particular time (political
and economic development, the

geooraphy on cultures, _he
of science and technology , the

of contact between cultures, and
the arts) or a geograpl.ccreati

area.
;lit e cinr,ii. s of ?ancient Civil-

ization," provides an overview of the
foundations of civilization and discusses
the early civilizations of Egypt.- India,
China, and the Middle East. Chapters
in unit 3 , "Rise of Classical Civiliza-
tions , " focus on the study of ancient
Greece and Rome along with the study
of creek, Roman, Indian, and Chinese
heritage.. "The Middle Ages in Western
Europe' is dealt with in unit 3 , which
in'tludes chapters foundations of
Medieval Europe ar. building national
monarchies. "Golden Ages Outside
Europe, unit 4, provides information

and Islamic civiliza-
rica and the Americas , and

ndia, China, and Japan.
Unit 5 covers "Europe in

Transition" -the Renaissance and
Reformation, exploration and expansion,
arid the age of absolute monarchs.
Revolution is the major topic of unit 6.
Examined are the scientific revolution
and political revolutions in England,
North America, and France. Unit 7
covers the Industrial Revolution, cur-
rents of thought, the growth of democ-
racy , and nationalism. Unit S explores
the concept of imperialism, specifically
imperialism in Africa from 1700 -1914,
the contact between Asia and the West,
and revolution and independence in
Latin America. Covered in unit 9 are
World Wars I and II and their after-
maths and recovery , the rise of total-
itarian states, and the Cold War. The
last unit looks at the "World Today "
specifically Africa, the Middle East,
Asia. Latin America, Europe, and the
United States. The last chapter, called
"A New Age of Exploration , " discusses
the new scientific revolution, resources
for .ie future , and new patterns of cul-
ture .

on the Byzantine

9 2

- oceoures
For each class period , students read

a section of the text and answer a set
of review questions to help them under-
stand what they have read. After they
read an entire chapter, they answer
questions and participate in activities to
help reinforce the information that they
have learned. For example, they read
a chapter summary , study a time line
depicting how events discussed in the
chapter are related in tine, and answer
four sets of questions. Answering the
questions helps students consider
historical issues, offer their inter-
pretation of them, and relate past
issues to present. An important fea-
ture is a section focusing on basic
skills , such as classifying , comparing ,
map and graph reading and research-
ing and analyzing source material.

The teacher's edition provides in-
depth answers to all questions posed in
the student text_ Information is also
provided on illustrations.

Specific instructions and lesson plans
are presented in the teacher's guide.
The lesson plans list unfamiliar words,
identify worksheets needed, suggest
anecdotes to enhance the text, and
describe a variety of learning strate-
gies. The worksheets in the guide
require students to analyze primary
source material; interpret maps,
graphs, or charts; and complete exer-
cises. The guide also contains tests
of objective and essay questions.

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
World History : Patterns of Civil-

ization offers a standard, chronological
presentation of accurate information in a
well-organized way. The organization
of the text should make gaining mastery
over the concepts presented easy .
Chap ter reviews and activities reinforce
factual information, help students
develop analytical and information
processing skills, and develop student
understanding of the world. Accompany-
ing pictures graphics help make the
learning experience meaningful.
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paperbound, ST .47) teacher's guide, 128 pp, 54.50
Civics , consumer education , legal education

The our. American Citizen focuses
on. learnin c that the authors believe is
important if students a-re to be able to
participate effectively in a democracy .
Citizenship is presented not as just a
body of information to be absorbed,
but the process by which ..
citizens interact with the
nvernmental. lec=n1. and economic

institutions. The text organized
into 17 chapters, each of w ch can be
taught approximately one week of
class time. The narrative is simple
and straightforward and readability
appears to fall in a range appropriate
for average students in grades 7-9. A

general approach for presenting
chapters, suggested activities, and
masters for student worksheets are
provided in the teacher's guide.

Required-or Suggested Time
The Young American Citizen is

organized into 17 chapters, each
requiring approximately one week to
complete. Thus, the text is
appropriate for one semester of
instruction. Because the text's three
units--one focusing on American
government, one on law and the legal
system, arid one on consumer issues--
cover reasonably discrete topics, it
would be possible to teach six-weeK
units featuring each of these themes.

Intended User Characteristics
The materials would be most

effective with average and above
readers in grades -9. As the ng. .

style i simple and straightforward and
narrative full of interesting and

meaning ful ext-nples , the text might be
used with slower readers as well. The
teacher's guide offers an approach to
introducing chapters that should help
improve the comprehension and reading
skills of this audience. No special
training is required of teachers.

Razionaie and en ral Cb t 4 e_

The main purpose of ' The Young
American .Citizen is to help the student
become "a more intelligent voter, a
better citizen under the lair', and
wiser consumer. " In order to achieve
these broad goals, the authors suggest
that it is necessary for students to get
basic information about the p-Aitical,
legal, and economic systems They
need to learn to think critically "to
avoid being easily led or deceived.
They need to clarify their values by
forming opinions on social issues, and
they "need to under -stand why and how
they reached [ their l conclusions ."

Content
. The text is organized into three

units. The first deals with
government. Chapter 1 is essentially
an overview chapter that outlines the
need for government and the ideals
and features of American democracy .
Chapter discusses rights and
responsibilities. 17=ilibeequent chapters
in the unit have to do with govern-
mental structuresthe legislative and
executive branches ef the national
government and state and local govern-
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mentand with the po ical and elec-
toral process.

Chapters in the unit that focus on
the law' describe the American legal
system. Much of this unit focuses on
criminal and juvenile law. Here, as
well as in the other two units, partic-
ular care is takdn to show where and

individual citizens fit into the
system.

The last unit deals with the econor9,y
and includes chapters on the general
economic system, consumerism and
money management, and issues relating
to careers.

Teaching Procedures
The teacher's guide opens with an

introduction to the program. This
introduction describes not only a
general , approach for introducing,
developing, and reviewing, each chapter
in a way that will help students Master
the content, but also suggestions for
using resource persons, discussing
citizen problems, conducting interviews
and surveys, an,d adapting instruction
for students of varying abilities. Also
included is a bibliography of profes-
sional and student readings.

For each chapter, the guide provides
learning objectives, teaching strategies,
answers to "Thinking It Over", ques-
tions -that follow each lesson throughout
the book, and masters for worksheets
that reinforce or extend chapter con-
tent. As "Thinking It Over" sections
include a list of the basic terms that
are defined in the text, the guide
restates these essential definitions.
The teaching strategies that accompany

the chapters are really activity sug-
gestions. For example,' teachers are
advised in chapter 4 to have students
fill out a job application for the position
of President, compose a schcduie of
appointments for the President, put
together a bulletin board display of
photographs and newspaper articles,
hold a formal debate,' put on a mock
nominating convention, investigate
functions of various Cabinet depart-
ments,' and discuss the duties and
responsibilities of the Vice -Presi -lent.
Some of -these idease.g. , "put on a
mock nominating, convention"---would be
difficult to do because no helpful hints
or directions are provided. Because so
many ideas are suggested, however,,
most teachers should be able to find
enough suitable ones to enliven the
course. In addition, each chapter in
the student text is concluded with
suggestions for student activities and a
"how to" box providing directions for
doing 'such things as visiting 'a court-
room, finding a lawyer; reading an ad,
filing a complaint with a federal agency,
writing for- a job, and so on.

Evaluative Comments and Suagsstions
This text takes- a balanced and

straightforward approach to the content
that is included. It is written at a
level and includes examples that should
be interesting to the intended audience.
The visuals portray women and 'blacks
in nonstereotypic roles.

Unfortunately, the book is not very
colorful although it does have ample
captioned photographs, graphs, - and
tables, and the layout' is attractive.



44. AMERICAN ADVENTURES

Authors:
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Subject Area:

Ira Peck, Steven Jantzen, and Daniel Rosen
Steck-Vaughn Co.
1983 (rev. ed.)
8 -12

Text, hardbound, 752 pp,- $16.50 (also' available as 4
paperbound texts-, 176 to 244 pp, $5.31); teacher's
guide, paperbound, 240 pp, $7.68 (also available as 4
paperbound guides, 64 pp each, $7.68 each) ; 4 sets
of 60 duplicating masters, $24.00 each
U.S. history

Originally Reviewed: Data Book, volume 6 (1981)

Overview
American Adventures is a basal

U.S. history text for junior high
students of average or ,mixed abilities
or for high school students who are
below-average readers. Available as a
single hardbound-text or as four soft-
bound books, the materials emphasize
short, easy-to-read chapters that are
of 'high interest to the intended audi-
ence. Each chapter focuses on an
imp9rtarit personality, 'event, or
In U.S. history from the arrival of the
first American Indians through the
election of '1980. Teaching procedures-
for the chapters involve reading,
review, open-ended, discussion, and a
wide ,variety of activities. The
teacher's guide provides numerous
aids, including. lists of objectives for
each chapter, ideas for approaching
major themes or concepts presented in
the chapter e. g . , role plays,

',debates, dramatizations) , discussion
questions, skill-building exercises, and
additional background information-.
The activity sheets on duplicating
masters reinforce content pre-
sented in the text and provide oppor-
tunities for practicing social studies
skills.

Maim- Revisions
The 1983 edition of American Adven-

tures is the most minor of updates.
The last several chapters of

to
text

have been modestly revised to reflect
such events as -the results of the 1980
election, the approach of the bicenten-
nial of the constitution, and the
economic slump of the early 1980s.
Appended chronologies and statistical
data have also been updated. Changes
to the teacher's, guide parallel these
minor changes in the text.

Evaluative Comments and StEgestions
American Adventures is- an excellent

basal program in U.S. history for the
intended audience. It is easy to read
and interesting, and the activities are
varied and encourage participation,.
While the content coverage in some
areas may not be as extensive as in
texts written for advanced students,
social history is very well covered.
While the coverage of the 1970s is
excellent, one might have wished for
a more thorough look at some of the
emerging izsues of the 1980s in this
new edition.

Original data sheet by Judith E. Hedstrom; update by Laurel R. Singleton.
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45. AMERICAN GOVERNMENT

Authors:
publisher;

Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Subject Area
Originally Reviewed:

Overview
American Goverment is a senior

high school text designed for use in a
full-year course. For shorter courses,
the teacher's guide suggests omission.
of 14 of the text's 34 chapters. Unit
titles indicate the topics covered in the
text: "The Foundations of Govern-
ment," "American Federalism at Work,"
"Political Participation - and Influence,"
"Policy Arenas in America," "The
Legislative Branch," "The Executive
Banch" (three units), "The Judicial
Branch," and "Civil Liberties and Civil
Rights." A primary focus of the book
is the use of statistics in under-
standing U.S. government. The
detailed teacher's guide contains daily
lesson' plans as well as sections on
skill development and mainstreaming.
The worksheets help students develop
social studies skills; the- test program
emphasizes recall of factual informa-
tion.

Armin Rosencranz and others
Holt, Rinehart and Winston
1982 (rev. ed.)
11-12
Book, hardbound, 732 pp, $15.57; teacher's guide,
229 pp, $10.17; worksheets on duplicating masters,
$46.17; tests on duplicating masters, $49.98

U.S. government
Data Book, vol. 5 '(1980)

Major Revisions
The 1982 edition of American

Government is a minor updatT7iriTie

earlier version. The ample statistical-
material has been revised to reflect the
1980 census; political information and
photos have also been updated. Pro-
files of a __number of figures who have
passed from the ptiblic eye have been
replaced by profiles of current lumi-
naries (e.g., Yvonne Braithwaite
Burke replaced by Nancy Landon ICas-
sebaum, Carol Tucker Foreman replaced
by John R. Block).

The text has a new, more colorful
cover design, and a few four-color
photographs and illustrations have
been added to the text's first unit.
The bulk of the book is black and
white with one-color accents.

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
This text covers traditional U.S.

government topics, with strong empha-
-sis on the federal government and the
use of statistics. Although quotes
from notables and profiles of "People
in Politics" are interspersed through7.
out the text to create interest, the
text and suggested activities -are
rather unexciting.

Original data sheet by Anthony Co 'anni; update by- Laurel R. Singleton.
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46. AMERICAN GOVERNMENT

Authors:
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost

Subject Area:

Allan O. Kownslar and 'Terry L. Smart
McGraw-Hill Book Co. (Webster Division)
1983 (rev. ed.)
11-12
Book, hardbound, 640
paperbound, perforate.
$10.98

U.S. government

p, $16.38;. teacher's guide,
and 3-hole-plinched, 287 pp,

Originally Reviewed: Data BOok, vol. 5 (1980)

Overview
American Government is a one-year

text written for senior high school
students of varying abilities. The
authors' main objectives are to help
students understand their government
and realize their .own part in it,
encourage . participation in the
governmental system, and help develop
reading, writing, and thinking skills.
Written at the grade 9/10 level, the
text's first nine units cover typical
'U.S. government topics in well-
illustrated chapters of moderate
length. The final two units examine
"Forms of Government in Other Coun-
tries" and "Comparative Economic Sys-
tems." Teaching strategies for
below - average, average, and above-
average students are presented in the
teacher's guide, which also includes
black-line' masters for student work-
sheets and tests.

Major Revisions
No major revisions have .been made

in the text, which has simply been
updated to reflect the results of the
1980 election and changes in laws since
the first edition of the book was pub-
lished. The book is physically slightly
smaller, so a smaller type size has
been used to accommodate the material
on the page. Readability should not
be affected, however. The only change
in the teacher's guide is the addition of
suggestions for audiovisual programs to
supplement some chapters.

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
American Government remains a

sound text for use, in high school U.S.
history courses. The comprehensive
teacher's guide is an especially useful
tool.

fi

Original data sheet . by William T. Cleveland and John Zola;-- update by Laurel R.
Singleton.
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47. CIVICS, CITIZENS, AND

Authors:
Publisher':
Publication Date:
Grade--Level:-
Materials and Cost:

Subject Area:
Originally Reviewed :,

Overview

a

and Terry' L. Smart
n. Co.

)ound, 576 pp, $14.97; teacher's guide,
210 pp, $11.7.0; workbook, $3.90

5, government
L3k, vol. 6 (1981)

.Civics Citizens, and Society exam-
ines .raditional civics topics f6r
ninth-grade students of varying ability
levels. The text's nine unite focus on
the evolution of government, Congress,
the executive branch., the judicial
branch, state and local government,
the right's and duties of ' citizens, the
political. process, the operation of the
legal and judicial systems, and the
economic' system. The authors have
placed heavy emphasis upon- acquisition
of knowledge, study skills, and critical
thinking skills. The teacher's
resource guide accompahying the text
contains complete lesson plans that
include objectives; suggested activities
for below-average, average, and - above-
average students; tests; answers for
questions in the student text; and
reproducible student activity sheets.
Ample material is. provided for a year's
work.

Major Revisions
The major change in this edition of

the text is iadition of two special
sections at the end of each of the
text's 19 chapters'. The first, "Your
Government and Its History," provides
a two-page discussion designed "to
illustrate the historical development of,
or historical explanation for," topics
featured in that chapter Example
topics include laws in the American
colonies, the Daniel Shays rebellion,'
immigration law, and predicting elec-

tions on the basis of polls. The second
new feature is called ."DeVeloping 'Your
Basic Civic Education Skills." These
features provide . opportunities for
students to apply such skills as framing
questions, distinguishing_ fact from

and determining sequence and
cause-effect, to imp_ortant civic issues.

example,xample, ,affr completing a chapter
on the executive departments, students
take -11-A Closer. Look at Bureaucracies
using their abilities to distinguish fact
from opinion and think critically in
analyzing :satirical treatments 'of the
workings of - government. The, skills
section at the end of .the chapter on
civil law requires students to analyze
conflicting viewpoints regarding tele-
vision coverage of trials.

Other revisions in the text include
updating to reflect the results of the
1980 election and other recent events
and addition (:)f suggestions for audio-
visual.. materials to supplement the
text.

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
and Societ is a

usefu text or teac ers v o ocus on
knowledge acquisition and the develop-7,
went of study and analytical .Skills.
The text syStematically develops these
areas, and is. exemplary in asking stu-
dents to apply the knowledge and
skills Suggestions for using
the community as a learning resource
would be a welcome addition to the
program.

'Original data sheet by G. Dale Greenawald; update by Laure R. Si g on.
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48. CONSUMER A

Authors:
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade /Level:
.-laterials and Cost:

Subject Area:

TION

John S Morton and Ronald R. Rezny
HOughion Mifflin Co.
1983 (rev. ed. )
7-12
Text, hardbound, 542 pp, $11.88; teacher's guide,
paperbound, 142 pp, $5.85; workbook, paperbound,
$4,.56; teacher's edition of 'workbook, paperbound,
$5.01; 9 tests, 30' sets, $18.90
Consumer eduCation

Originally Reviewed: Data Book, vol. 5 (1980_

Overview
Consumer Attion, is a secondary

text designed td help students
"develop the

in
needed to survive

and do well in the marketPlace. 1" It is
written with the teenage consumer in
min,d, containing highly readable chap-
ters that employ numerous case
studies, interviews, and consumer
problems. The text examines such'
topics as decision making , getting the
most for your money, the marketplace
consumer fraud, credit, and purchas-
ing . The text can be used in one- or
two-semester courses in sdcial studies,
business education, or home economics.
The teacher's guide provides objec-
tives, background information, activi-
ties, and answers to text questions for
every chapter. A student workbook
and tests are also available.

Major Revisions
Changes to the text, in this edition

are substantial. An introduction
explaining the goals, content, and
format of the' book has been r added.
The text now has eight units rather
than six. The first includes chapters
on decision making , setting goals,
budgeting , and checking accounts
(new). The second again focuses on
the consumer and the marketplace,
including an examination of consumer
fraud and redress. The third unit
draws, together chapters on purchasing'

- of food, clothing, 'medication, and pro-
fessional services that were previously
scattered throughout the book. Units
on credit, buying a jcar,, and housing
are largely as' presented in the previous
edition. The seventh unit includes
chapters on siAngs and life insurance
from the previous edition, but also"
covers investing and health insurance.
The final, completely new unit looks at
the consumer _and the, economy.
Topics covered are government taxing
and spending,, measuring 61 economic
activity,. and economic problems such as
unemployment and inflation. Chapter
reviews are a new feature.

The teacher's guide for this edition
includes a more detailed introduction to
the program, describing its components
and a range of teaching methods. Time
tables for using the text in one- and
two-semester classes have also been
added. Fifteen : 'transparency masters
illustrating various concepts have been
added_ to the guide. The tests are now
printed separately.
Evaluative Cornments and S estions

' This
. text should be appealing to

secondary students of all ability levels,
having a controlled reacling level and

. using eiamples of high interest. The
addition of the final unit that looks at
the U. S. economy may make the book
more attractive to social studies'
teac_ ers who do- not want to focus
exclusively on consumer economics.

Original data sheet by Dorothy- Lungmtrs; update by Laurel R. Singleton.
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49. MAGRUDER'S AMERICAN GOVERNMENT, 1983

Author:
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:.
Materials and Cost:

Subject Area:
Originally Reviewed:

William A. McClenaghan
Allyn and Bacon, Inc.
1983 (rev. ed.)
11-12
Text, hardbound, 654 pp, $15.36; 'teacher's guide,
paperbound, 162 pp, .$9.90; workbook, paperbound
black-line masters, $41.25; tests, pap_ erbound
'black-line masters; $41.25
U.S. government
Data Book, v21. 6' (1981)

Overview
Magruder's American Government,

1983 -has a much different appearance'
than former editions but is still
characterized by its inclusion of up-
to-date information about present
developments and changes in the struc-
ture and processes of government.
The one basic objective of the text is,
as it has been since 1917, "to
describe, analyze, and explain the
American system of government" so,
that students will achieve the under-
standings 'necessary for citizens in a

-democratic society.
The teacher's guide, textbook, and

workbook offer ample materials for a
one-year course although._ suggestions
for use in shorter courses are given.
Magruder's can best be used by grade
11 and -12 students with average or
above-average reading skills. Using
the Fry graph, this analyst identified
several pas-sages in the text that are
written at an 11th grade or. higher
readability level. Some backgrotind in
political science would be helpful to
teachers in explaining - how the
governmental structures described
operate and interact in practice.

Major Revisions
Magruder's 1983 hag the same Seven-.

part organization as previous editions:
"The Foundations of the American
Governmental System," "The Unalienable

Rights," "The Politics of American
Democracy," "Congress: The First
Branch," "The Executive Branch: The
Presidency and the Bureaucracy," "The
FederaL Judiciary," and "State and
Local Governments." However-, the text
has a markedly different appearance,
having far more color illustrations,, a
more open format, and 160, fewer pages.
Substantial rewriting was required to
achieve this new look.

This edition of the teacher's guide
includes additional activity sugges-
tions, as well as a new feature entitled
"Micro-Computer 'Application." Two
programs, one designed to show several
measures of central tendency and one
to show relationships; are. outlined and
linked to particular portions of the
text that present data that students
can analyze.. The workbook also pre-
.sents two skeleton programs -that will
work on any computer using BASIC.

Evaluative Comments and Suggest inns
In many ways, Magruder'si is one of

the most valuable texts on the market
because it contains accurate, up-to-
date, factual' information. However,
unless 'the teacher is willing. and able to
assist -studentt in analyzing what they
have read, they may become bored and
disinterested. Magruder's offers little '
that contributes to an understanding of
why things `wok as they do, what may
be the -consequences of specific govern-
mental actions, or how to effect change.

Original data sheet and update by Mary Jane Turner.
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50. OUR A ER_

Authors:

A HERITAGE

Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level: .

Materials and Cost:

Subject Area:
Originally Reviewed:

Herbert J. Bass, George A. Billias, and Emma Jones
Lapsansky
Silver Burdett Co.
1983 (rev. ed.)
la-12
Text, hardbound, 776 pp, $15.75; teacher's guide,
paperbound,. 224 pp, $6.90
U.S. history
Data Book, volume 5 (1980)

Overview
Our American Herilage_ is designed

for use as the basis of a yearlong
senior high school course in U.S.
hiS'tory. The text is organized
chronologically, with each period being
examined in light of a particular
theme; example themes are mobility.

immigration, and reform. Events of
the 18.th and .19th centuries are, given
extensive coverage; the 20th century
is treated less extensively. A number
of special features, such as "Inven-
tions That Changed the Face of
America," enliven -the text and help
focus attention on the lives of every-
day Americans. The teacher's guide
provides daily lesson plans, suggests
supplementary - resources, and includes
masters for unit tests having both
objective and essay questions,

NNor Revision
The bulk of this text remains un-

changed from the 1979 edition but the
final unit has been updated to reflect
political developments in the 1980s.
Teaching material is now provided in a
teacher's guide rather than a teacher's
edition; the information presented is
largely' unchanged, however._

Evaluative Comments and S esilions
The combined chronological/thematic

approach used in the text provides
flexibility, as do' the varied activities
suggested in the excellent teacher's
guide: Many activities are especially
suitable for students who 'need extra
challenges. Our American Heritage is
very similar to Arneriea and Aftiericans
written by Bass, Bi ias, and apsansky
(see volume Er of the Data Book) and

.appears to ha e been = expanded to
create that two- lume set,

Original data shee by Dorothy Lungmus:- update by Laurel R. Singleton.
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51. PEOPLE AND OUR COUNTRY

Authors:
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grde -Level:
Materials and Cost:

Subject Area:
Originally Reviewed:

Norman K. Risjord and Terry L. Haywoode
Holt, Rinehart and Winston
1982 (2nd ed.)
11

Text, hardbound, 864 . pp,' $16.98; teacher's guide,
paperbound-, 300 pp, $18.18; workbook, paperbound,
$3.18; tests on duplicating masters, $36,78 (also
available are 5 regional guides:- contact publisher for
information)
U.S. histbry
Data Book, volume (1979)

Overview
People and Our Country is a one-

year U.S. history ,text written for
high school students of- varying
abilities. The authors' major
objectives are to (1) give students an
understanding and appreciation of
American history so they will be able

partiCipate effectively as citizens
and (2) help them develbp reading,
geography, and critical thinking .skills.
The chronological narrative is well
ilhistra-ted with fullcolor photographs,
maps, and other illustrations.- Special
features include "Siclenotes' to His-
tory," which focus on information about
some famous -and - some lesser known
Americans, and "View.points of History,".
which contain primary and secondary
'Source material regarding various
issues. The major leaching strategies
are small- and large-group discussions
and activities based on textbook
readings. A teacher's ,guide,
workbook, tests on ,duplicating masters-,
and regional guides completnent the
text.

Major Revisions
This text retains i seven-unit,

34-chapter organization. Little re-

. writing has been done, but the text has,
been modestly edited to improve read-
ability: sentences have been short-
ened, as have paragraphs; unclear sen-,
fences have been clarified; and some
difficult words have .been. repliced.
The editors Dave also made ._minor dele-
tions 'throughout. The unit- introduc-
tions and reviews have been redesigned
and written. A brief description of the
Reagan administration has been added
'to the last chapter. New features in
the front and back' matter include new

presi-
dents,

a pictorial chart of . U.S. presi-
dents, facts about our country, a
gazetteer, and a ,glossary., New sup-
plements-. include regional guides
(Eastern, MidweSt, Atlantic, Western,
and Pacific) that provide information
relevant to the history Of each region.
New- local history activities' in the unit
reviews complement these guides. ..

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
- Distinguishing characteristics of

People and 014r Country are its empha-
- sis -on map iskills and the . regional

guide's' provided with the text. The
text narrative and teaching actiirities
are in the traditional U.S. hiitory
mode'.

Original data sheet by Regina cCormick; update by
10

aurel R. Singleton.



SYGHOLGY S PRINCIPLES AND APPLICATIONS

Auihors;
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:,
Materials and Cost:

Subject Area:

T. L. Engle and Louis Snellgrove
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.
1984. (rev. ed.)
11-12
Text, hardbound,. 501 pp, 14.55; teacher's guide,
paperbound, $4.80; student handbook, paperbound,
$2.70; tests, $1.80
Psychology

Originally Reviewed: Data Book, _vol, 5 '0980

Overview
holog y : Its Principles , and

Applications . is designed to provide
11th and 12th-grade student with a
broad general view uf psychology.
'Intended as the basis for a yearlong'
or semester course, the text includes
seven units: "Introduction," "Human
Growth and Development,"
"Understanding Human = Behavior,"
"Learning and Thinking," Per cep t ion ,
Emotions, and Motives," "Conflicts and
Adjustments," and "Social Behavior."
Teaching aids include end-of-chapter
material in the student 'text, a
teacher's guide with tests and
activities, and a student handbook.

Major Revisions
Major revisions -in the text are

concentrated in three_ places: the
first, introductory chapter, which has
been rewritten to provide a brief
history of psychology as well as an
overview of the field today; the

chapters on motivation 'and emotion,
which have been` combined into ' one
chapter that includes all the original
material; and a new chapter on coping
with 'stress. The appendix, has b4en
expanded to include all major statistical
techniques rather than just correlation.

Changes to all the chapters inclUcle
revision of their introdUctions to
include learning objectives, addition of
a chapter summary and new end-of-
chapter activities and suggested read-.
ingv, addition of review questions, and
additiom, of two new features- -one on
psychological research, the other on
careers- in psychology-,

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
In revising Psychology: Its Princi-

ples and Applications, now in its eighth
the authors have been respon-

sive to teacher needs. The resulting
text is One that should be easy for
teachers to use and interesting for
students to learn from.

Original data sheet by Frances Haley; update by Laurel R. Singleton.
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53. RISE OF THE AMERICAt4 NATION: LIAERTY EDITION

Authors:
Publisher
Publication Date:
.Grade Level:

Materials and Cost:

Subject Area:
Originally Reviewed:

Lewis Paul Todd and Merle Curti
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
1982 (rev. ed.)
9 -12 '

Text; hardbound, 896 pp, $16.65; teacher's guide,
paperbound, 678 pp, $21.00; workbook; paperbound,
$4.50; teacher's edition of workbook, paperbound,
$6`.60; tests, paperbound, $3.00 (text also, available

for2 volumes; contact publisher fo infOrmation)
U.S. history
Data Book, vol. 2 (1978.)

1

Overview
The authors of Rise of the American

Nation, a secondary U.S. history text,
view the teaching of history aS having
two purposes: "(1) to inculcate in our
youth a sense of our past and an
understanding of the democratic ideals
on which our politi'!: economic,,' and
social development _lave been based;
[and] (2) to provide students with a
framework within which they can
develop the skills of critical thinking
problem solving, and decision making .

." To meet those goals, the text
provides a broad, -Comprehensive
history of the. United States, Organized
chronologically but also including a
number of thematic chapters.
American documents,' special features,'
and an extensive appendiX Of data on
the United' States, are included The
teacher's 'guide is an excellent
resource, providing detailed lesson .

plans that incorporate a variety of
inductive' and deductive teaching
strategies,: bibliographies for each
chapter, and black-line masters for
four worksheets for each. chapter
(these also appear in the wOrkbook).
Although designed primarily for use in
a yearlong course,: ' the text can be
used in other fdrmafs as. well; details,
are provided in the teacher's guide.

The two-volume version of -the text.
which was not reviewed, includes more
source material..

Major Revisions
The" bulk of the text's material is

organized as it was in the , previous
edition. Eleven units provide coverage
of events from the beginnings of human
life in North America to World War II;
some rearranging- of chapters and re-
writing of narrative has been done, but
coverage remairfs substantially as it was
in the previous edition. The major
change is in the portion of the text
given to eventi since World War II.
Previously dealt with in one unit of five
chapters, this period now has two units
of seven chapters devoted to it, allow-
ing greater and more up-to-date cover-
age of recent domestic and foreign
developments.

Chapter summaries have been added
to the end-of-chapter . material that also
includes skill and knowledge questions
often requiring higher level thought.

, Also new are photo, essays on such'
topics as agriculture and trandportation
and feattires that present drawings and
explanations of, technological develop-
ments at different periods of history.

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
Widely regarded as the best-selling

U.S. history text for high school stu-
=dents, -Rise of the American Nation:
L_ iberty Edition should remain popular
because of its broad coverage and and
the range of teaching strategies pro-
vided.

Original data sheet by Diana Etee--, update by Laurel' R. Singleton.
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34. SOCIOLOGY: U

Authors:
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Subject Area:
Originally Reviewed:

Overview'
'Socialclgyj Understanding is

a flexible senior high text that .can be-
used in sociology or social problenis
courses lasting from a quarter to a
year. The purpose of the text, which
is written at tenth-grade reading
level, is to provide t"a lively, inter-
esting, and challenging introduction to
the ways sociologists investigate,
desCribe and analyze social life."
Tppics covered include social struc-
ture,. social institutions , socialization
continuity -and change, social prob-
lems, and the ,research process. The
teacher's guide contains comprehensive
lesson planS, teaching suggestions
keyed to ability levels, skill work-
sheets, and tests.

ERSTANDING SOCIETY

Peter I. Rose, Penina M. Glazer, and Myron Glazer

Prentice-Hall, Inc.
1984 (rev..ed.)
10-12
Text, hardbound, 480 pp. $13.93; teacher's guide,
paperbound, $24.00
Sociology
Data book, vol.

Major Revisions
While the 1984 edition of Sociology

has the same purpose- as its prede-
cessor and contains much material from
the earlier edition, revisions are
major'. The text now contains six
units and an appendix instead of five
units. The first unit, an introduction
to study of society and cultUre,
been shOrtened, with a chapter ori
"Roles, Relationship, and Groups"

(1979)
N

going iiito , the new second unit on
"Social Structure." The chapter on
"Social Stratification" is also included
in this unit. A former chapter on
social institutions -his- been expanded
into a three-chapter unit .covering the
family, religion and education, and
government and. economic ,systemS.
Units.. again focus on socialifation anu
continuity and change, although both
have been shortened. - . The unit
formerly called "Problems, of Social
Mobility" is now called "Social Problems"
and covers minorities and discrimina-
tion, poverty; crime, and problems. .of
mass .society. The unit on the research
process is now an appendix.

Less, significant changes -have been
made to the text's, format' 1(now two-
column and more colorfully illustrated)
and features (key terms and bibliog--
raphies haVe been added to chapter
review sections).

Evaluative' Comments ancl-estions
_Understanding Society

a flexible text, o: e-ring teachers a
range of teaching activities and detailed
guidance on their use. The topics
covered, interesting writing style, and
use of case studies should promote stu-
dent interest.

Original data sheet by -Kenneth A. Switzer; update by Laurel R. Singleton.
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55. UNITED STATES, THE: A HISTORY OF THE REPUBLIC

Authors:
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Subject Area:
Originally Reviewe

James West Davidson and Mark H. Lytle
Prentice-Hall, Inc.
1984 (rev. ed.)
9-12
Text, hardbound, 832 pp, 816..98; teacher's edition,
hardbound 954 pp, $22.50; teacher's resource
handbook, 416 pp, $36.00; test bank, 1900 items,
$99.00;. computerized testing service, free
-U.S. history
Data Book, vol. 7 (1982)

Overview
The United States: A History of the

Republic is a one-year basal U.S.
history textbook for use in . grades--
9-12. The text contains a chronological
narrative that the authors believe will
acquaint students with our nation's past
experiences and prepare them to face
the future. Students are expected to
read and discuss the text and
participate in many classroom activities.
Interspersed throughout the text_ are
numerous illustrations, vignettes,
p rofile s and primary source
documents, including speeches, diary
excerpts, and letters. The teacher's
resource handbook contains objectives,
vocabulary, specific activity
suggestions keyed to ability level, and
worksheets for each chaper section, as
well as a complete testing. program.
The teacher's edition consists of the
complete student text and an answer
key to all questions in the text.
Custom-made tests can be ordered from
the publisher's computerized testing
service.

Major Revisions
Changes to this edition of the

student text are confined to the latter
half of the final unit. Chapter 39,
which previously covered events from
1969 to 1980, now covers the period

1969-1976. Chapter 40, a new addition,
looks in some detail at the Carter and
Reagan administrations; issues of the
1980sscience and technology and
energy--are also examined. The final
chapter again looks to the future of the
nation.. A chronology .of developments
in politics and government, exploration
and innovation, society and economics,
and culture and religion has ,been added
to the material appended to the text.

A new Component- of this edition is
the 1900-item test bank, from which
teachers can create tests meeting their
classes'- needs. Both objective and
essay questions are included; similarly,
knowledge and skills are both covered.

-Evaluative Comments and Su = testions
The United States: A Hi-stor of the

Republic is a tra.ditional J.5. history
text in terms of both .content and sug-
gested teaching strategies. Skill
development lessons in the text and
detailed teaching procedures--many
involving development of data-
gathering, analysis, and evaluation
skills should be particularly attractive
to teachers concerned with development
of social studies skills.' The presen-
tation of information on recent history
is commendably up to date.

Original data sheet by Regina McCormick; update by .Laurel R. Singleton.
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56. WE, THE AMERICAN WOMEN: A DOCUMENTARY HISTORY

Authors:
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Subject Area:
Originally Reviewed:

Beth Millstein Kava and Jeanne Bo 'n
Science Research Associates, Inc.
1983 (rev. ed.)
11-12
Text, paperbound, 363 pp, $8.95; teacher's guide,
paperbound, $2.50; workbook, paperbound, $24.95
U.S. history, women's studies
Data Book, volume 4 (1979)

Overview
We, The American Women presents a

chronological account of the role of
women in U.S. history. Designed for
use as the basis of a semester-long
women's studies course or as a sup-
plement to traditional U.S. history
courses, the book emphasizes the
historical, political, social, and
economic -concerns of women. Narra-
tive and such primary source materials
as letters, newspaper articles, and
excerpts from books and court cases
are included in all of the -text's 13
chapters, each of which focuses on a
particular historical period. While
pointing , out -the contributions of
"famous" women, the text also empha-
sizes the role and status of the
"average" American woman. The accom-
panying teacher's guide 'provides a list
of aims and objectives, questions for
discussion, suggested projects, and an
annotated bibliography. The workbook
contains a variety of paper-and-pencil
activities that develop social studies
skills and clarify and er rich what is
presented in the text.

Ma-or Revisions
The major, revision of this text is

the addition of a nsyir chapter covering
women in the United States today.
Titled "Toward the Year 2000," this

chapter covers such topics as politics
and government; the ongoing issues of
the ERA, abortion, and the draft;

issues related to family and society,

such as child care, divorce, alternative
.Aestyles, and aging; minority women;
and women in education, sports, and
the media. The -primary source materi-
als presented in this chapter include a
series of charts and graphs presenting
data on women in the work force,

excerpts from the 1980 Democratic and
Republican party platforms, a letter

from the mother of a blended family,
two papers on minority women's needs,
the views of two teenage girls on being
a young women in the 1980s, and the
National Women's Agenda.

The bibliography in the student
text has also been updated, with a sec-
tibn, corresponding to the new text

chapter and new resources related to

the topics of other chapters being

added.

Evaluative Comments and S u = = estions
This text should be interesting to

senior high school students, particu-
larly because of the extensive use of .
primary source materials. The variable
reading level of the text probably
makes it most app_ ropaiate for students
with above-average reading skills.

Original data sheet by June E. Ramos; update by Laurel R. Singleton.
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WORLD GEOGRAPHY

Developer:
Publisher :
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Subject Area:
Originally Reviewed:

Educational Challenges, Inc.
D.C. Heath and Co.
1983 (rev. ed.)
7-12
Text, hardbound, 512 pp, $15.60; teacher's
annotated edition, hardbound, 585 pp, $17.19;
workbook, paperbound, 114 pp, $4.35; teacher's
edition of workbook, paperboup.d, 112 pp $5.40;
tests and outline maps, 73 duplicating masters,
$26.40
World geography
Data Book, vol, 5 (198a)

Overview
World Geography is designed for a

yearlong secondary course 'although it
can also be adapted for use in a
shorter course. Written at a grade 7
reading level (according to the Fry
graph) , the text aims to help students
"learn to use some of a geographer's
tools... [and] look at the world from at
least three ,different points of view...
from space; from the air, and from the
ground.' The text's first' unit intro-
duces physical features of the earth
while the second unit looks at the
relationship of people and their
environment through an examination of
such concepts as land use, economic
development, and population distribu-
tion. The last and most extensive unit
applies the concepts introduced in the
previous units to study of eight geo-
graphic regions. Special features
include cartoons, career information,
map and skill workshops, and chapter-
reviews.

Major Revisions
This is one of the most heavily

revised texts included in this section

of the Data Book. While this edition
retains the same purpose, format, and
basic organization of the previous,
edition, much rewriting has been done,
and within units the order of some
chapters has been changed. Additional
map and skill workshops have been
added.

The teacher's edition also has sig-
n_ifica_ fit changes. Nine black-line
masters of outline maps of world regions
have been added. Affective objectives
have been deleted from the chapter
plans, as have the activity suggestions.
Discussion questions have , been added
as on-page annotations in the student
text 'reproduced in the, teacher's edi-
tion.

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
World Geography is an easy-to-read

and weli-illustrated basic geography
text. Use of numerous Landsat images
is an attractive feature. The deletion
of activity suggestions froi-n this ver-
sion of the teacher's edition makes it a
less comprehensive aid. Teachers will
have tq spend more time planning les-
sons, if C they wish to use other than a
read-and-discuss approach.

Original data sheet by Judith E. Hedstrom:, .update by Laurel R. Singleton.
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58. WORLD GEOGRAPHY, REVISED

Author:
Publisher:
Available From:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Subject Area:
Originally Reviewed:

Herbert H. Gross
Follett Publishing Co.
Allyn and Bacon
1983 (rev. ed.)
7-12
Text, hardbound, 544 pp, $15.27; teacher's annotated
edition, hardbound, 608 pp, $20.31,
World geography
Data Book, vol. 6 (1981)

Overview
World Geo uaphy is a one-year text-

book for use in grades- 7-12. The
author believes that geographic ,educa-
tion has a dual value. It can help
students strengthen their base of
factual information and develop the
skills necessary to build on that base.
Gross therefore wrote the text World
Ge,2graphy to introduce students to the
physical and human world around them
and to help students develop the map
and globe and reading and thinking
skills necessary to examine that world-.
The textbook has two major parts.

Part 1 introduces physical geography
and discusses how people use the
physical environment. In Part 2, stu-
dents study the geography of various
world regions: Europe and the Soviet
Union; Asia; Australia and Oceania;
North Africa and the Middle East; sub-
Saharan Africa; Latin America; and the
United States and Canada. The
teacher's annotated edition contains
specific directions for each lesson.
Major teaching strategies are reading,
discussion, and class activities
(debaps, art projects, etc.

Isla or Revisions
A new feature in this edition -of

World Geography is a second end-of-
lesson section supplementing the fact-
checking questions in the first edition.
Called "Working with Ideas,"---the sec-

tion includes questions designed to
require students to use, higher level
thinking skills. For example, in a
lesson on physical features of Europe,
questions in this section are: "How
have Europe's physical features con-
tributed to its cultural diversity?
Most of Europe was once united polit-
ically under the Roman Empire. What
are the drawbacks to a united Europe
today? What are the advantages?"

Other revisions are nor and in-
clude updating of data e.g., on popu-
lation, literacy rates, income) and the
teacher's bibliography.

Evaluative Comments and Su. estions
This text's easy-to-read

illustrated presentation should enhance
students' enjoyment of learning both
physical and cultural geography.

Original data -sheet by Regina McCormick; update by Laurel R. Singleton.
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WORLD HISTORY,

Authors:
Publisher:
Publication Dat
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Subject Area:
Originally Reviewed:

HE HUMAN PANOR.

Bertram L: Hinder, Edwin `Selzer, and Barry Ni. Berk
Science Research Associates, Inc.
1983 (rev.
9 -12

Text, hardbound, 772 pp, $16.50; teacher's guide,
paperbound, 94 lop, $3.00; workbook, paperbound,
127 pp, $35.00 (package of 10)
World history
Data Book, vol. 5 (1980)

Overv'
A World History: The Human Pano-

rama is a high school text organized
by five broad chronological periods cff
world history. Within each period,
major themes (e. g. law, power,
nationalism) are ,examined.. Because
the text is organized theMatically and
chronologically, students can identify
recurring 'patterns in history while
focusing on events and trends repre-
sentative of a particular historical
period. One distinguishing feature of
the book is the emphasis on how events
affected the common people of each
period as well as
powerful. Extensive
and architecture,
literature, poetry,
excerpts from such
as letters, diaries, and speeches also
emphasize human themes. Activities in
the text and workbook stress social
studies and reading skills-. The
teacher's guide provides an introduc-
tion to the course, objectives for each
text section, sample lesson plans, a
limited number of suggested activities,
bibliographies related to use of
literature- and art in teaching world
history , and answers to questions pre-
sented in the text.

the famous and
use of period art
selections from

and music, and
source documents

. Major Revisions
The Major revisions in this edition

of A World _History include substantial

reorganization and rewriting in the
portion of the text dealing with the
theme of power (a 40-page section)
and addition_ of a new section dealing
with recent events. Titled "Global
Shifts in Economic and Political
Power ," this new section covers the
recent boom in the Japanese economy,
terrorism, the Iranian revolution, the
invasion of Afghanistan, the Polish
labor movement, the independence of
Zimbabwe, the last African colony of
Namibia, Central American power strug-
gles, Northern Ireland, and the war in
the Falkland Islands. Other sections
of the text remain substantially un-
chaged, as does the teacher's guide.
Two new activities have been added to
the workbook.

Evaluative Com its an'd 5 u = = es ions
The text's ninth-grade reading level

and extensive use of source material
should make it interesting and acces-
sible to high school students of all
ability levels. The combined the-
matic/chronological presentation pro-
vides flexibility to teachers using
varied approaches. Teachers who use
the text will have to devote consider-
able time to planning daily lessons, as
the rather brief teacher's guide . does
not provide that level of ,detailed
support.

Original data sheet by Diana Beer; update by Laurel R. Singleton.
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60. CARING: ACTIVITIES TO TE. CH THE YOUNG. CHILD TO CARE
FOR OTHERS

Authors: Thomas D. Yawkev and Kenneth C. Jones
Publisher: Prentice-Hall, Inc.
Publication Date: 1982

Grade Level: Early childhood-4
Alaterials and Cost: Book, paperbound, 223 pp, 58.95
Subject Area: Affective education

The authors of this book believe that parents and teachers must
be concerned with the total developmet_t of the child--in the motor,
cognitive, and affective domains. An important part of that total
development in their view is development of the ability to care about
other "people, objects, and nature.' For parents and teachers who
share this view, they provide literally hundreds of activities to help
young children develop their self-esteem, empathy for others, and the
ability to communicate that empathy.

The book's first six sections are each devoted to a "component" of
caring: learning to care and communicate caring feelings; nurturing
the social, physical, and effecting selves; role taking (with friends,
family, and school groups); consideration 4 understanding the effects of
behavior on others), human differences, and the needs of others;
expectations and self-confidence; self and self-esteem. The next two
sections deal with what the authors call "caring in action": helping
children,deal with new roles in single-parent families and helping
children understand and care for disabled friends.

Each of these eight sections opens with an introduction to the
topic, followed by' numerous sample activities and tips for parents and
teachers. In using the activities, the adult is cautioned to take the
role of a participant or friend rather than a teacher. Adults are alsb
reminded of the importance of modeling caring behavior while using the
activities and in day-to-day routines.

The activities are varied. Most can be used by either parents or
teachers with individual children, small groups, or an entire class;
those in the section on single-parent families are most appropriate for
home use. Some of the activities are designed for the parent or
teacher to complete alone, to help them clarify their own feelings or
reason through their ways of dealing with children. Activities suitable
for use in art, language arts, physical education, and social studies
classes are included. Some of the activities deal with topics that
parents and teachers may feel, uncomfortable talking about (sexual
feelings, body image), but the range of activities presented is so wide
that anyone should find ample material of interest.

The final section of the book is list of resources, categorized
according to the components of caring ,ound which the chapters are
organized. While not annotated, the bibliography is quite extensive.
(LS)
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61. CARTOONS AND CO ICS IN THE CLASSROOM

Editor:.
Publisher:
Publication Date:-
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:
Subject Area:

James L. Thomas
Libraries Unlimited
1983

K-12
Book, hardbound, 1S1 pp, $18.50
Language arts, social studies

This book is a collection of 32 brief, previously published articles
on the use of cartoons and comics as a motivating medium and as a
means of studying contemporary lifestyles, myths, and values. Articles
in the book's first section examine reasons for using cartoons' and
comics in the curriculum, trace the ways in which cartoons have
changed in recent years, and provide guidelines for determining the
instructional- appropriateness of a comic or cartoon.

Articles in the remaining four sections answer the questions of
- where, how , when, and with whom eartoons/comics should be. used.

Answers to the qtiestion "Where?" range from Latin class to political
science .to the junior high school library. One article in this section
focuses on the use of political cartoons as teaching devices while
another describes a U.S. history unit in which eighth-graders crea
their own comic books on the causes of the American Revolution.

Articles in the "How?" and "When?" chapters focus on Ways to use
comics/cartoons in instruction, many aimed at developing reading skills,
but others applicable in 'social studies as well. Suggested, for example,
are analyses of comics/cartoons for the following purposes: (1) as a
starting point in learning about occupations, (2) to identify problems of
daily life and develop possible solutions, and (3) as the basis for a
discussion on violence in modern society.

The final chapter presents a series of articles on the use of
cartoons/comics with special learners, including reluctant readers, deaf
students, and students with learning disabilities. An -annotated
bibliography and the code of the Comics Magazine Association of America
are appended. (LS)
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6Z. CHOICES: A IT ON CONFLICT AND NUCLEAR WAR

Develo -rs:

Publisher:
Publication Date:

Union of Concerned Scientists, Massachtisetts
Teachers Association, and National Education
Association
NEA Professional Library
1983

Grade Level: 7-9

Materials and Cost:

Subject Area:

Book, paperbound, 144 pp, $9.95 ,(also
available from ERRS, -ED 229 313, MF-$0.97
plus postage)
Nuclear education

in light of studies indicating that concern about nuclear war is
growing among young people, the developers of this unit for junior
high school students have 'sought to provide materials that will help
students "understand the power of nuclear weapons, the consequences
of their use, and most importantly, the options available to resolve
conflicts among nations by means other than nuclear war." The unit
addresses conflict on the persbnal as well as national level so that
students can "analyze their .own behavior and understand the,
importance of communicating, negotiating, and dealing with aggression
through nonviolent means."

The unit includes ten lessons that can require anywhere from two
to four weeks of class time to complete. Each lesson is presented in
five parts: a lesson capsule briefly describing the lesson, purposes,
list -of materials needed, a step-by-step -description of the lesson, and
teacher's notes. Black-line masters for student handouts follow each
lesson.

Specific topics covered in the lessons include the effects of the
atomic bomb on Hiroshima; the dynamics of personal conflict;
.communication, negotiation, and conflict resolution; the characteristics,
growth, and effects of -nuclear weapons ; the nuclear arms race ; U S .
foreign policy and national security goals; Soviet-U.S._ relations;
methods for averting ,nuclear war; 'how opinions toward conflict and war
develop; and the use of imagination in creating future options. The
lessons involve students in a range of -activities: reading, conducting
demonstrations, participating in simulations and role plays, completing
worksheets, case study analysis, brainstorming, and research.

Appendices to the unit provide a list of resources, extensive
background information, teacher and student glossaries, forms for
student and teacher evaluations, and a sample letter to parents.

The unit's combination of high interest and a great deal of
information makes it suitable for use not only with the intended
audience of junior_high school students, but also with senior high
students. (LS)



63. CUSTODY: :MOCK TRIAL and DELINQUENCY: A MOCK TRIAL

Author:
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:
Subject Area:

Robert J. Rader
Law- Instructor Publications
1982

7-12

2 books, paperbound, 28 pp each, $15.85 each
Legal education

The author of these guides' believes that "Mock trials are excellent
vehicles to illustrate the law involved in a specific case while they allow
the student to develop some basic skills in critical thinking and
reasoning , communication and observation, decision-Making -and problem
solving." Each guide thus prdvides material for students and teachers.
to use in staging a mock trial.

Custod- -: A Mock Trial presents a case in which a mother left her
three children and later sought custody when her personal situation
improved, a la "Kramer vs., zr.ramer." Students assume the roles of the
judge,- jury, .attorneys, parents, parents' new spouses, children, social
workers, clergy, and others. The focus of Delinquency: A Mock Trial
is a case in which a teenage girl died of exposure 'after attending a
party at which marijuana and alcohol were made available to minors; the
host is chai-ged with manslaughter and contributing to the delinquency
of a Minor. Students again assume a variety of roles in enacting the
case.

Each guide, provides a list. general..of the mock trial's objectives, general
instructions for teachers, a general information section for students,
detailed role profiles for participants, model speeches for use in certain
parts of the trial, excerpts of applicable laws, copies of legal forms,
and suggestions for debriefing. Although the materials presented will
be helpful, more guidance on procedures, particularly what students
sh9uld do during the preparation phase, would be helpful. , More
extensive suggeStions far debriefing would also be of use. (LS)

64. DAY OF DIALOGUE, A: PLANNING AND CURRICULUM RESOURCE
GUIDE

Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and

Subject Area

Educators for Social Responsibility
1982,

K-12
Book, paperbound, 812.00 (also available.
from EDRS, ED 227 006, MF-$0.97 plus
postage)
Nuclear education
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Teachers and parents of elementary and secondary students can
use this guide to educate young people abotit issues related to war and
peace. The guide has three major parts. The first discusses
implementing a "day of dialogue," during which issues related to
nuclear war are examined. Included are tips on how to orgadize, meet
resistance, and mobilize support; sample letters to parents and faculty
members; publicity flyers; brief reading selections that provide
background information on nuclear weapons and warfare; and study
questions and reading lists.

The second part suggests learning activities organized by
level (K -3, 4 -6, 7-12). The activities are varied; for example,
students read and discuss books, conduct rile plays, tell stories,
participate in debates, write poetry, and listen to speakers.

The final sectior, of the guide is an annotated bibliography for
students and teachers. (RM)

65. ECONOMIC EDUCATION EXPERIENCES OF ENTERPRIS
TEACHERS

Editors:
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:

Materials and Cost:

Andrew T. Nappi and Anthony F. Suglia
Joint Council on Economic Education
1983

K-12
Book, paperbound,, 139 pp, $2.25 (also available
from EDRS, ED 218 184, MF-$0.97 plus postage)

Subject Area: Economics

This book, the 20th in a series, presents winning entries in the
*National Awards Program for the Teaching of Economics. The book is
dividedinto five chapters,

and
acc rding to grade level (primary,

intermediate, junior high, and senior high) and an open category for
projects that encompass the school; this category was open to
administrators, curriculum coordinators, guidance counselors,
librarians, and supervisors.

Each._ chapter contains four fairly detailed project descriptions and
a list of "Good Ideas in Brief." The major activities described in the
primary-level chapter describe economic units emphasizing concrete
experienCes for students; these range from field trips to a simulated
bank to using community resources and presenting a play on the local
economy.. The winning intermediate-level projects were all fifth-grade
units. One involved a historical analysis of the use of productive
resources while a second was a multidisciplinary study of international
trade. The other winning units at this level involved students'
creating a, country and studying economic interdependence.

The four projects described in the junior high school section are
diverse. An eighth-grade unit focuses on lifestyles in U.S. history.
The second article presents a world trade economic simulation game,
while the third describes a videotape program on basic economic
concepts. The last article in the section describes application of a

12o
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money system in the classroom. The first article in the senio_- high
s:_ction describes a unit developed to stimulate students to exv,-.The
capitalism from many viewpoints. The second presents a role play
designed to look at economic costs related to energy issues. The third
winning unit was a study of entrepreneurship and the fourth used
utopian literature to teach economics.

Described in the final chapter are a media center project.
curriculum guide, a staff development effort, and a curriculum
development/ dissemination project. (LS

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION : A MANUAL FOR ELEMENTARY
EDUCATORS

Authors: Barbara Robinson and Evelyn Wolfson
Publisher: Teachers College Press
Publication Date: 1982

Grade Level: K -6

Materials and Cost: Book, paperbound, 220 pp, $15.95
Subject Area Environmental education

This guide to developing a nine-session environmental education
training course for teachers and youth leaders is also a valuable
resource for individual. elementary teachers who wiSh to help children
"understand and respect the environment and be aware of their
relationship to it." The guide's nine chapters, corresponding to the
Pine training sessions, all contain background information on important
environmental concepts as well as numerous teaching activities.

Chapter titles are "Orientation to Environmental Education
Training," "Basic Ecology," "Site Evaluation," "Teaching. Environmental
Education," "Field Trips Workshop," "Nature and Ecology Workshops,"
"Enrichment Ideas Workshop," "Environmental Issues," and "Evaluation
and Summary."

The suggested activities are varied. For example, among the more
than, 40 ideas presented in the "Environmental Issues" 'chapter are
researching a local environmental issue,- conducting an environmental
attitudes survey or an environmental auction, measuring the amount of
water wasted by dripping faucet, and studying land use on the school
grounds.

Useful appendices to -the guide include lists of environmental
information sources; environmental education, sources, including
bibliographies, activity guides, and curriculum mterials; and tips for
organizing and conducting a training course. (LS)
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7XTRrNi
GUIDE

Publisher:
Publication ,LJ

Grade Level:

S IN THE UNITED STATES: A C TRRICULUM

Anti-Defamation League of B'nai Frith
1

7-12

Materials and Cost: Book, paperbound, 325 pp, 510.00 (also
available from ERRS, ED 220 397, MF-$0.97
plus postage)

Subject Area: Current events, multiethnic educa ion,
political science

The_ ntroduction to this curriculum guide provides a rationale for
teaching secondary students about extremist groups; that rationale is
summarized in this description of the purpose of the curriculum: "to
help educate young people to the dangers posed by extremist groups,
to aid them to learn the dire consequences of racism and totalitarianism,
and to arm them with the skills and knowledge they need to reject the
appeals of those who would destroy our freedoms and our democr,.'Lic
society."

To achieve that purpose, the guide presents 14 lessons divided
into three parts. In its nine lessons , part 1,. "Bigotry and .

Violence- -The Hate Groups of the Extreme Right" covers_ such topics as
the nature of hate groups, prejudice, the -myth of white supremacy ,
scapegoating , the Ku Klux Klan,--and the neo- Nazis. Fart 2,
"Anti-Americanism and Totalitarianismthe MarXist-Leninist Groups of
the Extreme Left , " presents four lessons focusing on the nature of
leftist extremist groups , the characteristics of leftist totalitarian
regimes, terrorism, and commonalities of extremist groups whether to
the right or left of the political spectrum. This section is not as
strong as the first for two reasons:. (1) rather than focusing
specifically on groups within the United States, it deals with a loosely
defined international movement and (2) it presents a rather
unidiMensional view of the situation in Israel and the Middle East. The
final sesotion focuses on how a democratic society can cope with
extremist groups within the framework of constitutional' rights
guaranteed -.to all.

The lessons require from ttwo to five class periods each to
complete. They can be used with secondary students- -most suitably
senior high school studentsas the basis for a unit on extremist groups
or to supplement a range of coursesU.S. history sociology, political
science, probleMs of democracy, etc. For each lesson, the 'guide
provides a general student aim, instructional objectives, steps in using
the lesson, follor-up activities, and student readings. The lessons
involve reading and discussion, with suggested follow-up activities
focusing on the use of audiovisuals. The student readings are varied;
they include statements from extremist groups (teachers are cautioned
to use these readings with the entire class, not, -as individual
assignments) , stories, worksheets, newspaper articles, and narrative.

An annotated bibliography concludes the guide. (LS)
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68. FASTBACK SERIES

Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Subject Area:

Phi Delta Kappa
Continuous
K -college
8 booklets per series, 2 series per year,
paperbound, 32 to 48 pp, $4.00 for series or
$0.75 for each booklet (also available from
EDRS, MF-$0.97 plus postage per booklet)
Economics, social studies

The Fastback Series consists of 16 titles per year, eight published
in the Spring and eight in the fall. The series is designed to keep
educators "informed and up-to-date on current issues and promising
teaching practices." Topics thus vary widely, covering the spectrum
from early childhood education to the education of older adults.

Each series generally includes at least one title having direct
application to social studies instruction. The fall 1982 series, which
was available for this review, included two titles of particular interest
to social studies teachers. Usin the Census as a Cy-eative Teachin
-Resources (ED 223 502) , by Sandra M. Long , is based cin the premise
that demographic information collected by the Census Bureau can help
students understand many aspects of the quality of life in the United
States. The first of the book's six chapters discusses the role that the
Census Bureau plays in our lives,' examining uses of census data.
Chapters 2-6 present different types of demographic information, along
with activities and discussion questions that junior and senior high
school teachers can use in introducing these data to their classes.
Types of data presented include data concerning fatally structure,
education,- work and income, and health and nutrition. The appendix
lists additional resources.

The second social-studies-related book is Economic Education
Across the Curriculum (ED 223 503), by Mark C. Schug. , The -book
discusses what economics education is, why its study is important, and
how it can be integrated into the K-12 curriculum. Teaching
approaches are also covered; among those discussed are use of the local
community' as a learning resource, simulation games, videotapes/filins
and television, and microcomputers. Criteria that educators can use to
assess materials sponsored by corporations, banks, government
agencies, public utilities, trade associations, and labor unions are
presented. The appendix lists economic education organizations and
selected teaching materials.

Other' titles in the fall 1982 series were Beyond Schooling:
Education in a Broader Context, New Audiences for Teacher Education,
Nlicrocom u -ers in .the Classroom, Supervision Made Simple, Educatir±g'
Older Peo e: Another Vie_ of. Mainstreamin and School Public
Relations: o unica n o the Commum Contact the publisher for
a complete list of new titles and the back ist of titles still available.
(RM/LS)
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69. GA,iES FOR TEACHING WORLD HISTORY

Author: Marvin Scott

Publisher: J. Weston __a ch
Publication Date: 1983

Grade Level: 10-12

Materials and Cost: Book, spiralbouncl, 93 pp, $15.00
Subject Area: World history

This resource presents numerous activities that the author, an
experienced teacher, has- used in his own world history courses. The
author belieVes these activities, which are not all games but all do
stress active student involvement, generate considerable excitement and
learning in the classroom. The activities cover a range of topics from
prehistory to the Vietnam War.

The first chapter does not provide any games, but presents a
number of ideas for helping students explore archaeology. Presented in
the subsequent five chapters are "The Feudalism Game," "The
Parliament Game ," "The. Peace Conference Game," and a number of
games for teaching students about military campaigns from 900 A.D. to
World War II. A model United Nations activity and a game called
"Insurgency: Vietnam" follow.

Instructions for three other involvement activities--not games - -are
also detailed. These are debates, mock trials, and team learning
projects. The final two chapters present suggeStions for designing
games and a list of resources.

The author describes the games and activities as he has used them
in his 20 years of teaching. While Scott's first-person style is
engaging, more information--including objectives--would be helpful in
some chapters.: Black-line maste:--3 for a number of supportive handouts
are provided. (LS)

70. GLOBAL 2000 COUNTDOWN KIT

Developer: Earth People Associates
Publisher: Zero Population Growth, Inc.
Publication Date: 1982

Grade Level: 9-12

Materials and Cost: Folder containing 8 -pp teacher's guide and
15 4-pp student readings, $15.00

Subject Area: Population education, science, social studies
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This unique resource package is based on the Global 2000 Report
to the President. a 1980 voluin which analyzed data and future trends
related to 14 different topics. The publishers of this package "felt that
release of this document [the Global 2000 Report] provided an
opportunity to help students understand the importance of paying
attention to population-related issues and becoming involved in action to
protect our planet."

Thej'package contains an introductory student reading followed !=ay
14 units, each focusing on one of the 14 topics covered in the Global `,
2000 Report. These topics are population, income, food, fisheries,
torests, water, -,nonfuel minerals, energy_, impacts on agriculture,
impacts on water resources, impacts on forest losses, impacts on the
world's atmosphere and climate, nuclear energy, and species extinction.

Each unit is provided on a four-page Student handout that opens
with a narrative describing the primary issue covered. This narrative
is followed by an activity or problem that students complete, usually
within the classroom or school library. The final section of each unit
suggests specific ways students can "make a difference" through family, -
school, and community action programs designed to effect change. To
illustrate, consider the unit, "Roll on Mighty River," which focuses on
water resources. Students first read a one-page description of water
shortages in the western United States. They then participate in a
simulated lawsuit involving international water rights. Finally, students
read about ways to conserve water and conduct a water audit of their
home or school.

The units can be used by small groups or the entire class, .

independently or under the teacher's supervision. The units can be
used together or separately. A useful aid presented in the teacher's'
guide is a large chart giving, for each unit, a brief description of the
activity in the unit, learning objectives, skills developed, curriculum
areas in which the unit can be used, and tips for the teacher regarding
materials, preparation, or assistance needech

A glossary and a model for developing relationships among the
various topics are also provided. (LS/KC)

71. HELPING CHILDREN CHOOSE: RESOURCES, STRATEGIES, AND
ACTIVITIES FOR TEACHERS OF YOUNG CHILDREN

Authors:
Publisher: Good Year Books/Scott, Foresman and

George Schuncke and Suzanne Krogh

Publication Date: 1983

Grade Level: K-3

Materials and Cost:
Subject Area:

Book, paperbound, 160 pp, $1095
Social studies (skill development), values
education
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Concerned with students' abilities to make rational decisions on the
basis of more than immediate concerns, the- authors of this book provide
teachers with techniques and materials to help young children develop
three components of. social decision makingreasoning perspective-
taking , and valuing. Using the research of Piaget, Kohlberg, Damon,
arid Selman and their own research with children in classrooms , .Schuncke
and Krogh have carefully designed their materials to be appropriate to
children's developmental levels and to meet three critera for effec-
tiveness with elementary school children: they are concrete, they have
personal significante to the children, and they involve children actively
in the learning process.

The book's first =chapter provides an overview of the technique
recommended by the authors. This technique involves use of decision
stories--open-ended stories requiring conflict resolution for
completion--in a three-step process. The three steps are the warm-up
or introduction, the action period consisting of either a role play or
structured discussion, and the debriefing. The second and third
chapters expand upon the techniques of role playing and structured
discussion, providing detailed ideas for introducing the decision stories,
conducting the role play and/or discussion, and debriefing.

The fourth chapter presents 34 class-tested stories for use in the
classroom. A chart at the beginning of the chapter indicates the issues
raised and grade level for 'each, story . The issues reflect the values
that interviews with young children indicated were important to them;
the issues are telling the truth, obeying people in authority, obeying
rules, respecting other people's property, sharing,- 'keeping promises,
and honoring friendships. Although the main audience for the stories
is students in grades K-3, students in grades 4-6 could also use a
number of the stories. Provided with each story are ideas_ the
warm-up phase of the activity, questions for use in the debriefing, and
pictures that can be duplicated and used in the charting of alternatives
and consequences that occurs in structured discussions. The fifth
chapter presents tips for teachers who want to develop their own
decision stories.

The final chapter presents a 'brief review of the research on which
the book is based. The work of Piaget, Kohlberg, Damon, and Selman
is covered.. An annotated bibliography related to this research
concludes the book. (LS)

'72. INTERCHAN

Editors:
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Giade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Subject Area:

Elaine M. Murphy and Patricia Cancellier
Population Reference Bureau, Inc.
Continuous
K-12
Newsletter, quarterly, 4 to 6 pp, free for
one year; $6.00 per year after the first
year.
Population education, social studies
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interchange is designed to, "further the goal of infusing population
materials into U.S. schools by: (1) presenting information on
population-related issues; (2) distributing classroom materials;
(3) reviewing developments in the field of population education." To
that end, the editors select topics and materials useful in a wide range
of classes--current events, sociology, global studies, future studies,
history, and general social studies.

Unlike many newsletters, interchange e presents numerous prac
materials that can be used by teachers. For example, a recent issue,
entitled "Teacher's Guide to the Future," opened with an introduCtory
article on futures education and its relationship to population education.
This was followed by a list of resources on future studies, suggestions
for using brainstorming techniques in examining issues of the future,
and two masters for student activity sheets related to future issues.
Also included was an article entitled "Fifty Heady Questions Bound to
Stimulate Future Thinking" ; examples of "heady" questions are "what
color would your dream about the future be? Why?" , "What will be the
most popular recreational sport in 1995?", and "Why . are your parents
looking forward to their future?" Suggestions for using the questions
are also presented.

Each year, two issues of Interchange are accompanied by teaching
materials. For example, a recent issue focusing on the global
environment was accompanied by a 12-page reading entftler "The
Environment to Come: A Global Summary." The reading car, stand alone
or be used as reference material, but the newsletter als-, Tided a
number of activities that can be used to build upon the rLa,iing. A list
of teacher-resources and a brief article about economic development
efforts in the Third World were also included.

Other recent issues have focused on such topics as teaching about
immigration issues, the census, and aging in America. Back issues are
available for a nominal fee; contact the publisher for information.- (LS)

,
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73. INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS, SOCIETY, AND THE SCHOOLS

E

Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Margaret Stimman Branson and Judith.
Torney-Purta
National Council for the Social Studies
1982

k±-adult
Book, paperbound, 125 pp $7.25 (also
available from EDRS, ED 222 431, ME 30 7
plus postage)

Subject Area: Global issues, social studies

The foreword to this bulletin states that "the most important
contribution that social studies educators can make to promoting
international human rights is to help create' conditions in social and
political institutions that promote equity and human rights and that help
students to see' how their own human rights are inextricably bound up
in the human rights of other peoples throughout the world." The
selections in the bulletin therefore touch upon "teaching about
international human rights and protecting the rights of students."

The editors begin the book with a description of three approaches
to human rights educationthe national, the comparative, and the
international--and a rationale for incorporating study of human rights in
the curriculum. The first chapter of the bulletin follows this
introduction with answers to 15 often-asked questions about human
rights (e. g. , "What are human rights--and what are they not? Why
have human rights become a central issue for all humankind?" )

The second chapter examines how study of human rights can link
what are now competing forces in social studies education: global
education, Citizenship: education, and education for cultural pluralism.
The third paper reviews research in four areas having implications for
designing effective human rights programs; these areas are citizenship
education, international and global orientations, social cognition, and
classroom climate and student participation.

The next three chapters present ideas for teaching about human
rights in elementary and middle schools, secondary schools, and
colleges and universities. The final section of the bulletin is an
annotated listing of books about human rights suitable for readers from
age 5 to adulthood. Appended to the bulletin are the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, the Declaration of the Rights of the
Child, and excerpts from UNESCO's recommendations regarding
education for international understanding, cooperation, and peace and
education relating to human rights and fundamental freedoms. (LS)
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74. LAW IN U.S.

Editor:
Publisher:

Publication Date-:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:
Subject Area:

HISTORY: A TEACHER RESOURCE MANUAL

Melinda R. Smith
Social Science Education Consortium, Inc.
and ERIC Clearinghouse for Social
Studies/Social Science Education
1983,

8-12
Book, spiralbound, 240 pp, $18.95
Legal education, U.S. history

The editor of this volume, who is the director of the New Mexico
Law-Related Education Project, views laws-as "integral to the study of
U.S. history" for two reasons. First, "a recognition of the vital
constitutional issues of different, periods in history brings with it an
understanding of the social, political, and economic forces which Shaped
those periods . " Second, law-related issues and themes can serve as "a
unifying thread" that links history to people's lives.

The more than 35 activities presented in the book provide a means
for examining such law-related themes as the dynamics of conflict
between the needs of society at large and individual liberties, the
influence of social and economic conditions on judicial decision making,
and the Constitution as an instrument of governance. The activities
are organized into four sections roughly corresponding to the
chronological periods covered in most U.S. history courses: colonial
period through revolution, growth of a new nation, Civil -War through
industrialization, and the modern era.

The activities are presented in a uniform format. Each begins
with a brief introduction followed by a list of objectives for the
activity. A recommended grade level is given (either eighth, eleventh,
or both), and the time and material needed to complete the activity are
suggested. Finally, step-by-step instructions fo. using the ac vity are
provided. Black-line masters for student handouts follow these
instructions.

The activities stress active student involvement in the learning
process. Among -the strategies used'are opinion polls and surveys,
simulations, case studies, mock trials, appellate court simulations, the
adversary model, and learning stations. For example, the lessons 'for
the colonial -period through the Revolutionary War involve student in a
learning stations activity regarding religious freedom, a mock trial of
the case of Sarah Good, a case study analysis concerning, freedom of
the press, a discussion of letters between -John and Abigail Adams,
regarding the rights of women, a scripted role play regarding colonial
opinion immediately before the Revolution, and a simulation of the
drafting of the Declaration of Independence.

12E/
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This Useful collection ends with an annotated bibliography of
related resources in the ERIC data base. (LS)

LEARNING TO CARE: CLASSROOM ACTIVITIEACTIVITIES FOR SOCIAL AND
AFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT

Authors: Norma Deitch Feshbach and others
Publisher: Scott, Fore-sman and Co.
Publication Date: 1983

Grade Level: 2-6

Materials and Cost: Book, paperbound, 76 pp. $9.95.
Subject Area: Affective education

One of several new books aiming to help teachers enhance early
elementary students' empathy and social development, Learning to Care
is designed to bridge research findings and classroom needs. Based on
five years of work at UCLA, the book presents 44 activities that can be
used in a long-term program- to develop social skills or on a day-by-day
basis for solving students' interpersonal problems (e.g., name-calling,
not listening) . Instructions for using the activities in both ways are
given in the book's introduction, along with a rationale for the program
and a brief description of the supporting research.

The introduction is followed by presentation of the activities. Five
types of information are provided for each: (1) student processes and
learning objectives, (2) relationship of the activity to the development
of the three components of empathy -- recognition and discrimination of
feeling, perspective and role taking, and emotional responsiveness,
(3) materials needed, (4) procedure, and (5) special hints for the
teacher. Black-line masters fdr student handouts are also provided.

The activities are sequenced to balance content and skills, and to
move from easiest _to hardest. The activities are varied, ranging from
the very familiar (playing telephone, making a collage of emotions,
reathng stories) to more unusual (taking a "camera walk," taping voices
reflecting various emotions, picking a present for group members).
Role playing is used frequently.

The teacher is advised to clear use_of the program with the
principal or supervisor and to carefully consider how to report on
program to parents. No ideas for communicating with parents are
provided, however. (LS)
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LIVING TOGETHER T -DER THE LAW

Author:
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Subject Area:

Arlene Gallagher
New York State Bar Association
1982

Book, paperbound, 84 pp, $4.00 each for
1-9 copies, $3.00 each for 10 or more copies
Legal education

This guide for use by elementary teachers is based on the tenet
that "even very young children can understand the nature and function
of rules and laws, if legal concepts are introduced in a way that is
relevant to their lives."

The guide is organized around ten therfies, which the author
recommends be taught in sequence over the course of the school year.
Example themes are "Rules and laws are essential and play an important
role in our lives" and "Different people in different settings enforce
rules and laws in different ways."

For each theme, the guide provides six teaching aids The first
is a list of competencies .be gained by students. These competencies
are divided into concepts, '-understandings, and key skills. Next, one
or more motivating activities are presented, followed by several learning
activities. The activities are varied and include case study analysis,
role plays, simulations, analysis of cartoons that illustrate the guide.
and discussions.

The fourth aid describes ways in which study of the law can be
correlated with other areas of the curriculum, most often social studies
but sometimes language arts as well.

The final two aids for each theme are unique features of the
guide. The first relates the particular theme to children's literature.
Three relevant titles appropriate for primary grades and three for
intermediate grades are annotated for each theme, and specific
suggestions for using some books are . given. The final section for each
theme focuses on. how that theme can be applied to self-governance.
The author recommends that these activities be used only by teachers
who "assume a democratic attitude toward students, encourading them
make decisions in areas where they are qualified' to do so. " (LS)
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77. MULTIETHNIC CURRICULUM FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION
STUDENTS, A

Authors: Susan H. Kamp and Philip C. Chinn
Publisher: Council for Exceptional Children
Publication Date: 1982

Grade Level: 4-6

Materials and Cost: Book, paperbound, 64 pp, $7.50
Subject Area: Multiethnic education

Approximately one-third of the special education population in
American schools is composed of

the
minority students. This

curriculum is designed to meet the need for materials that will help
these students understand their own ethnic heritage .and that of their
classmates. The guide opens with definitions of culture, ethnicity,
multicultural education, multiethnic education, and ethnic studies to
help the teacher put the ideas presented in perspective.

The curriculum itself consists of five units, each focusing on a
particular topic important in understanding ethnicity: identity,
communication, lifestyles, immigration and migration, and prejudice and
discrimination. For each unit, the guide presents teaching concepts,
desired outcomes, three to five sample activities, and a list of
audiovisual materials that could be used to supplement the unit.

The sample activities focus on the experiences and perspectives of
five groups: American Indians, Asian-Americans, black Americans,
Mexican Americans, and Puerto Ricans. For each activity, the guide
provides background, a list of materials and Objectives, the teaching
time, procedures, and black-line masters for any needed student
handouts. Many of the activities were adapted from materials developed
with Title IX (ESEA) funding. The adaptations are designed to meet
the needs of certain types _of _special education students; activities are
concrete and varied, ideas are continually.reinforced, and written
materials are designed to be of high interest, 'succinct, and simple.

The curriculum is not designed for use. with students having
;-Sensory impairments (e.g. , visual impairments, hearing impairments
!but it will be useful to teachers of the learning disabled and educable
mentally retarded. Many of the activities could also be used 'with
nondisabled students. (LS)

NUCLEAR AGE, THE: A CURRICULUM GUIDE FOR SECONDARY
STUDENTS

Publisher: G round Zero
Publication Date: 1982

Grade Level: 7-12

Materials and Cost:

Subject Area:

Book, unbound, 3-hole-punched, 60 -pp,
$2.50
Nuclear education
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Ground ZeiO a national organization dedicated to "educating the
American people about the threat of nuclear war and involving them in
the effort to prevent it." Thus, its curriculum guide- has a definite
point of view. Nevertheless, the guide provides much factual
information -that will be useful to any teacher interested in nuclear
education.

The guide is presented in five "lessons" that provide an overview
of issues related to nuclear weaponry and war. Topics of the -lessons
are: (1) the history of nuclear weapons and how they differ from
.conventional weapons, (2) the U.S. /U.S.S.R. arms race_ , (3) status of
nuclear weapons today. (4) the effects of nuclear war, and (5) what
can be done to prevent nuclear war.

Each lesson has four sections. First is an outline of content that
could serve as the basis for a lecture. This outline is supplemented by
a section of _quotations from other sources and such support material as
graphs and charts. Discussion questions are provided for each lesson.

The guide concludes with a list of suggested student activiti
bibliography, and a glossary.

While the lessons leave much to be desired terms of structure
and activities, a great deal of content is presented and therein lies the
guide's strength. (LS)

OPEN MINDS TO EQUALITY

A"
Publisher :'
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:
Subject Area

Nancy Schniedewind and Ellen Davidson
Prentice-Hall, Inc.
1983

K-8
Book, paperbound, 287 pp, $16.95
Affective education , language arts,
multiethnic education, nonsexist education,

= social studies

Subtitled A -Sourcebook of Learnin Activities to Promote Race,
Sex , Class, and .A this excellent resource is deigned to help
students expan =eir understanding of what is and isn't fair in our
society and develop productive strategies for change." At the same
time, the authors hope to "generate more equality among students" by
making studentS and teachers aware of unintentional academic and
interpersonal discriminatory practices in the classroom and giving them
the skills needed to modify such practices.

To help teachers feel comfortable with these dual purposes, the
book's first chapter focuses on "Recognizing .Roadblocks to Equality,"
describing the egalitarian classroom; examining forms, of bias that are
prevalent in our society and in schools (racism, sexism, classism,
agism, and competitive 'individualism) and presenting suggestions for
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integrating activities from the book into various areas of the
curriculum. A -further aid is the chart appended to the book; this
chart indicates content area, skill area, and grade level for each
activity .

The remaining nine chapters of the book present more than 100
activities intended to promote both cognitive and affective learning.
While teachers can select actiVities from these chapters on the basis of
interest/need and the classcs in which they wish to integrate equity
lessons , ( e . g . , language arts, social studies, mathematics) , the authors
advise working- through the chapters in order, as they have been
carefully sequenced to help students "progress developmentally and
sequentially in their understanding of inequities and in their ability -to
foster equality."

The first two chapters of activities are designed to develop a
supportive atmosphere and skills of cooperative group work, which the
authors regard as prerequisites for dealing with equity issues. The
next three sections contain lessons that present information about other
ways of living, prejudice, stereotypes, and discrimination. Activities in
the following two chapters encourage students to apply what they have
learned to their own families, school, and community. The final two
chapters present activities that give students ways to foster equality or
work to change unequal situations.

Each activity opens with objectives, followed by lists of materials
needed, instructions for use, discussion questions, suggestions for
follow-up , and masters for student handouts when appropriate. The
activities are highly varied, with role playing , brainstorming , reading ,
discussion, and demonstration among the teaching strategies used. All
are keyed to one or more curricular areas. Boxed information and
cartoons' interspersed throughout the activities provide additional
helpful information for teachers.

An extensive, briefly annotated bibliography of materials for
teachers and students concludes the book. (LS)

80. PLANNING A SOCIAL STUDIES PROGRAM: ACTIVITIES,
GUIDELINES, AND RESOURCES

Editor:
Publisher:

Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Subject Arc

James E. Davis
Social Science Education Consortium, Inc.
anthERIC Clearinghouse for Social
Studies/ Social Science Education
1983 (rev. ed.)

K-12
Book, 3-hole-punched and cellphane
wrapped, 284 pp, 814.50' (also available from
EDRS, ED 227 051, MF-$0.97)
Social studies
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re`- lse f:1 to take users
through the entire process of planning a social studies program. The
book opens with a paper describing six problems for social studies
educators in the 1980s. The paper, developed by SSEC's Project SPAN
(Social Studies Priorities, Practices, and Needs), focuses on problems
in the areas of student learning, the culture of the school, teaching
practices, the curriculum, the profession, and public support, and is
presented as background reading for planners.

A 12-step model for curriculum planning is then described. The
steps are planning to plan (making preliminary decisions about the
group's task and the product to be developed), deciding on a rationale,
selecting goals and objectives (from previously prepared lists of
objectives), modifying objectives to fit local needs, mapping the present
curriculum, determining the scope of the new program, choosing
content, identifying and selecting materials, tying program objectives to
text objectives, planning for. program evaluation, installing and
maintaining the program, and modifying the program. .

The following sections present activities for planning groups to
work, through at each of the 12 steps. Along with background
information for group leaders and step-by-step instructions for using
the activities, the guide presents numerous useful handouts. These
include such items as detailed lists of objectives, sample formats for
presenting objectives, lists of action verbs for use in writing
objectives, forms for use in mapping the current curriculum and
planning the content of the new program, instruments for evaluating
curriculum materials, and tips for avoiding pitfalls in introducing new
materials in schools.

Also useful are the resources at the end of the guide: an
annotated listing of related resources in the ERIC system, sample,
formats for scope- and - sequence statements, lists of sources of
instructional objectives and of social studies materials, and a paper on
use of evaluation as an instructional tool. (LS)

81. PROMOTING MORAL GROWTH: FROM PIAGET TO KOHLBERG

Authors: Joseph Reimer, Diana .Pritchard Paolitto, and
Richard H. Hersh

Publisher: Longman, Inc.
Publication Date: 1983 (2nd ed.)
Grade Level: K-12

Materials and Cost: Book, paperbound, 303 pp, $11.95
Subject Area: Values education

Promotin Moral Growth: From Pia t et to Kohlberg relates
psychological theory, namely Kohlberg's theory of moral development, to
educational practice. Written for teachers, the book is divided into two
major parts--o ie focusing on theory, the other on practice.

13o
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The first part of the book has four chapters. The first provides
an "Introduction to Moral Development ," presenting a number of
classroom episodes that demonstrate the moral dimension "inherent in
both the process and content of schooling" and the limits of values
clarification. This chapter also briefly explains Kohlberg's approach to
moral development Chapters 2 , 3 , and 4 introduce Kohlberg's theory
in some detail, starting with an overview of Piaget's work on cognitive
development, which provides the conceptual foundations for Kohlberg's
research. Following is an examination of Kohlberg's work and the six
stages of moral development he has described. Questions raised by
students in the authors' classes on moral development are then
examined. Examples include: "By saying that some people develop to
'higher' stages than others, isn't Kohlberg claiming that they are bette-
than other people? Isn't that an elitist theory?" and "What does
Kohlberg see as the implications of his theory of moral development for
moral education?"

The first chapter in the portion of The book related to practice
focuses on the teacher's role in moral education, which the authors
indicate is threefold: (1) to create cognitive conflict, (2) to stimulate
social perspective taking, and (3) to set in motion certain patterns of
social interaction. To help teachers meet these goals, the chapter
provides techniques that will aid teachers in developing moral
awareness, asking skillful questions, and creating .a classroom
atmosphere conducive to moral development. Excerpts from class
dialogue, teachers' journals, and curriculum materials are used
frequently to illustrate points about implementing developmental moral
education.

The second chapter in this section looks at ways to integrate moral
development theory into the curriculum development process. Steps in
planning a moral development curriculum are presented, and the use of
literature, history, and classroom life as vehicles , for moral development
instruction are discussed.

The final chapter describes applications of Kohlberg's work beyond
the classroom. Several "Just-Community Approaches" to moral
development in th'e school are described.

This book would be useful both in preservice teacher education
classes and to inservice teachers interested in the classroom application
of Kohlberg's theory. (LS)

82. SEX EQUITY HANDBOOK FOR SCHOOLS

Authors:
Publisher:

Publication Date:
Grade Level:

Materials and
Subject Area:

OS

Myra Pollack Sadker and David Miller Sadker
Longman, Inc.
1982

K-12
Book, paperbound, 341 pp, $17.95

Affective education, nonsexist education,
social studies
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The Sex Equity _Handbook for Schools "provides an overview of the
critical areas of sex equity in schools, as well as practical strategies
for the elimination of sex bias in education." The authors, drawing on
ten years of research'-and development by themselves and others, write
from the perspective that sex stereotyping harms boys and men as well
as girls and women.

The first chapter focuses on the "Cost of Sex Bias in Schools."
presenting research findings related to academic achievement,
psychological and physical development, and careers and family
relationships. Recent changes are also documented. Chapter 2
provides an overview of "Sexism in Education" and introduces Title IX
and its requirements;

The third chapter examines forms of sex bias that are found in
instructional materials and strategies for counteracting such bias.
Chapter 4 focuses on sex bias in teacher expectations and interactions
with male and female students. Included in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 are
many exercises to help teachers assess their understanding of the
topics covered.

The fifth and longest chapter presents 'guidelines for nonsexist
teaching followed by 17 lesson plans dealing with sex equity issues
(family roles, effects of stereotyping, sexist language, careers, etc. )-,
suggestions _for language arts and social studies projectc, and seven
values clarification activities. Five additional lesson plans focusing on
the male sex-role stereotype are provided in Chapter 6, "The
Two-Edged Sword: Men as Victims." The suggested activities use a--
variety of instructional strategies and are appropriate for a range of
grade levels and curricular areas.

This excellent handbook concludes with an extensive listing of
resour --s related to sex equity in schools. (LS)

83. TEACHING ABOUT CONFLICT: NORTHERN IRELAND

Author:
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Co
Subject Area:

Jacquelyn S. Johnson
Center for Teaching International Relations
1983

7-12
Book, paperbound,' 149 pp, $14.95
Ai-ea studies, global issues, social studies

Part of CTIR's Cultural Stucly Series, this book of activities is
designed to stimulate students to examine such issues as human rights,
violence, civil unrest, terrorism, and hatred in the context of the
"seemingly unresolvable conflict in Northern Ireland." The activities
are intended to supplement such courses world history, world
cultures, anthropology, sociology, and psychology.
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The book opens with a brief history of the conflict in Northern
Ireland. This introduction is followed by 13 activities. Topics covered
include stereotypes about Ireland, Irish links to America, demographics
in Northern Ireland, the role of propaganda in the conflict, and
terrorism. Important social studies skills are developed in several
activitiesmap reading, interpretation of data, analyzing political
cartoons.

For each activity, the book provides a one - paragraph introduction,
objectives, grade level, time required, materials needed, step-by-step
procedures, and black-line masters for student handouts. The
activities employ a variety of teaching strategies, including discussions,
student research, worksheets, small-group work, and role play.

The book also includes a list of resources, recipes for Irish
dishes, and descriptions of Irish games.

Because so few teaching resources on the Irish conflict exist, this
one should be particularly valuable to secondary teachers. (LS)

84. TEACHING A

Editor:
Publisher:

Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

ERICAN HISTORY: NEW DIRECTIONS

Matthew T. Downey
National Council for the Social Studies
1982

7-12
Book, paperbound, 122 pp, $7.25 (also
available from EDRS, ED 218 206, MF-$0.97)

Subject Area: U.S. history

Downey characterizes the past 15 years as a period of "rapid
development and redefinition of the field of social history," citing a
number of new directions in the field. This bulletin is designed to
bring these new directions to the attention of secondary school history
teachers. The bulletin's five- chapters summarize and draw implications
for teachers from research in five areas: women's history, family
history, social history, labor history, and Native American history.
Each chapter also includes a bibliography of additional resources for
teachers and practical teaching suggestions.

The chapter on women's history opens with a brief discussion of
the complex quektions involved in interpreting women's history. It then
discusses recent studies related to women in three periods of U.S.
history: colonial and revolutionary period, 19th century, and 20th
century. The teaching suggestions involve students in writing wind
comparing their own obituary and that of a woman chosen from a census
of the 1880s, exploring an "attic trunk" from the 1920s, analyzing data
about women in-the labor force, and debating the Equal Rights
Amendment.
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The chapter on family history describes the traditional model of
American family history and then presents revisions/extensions' of the
model based on recent research on family structure, stability and
relations with the outside world. Activities suggested are having
students research their family histories, examine the family in such
literary works as Arthur Miller's "Death of a Salesman," and consider
how blaCk families have dealt with problems forced upon them by
society.

The third chapter focuses' on the broader area of 'social history,-
opening with a general discussion of the nature of social history and
why studying it is important. The teaching section describes the
Project on Social History materials developed at Carnegie Mellon
University. Tw o sample lessonS froth, the materials-are presented; the
require students to read and discuss primary source materials
concerning child rearing in colonial America and Europe and analyze a
case study concerning retirement.

The penultimate chapter focuses on three new directions in laL
history : study of the nature of wcirk and the workplace, study of the
forms and logic of working class organizations, and study of the impact
of the worker's presence on U.S. history. In the _suggested activities,
students read and discuss accounts of the shoe-making industry at
different historical periods, analyze data concerning changes in working
life, and gather information on -labor unions in their community.

The concluding chapter focuses on Native American history . After
examining reasons why ',writing of Native. American history has been
"bedeviled by false images, cultural clashes, and academic contrasts,"
the chapter examines important questions relating to Native American
history and presents three guidelines for future work in the field:
(1) inter- and intra-tribal issues must be analyzed in addition to
Indian-White relations; (2) Indian-White relations must be open to new
interpretations; (3) oral and written tribal history must be
acknowledged as valid sources of Native American views." Three units
developed by the Newberry Library Center for American Indians are
described. (LS/RM)

85. TEACHING ECONOMICS: CONTENT AND STRATEGIES

Authors: Ronald A. Banaszak and Dennis C. Brennan
Publisher : Addison-Wesley `Publishing Co.

Publication Date: 19n
Grade Level: 7-12

Materials and Cost: Book, paperbound, 252 pp, $10.00
Subject Area: Economics

The authors of this teacher resource hold that economic education
_

is an important step in achieving the goal of an economically literate
society. While they believe that economic content is already an integ----
part of the curriculum, they also believe that teachers are not
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adequately prepared to develop students' understanding of economic
concepts and issues. TeachingEconomics Content and Strategies is
therefore "designed to help both preservice and inservice teachers
better understand our economic system and to show how they may teach
about that system in their courses.."

To that end, the authors present nine chapters, each divided into
three parts. The first presents a- discussion of economic content in
easy-to-understand expository prose. Content was selected not to
cover "macro- and microeconomics" but to provide a fundamental
understanding of our economy. Chapter titles suggest the content
covered: "The Economic Problem," "What Makes a Market Economy
Special? ," "Economic Decision-Making ," "Households and Business
Interacting : A Circular Flow ," "Economic Growth and Stability ," "Money
and Financial institutions ," "Government in the Economy , " "The Case
Studies Approach to Teaching Economics," and "United States in the
World :' International Economics."

The second part of each chapter presents a teaching technique
that can be used in economic' education. These discussions will be
particularly helpful for preservice teachers, but will also be useful
refreshers for practicing teachers. The teaching methods presented are
discussion, role playing , simulation/ gaming , use of community
resources , teaching concepts, teaching interpretation of pictorial and
graphic representations, valuing, case studies, and evaluation.

The final section of each chapter presents one or more lessons
applying the teaching strategy presented in that chapter to the content
explained.

To illustrate, consider the first chapter, which opens with an
eight-page introduction to economics. The section defines an economic
system, _examines three basic questions facing any economic system
("What goods and services will be produced? How will- these goods and
services be produced? Who will receive the goods and services' which
are produced?" ) , discusses the character of productive resources, and
describes three types of economic systems_ (traditional, command, and
market) A one-page summary of this content is followed by five-plus
pages on conducting discussions. These pages examine the purpose of
discussions, -provide tips for conducting good discussions, and describe
principles of question construction. A detailed two-day lesson plan that
uses discussion to develop understanding of scarcity is then presented.
A list of nine references on conducting .discussions and two handouts
for the lesson conclude the chapter. This structure is typical of all
the chapters, although some include more than one lesson plan.. The
handouts in the book have an average reading level of grade 8

Two aids that will help make this excellent resource even more
useful are a matrix showing how the books can be correlated with nine
major social studies methods texts and an appendix presenting outlines
or timetables for four ,ways the book can be used in inservice
programs. (LS)
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86. TIPS FOR SOCIAL STUDIES TEACHERS: ACTIVITIES FROM ERIC

Editor:
Publisher:

Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Laurel R. Singleton
Social Science Education Consortium, Inc.
and ERIC Clearinghouse for Social
Studies/ Social Science Education
1982

K-8
Book, paperbound, 192 pp, $10.95 (also
available from ERRS, ED 227 025, MF-$0.97
plus postage)

Subject Area: Social studies

This book presents a range of teaching activities, many drawn
from resources in the ERIC data base, for use by social studies
teachers in grades K-8. The activities presented are action-oriented,
designed to stimulate student interest and participation while conveying
important social studies content and skills. Most can be compL. ed in
one class period, so they can be used by substitutes who may not be in
the same class the following day.

The activities are organized into six categories that cut across the
areas typically covered in the elementary and middle school curriculum.
The first section focuses on developing social studies skills. The six
activities in this section focus. on the skills of observation.
communication, questioning and listening, uling a time line, making
decisions, and working cooperatively in a group.

Th' second section contains activities designed to help students
underst nd themselves and others. Topics covered include how people
are alike, and different, getting along with siblings, group problem
solving, -diversity, stereotyping, and sex equity. Citizenship is the
subject of the third group Of activities, which -examine such' issues as
the need for rules, fairness of rules, how rules are made., how laws
change in response to changing values and needs, and the need for
clarity in developing rules and.:laws.

The six activities in the fourth section on geography cover
landforrns, use of symbols and scale, relative location, land use, and
energy. History is the topic of the fifth section.- Specific issues
covered are developing an historical sense, children's lives, on the
American frontier, women's suffrage, and immigration. The final
section covers such global issues as cause, and effect, the relationship
of class members to other nations, folk wisdom around the world, the
declaration of children's rights, maldistribVtion of resources, and
conflict resolution.

The activities presented are varied. A number are presented a

game format, and many involve small-group work. Others -involve
students in building models, completing worksheets, large-group
discussions , card sorts, and mapping. (RM)
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67. UPDATE ON LAW-RELATED EDUCATION

Editor: Charles White
Publisher: American Bar Association
Publication "Date: Continuous
Grade Level: K-12

Materials and Cost: Journal, 3 issues /year, $7.50 for 1 year,
$13.00 for 2 years, $13.00 for 3 years (back
issues, $2.50 each).

Subject Area: Legal education

U date on Law-Related Education is a resource for elementary and
secondary teachers who teach about the law. Although each of its
three issues per year includes one or two articles providing teaching
strategies, the bulk of each issue is devoted to in-depth coverage of
legal issues related to a particular theme. Also included are reviews of
LRE materials and briefings on recent Supreme Court decisions.

To illustrate, consider a recent issue on law and creativity. This
issue contained articles on patent law, piracy, classroom strategies to
help students understand how "-invisible property" can be owned,
copyright issues related to home 'videotaping and parody,
landmark-preservation legislation, libel Of real people "disguised" as
characters in fictional works, -.and Supreme court decisions. Also
included were reviews, a series of brief items that might be called legal
"outtakes," cartoons, and numerous related short articles.

Other recent issues of Update have focused on such topics as
punishment, privacy, women and the law, family law, justice, and
sports and the law. Teachers who are hesitant about teaching legal-
content because they feel they lack the necessary background will find
the in-depth information most helpful.

Other periodicals from ABA include LRE Project Exchange, LRE
Report, and Pass _ort to Le al Understamdin- . LRE Project Exchange
covers topics of particular interest to LRE projects but also contains
information useful to teachers. A recent issue, for egiarnple, focused on
mock trials. LRE Report is a newsletter containing items about new
materials and activities nationwide, Both LRE Report and _LRE Project
Exchange are published three times annually and are available free of

\ charge. Pass-- oft to Le= al Understandin also free but published only
twice yearly, informs readers of the latest development's in adult
education about the law. (LS)
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88. USING ECONOMICS IN SOCIAL STUDIES METHODS COURSES

Coordinat
Publisher:
Publication UL
Grade Level:
Materials ancl Cos

Dennis J. \Veidenaar
Joint Council on Economic Education
1982

13-16
Book, paperbound, pp, $6.00 (also avail-
able from EDRS, ED 227 046, IMF-P.97 plus
postage)

Subject Area: Economics, social studies teacher education

Part of the Master Curriculum. Guide in Economics for the Nation's
Schools (see volumes 3, 4, o, and 7 of the Data Book for reviews of
earlier volumes), this resource is designed "to help methods and
economics educators teach pedagogical techniques with the use of
economies concepts." To that end, the developers have compiled
economics activities that demonstrate the teaching strategies generally
covered in social studies methods courses: concept learning, inquiry ,
skills learning, and valuing.

A section of the book is devoted to each of the four Strategies.
Each section opens with a brief (one- to five-page) overview of the
particular approach to teaching/learning embodied in the activities that
follow. The sections contain from seven (values analysis) to fourteen
(skills learning ) activities each. For each activity, the book presents
the appropriate grade level/type of- unit in which the activity can be
used, the economic concepts addressed, student objectives, materials
needed, and step-by-step procedures. Black-line masters for student
handouts are provided when needed.

The activities present the rang_ e of concepts specified in JCEE's
Framework for Teachin4 Economics. For example, the activities in the
inquiry section develop the concepts of division of labor, productivity,
barter and money exchange, human resources, decision making, diminish-
ing marginal returns, supply and demand, inflation, and comparative
economic development.

In addition to being useful demonstration_ lessons for methods
courses, the activities could easily and profitably be used by inservice
teachers as well. (LS)



89. USING MICROCOMPUTERS IN THE SOCIAL STUDIES CLASSROOM

Editor:
Publisher:

Publicaton Bate:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:
Subject Area:

Robert B. Abelson
Social. Science Education Consortium, Inc.
and ERIC Clearinghouse for Social Studies/
Social Science Education
1983

K-12
Book, paperbound, 142 pp, $8.95
Social studies

This useful anthology is designed to equip social studies teachers
with enough knowledge about microcomputers to feel comfortable
experimenting with their use in the classroom.' To that end, the book
opens with an introduction to the computer itself. Although most of the
papers in the volume have been previously published, the editor wrote
this paper specifically for tha book. It provides a clear ,
straightforward description of hardware components and how they work.
Equally easy to understand is the discussion of different types of
software and how the system- runs them'.

The second section of the book contains several papers on why
and how microcomputers are being used in schools. The editor's
introduction to the section lists some classroom uses for which
computers are particularly well suited: providing conditions known to
facilitate learning, providing conditions favorable to motivation, and
providing efficient management of learning. The papers expand upon
these ideas, describing a range of classroom applications, manspecifie
to social studies, others suitable for all curricular areas.

The book's third section focuses on evaluating courseware.. A list
of journals that include critical reviews of courseware is presented,
along with a, description of data bases containing evaluative information.
Criteria for evaluating courseware are also given..

The final section 'contains papers designed to introduce teachers to-
some of the social, and educational issues surrounding the computer age
and to some of the ways the new technology may affect both educational
practice and the society at large. One article in this section, for
example, .provides a thought-provoking discussion of how social studies
edu9ation should prepare youth for the computer and information age.
Rather than concentrating on the computer itself, the authors look at
social and political problems that the school Children of today will be
forced to face as adults. Implications for social studies education are.
drawn.

The book concludes with a list of related resources in the ERIC
system. {LS)
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90. WOMEN'S HISTORY CURRICULUM GUIDE

Publisher: National Women's History Week Project

Publication Date: Annual editions
Grade Level: K-12

Materials and Cost: Book, paperbound and 3-hole-punched, 61
pp, 57.50

Subject Area: U.S. history, women's studies

The National Women's History Week Project annually prepares a
curriculum guide to be used in support of National Women's History.
Week. The guides are useful throughout the year, however, "to
facilitate teachers' first efforts at expanding the study of women in
U.S. history."

The 1983 guide contains a variety of teaching aids. It opens with
an explanation of the purpose of women's history week, providing an
overview of activities appropriate for each day's observance. Also
provided are lists of recommended resources of several types (books,
audiovisual materials, posters, etc.), suggested activities for grades
1-6 and grades 7-12, materials to support a range of dramatic
activities, readings about women of various ethnic groups, and a list of
women's historical accomplishments.

The project has also developed a number of other materials of
interest to teachers. TheSe include_ book entitled Women's History
Lesson Plan Sets, which provides materials for developing
understanding of what women were doing at three key stages in U.S.
history (1776, 1849, and 1920) along with a chronology of women's
multicultural history correlated with gener41 history for the periods
1763-1786, 1835-1860, and 19117-1930; a 34vage bibliography of
recommended resources for teaching women's history; a community
organizing guide, which provides ideas and activities that can be used
to _generate community support for and thvolvernent in women 's history
week activities; a packet of colorful materials for teaching about the
traditional woman's art form of quilting; women from history postcards;
and an educational game that helps students learn about the life of
Harriet Tubman. Currently being developed is the National Women's
History Network, which will offer a quarterly newsletter and reference
information to educators or commtinity'organizers. Contact the projecL
for more information about these 'materials and services. (LS)
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AMERICAN COWBOY THE: DEVELOPING S, GROUP SOCIAL
STUDIES INTERACTION EXPERIENCES IN THE ELEMENTARY
CLASSROOM

ED 222 439

Author: dward Holmes,
Publication Date : 1982

Grade Level: K-6

Materials and Cost: 15 pp ; EDRS prices ltlF= $0.97 /PC-S2.15
plus postage

Subject Area: Social studies, U . S. history

Appropriate for elementary school students, this resource unit on
the American cowboy provides four activities for small-group work.
The unit also lists objectiv' 3 and discusses the organization and
dynamics of small groups. Tne general objective is for the student to
learn how to work within group_ s and how to resolve group conflict.
The activities involve students in writing a group poem about the
American cowboy as depicted in movies and on television and drawing
murals based on two verses of a poem about cowboys. A research
project requires groups to choose a topic from five suggestions: Texas
longhorn cattle, Cattle branding, cowboy songs, cowboy dress, and
cattle rustling . For the final activity, students participate in a
brainstorming session to determine the characteristics of a cattle ranch
in the Old West. (KC)

92. BASIC CITIZENSHIP CONCEPTS: LEARNING THE PLEDGE OF
ALLEGIANCE

ED 221 433

Author :
Publisher:

L. JoAnne Elmore.
Utah State Office of Education

Publication Date 1982

Grade Level: K-6

Materials and Cost: 76 pp'; EDRS price: --50.97 /PC- 7 4
plus postage

Subject Area: Citizenship education

,44

This curriculum guide proVides background information and a wide
variety of activities designed to help_ elementary students understand
and appreciate the Pledge of. Allegiance. The guide contains eight
lessons: ,"The Meaning of the Word 'Pledge" ; "What is Alle-giance?";
"The History of the Flag" ; "Symbols of America"; "What is a
Republic?" ; "What is a Nation?-" ;. "Learning About Liberty" ; and
"Understanding Justice." Each lesson has a teacher and student
component. The teacher component provides lesson objectives, materials
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needed, procedure to follow, and evaluation criteria- Unit activities
include presenting flannel board stories, drawing posters that depict
problems facing our country, producing a play the subject of
loyalty, designing a flag representing the .class, and making a booklet
with pictures and articles depicting freedom. (NE)

BASIC L IS ENING SKILLS

220 894

Publisher:

Publication Date:
Grade Level:
NI-aterials and Cost:

Illinois -peech. and Theatre Association and
Illinois State Board of Education
1982

K-12
25 pp; EDRS price: MP- $0.97/PC -$2
plus postage

Subject Area: cocial studies (skill development)

Intended to help school districts or classroom teachers develop and
implement listening skills programs, this manual begins by stressing the
importance of listening instruction and of the preparatory phase of
listening readiness. This information is 'followed by a discussion of
teaching assumptions about listening behavior that have been supported
through research on listening skills. The next section identifies basic
listening skills for preschool through grade 12 and indicates whether
the skill should be introduced, focused, reviewed, or maintained at
each grade, level. The final sections provide sample listening activities;
topics are becoming informed for preschool, imagining for grades K-3,
feeling for grades 4-6, ritualizing for grades 7-9, and being controlled
for grades 1042. For each activity, the manual identifies the skills to
be emphasized and provides directions for teaching and assessing the
skills. (HOD)

94. BASIC SOCIAL STUDIES SKILLS

ED 223 518

Author: James Hantula
Publisher: Malcolm Price Laboratory School, University

of Northern Iowa
Publication Date: 1982.

Grade Level: 7-9
Materials and Cost: 74 pp; EDRS price: MF-S0.97/PC- $5.65,

plus postage
Subject Area: Social studies (skill development)
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This guide presents 20 successfully field tested learning activities
designed to help junior high school students develop skills in reading
social Studies materials, critical thinking, geography, and history.
Each self-contained activity includes background information, examples,
and stuiclent exercises. Activities for improving content reading focus
on key I words, sexist words, social studies terms, important facts, and
who, what, where, ;;hen, how, and why questions. To develop critical
thinking skips, students complete exercises using flow charts, objective
questions asking for specific information, ratings, and sources of
information concerning the aChievernents of significant persons.
Activities to develop skills in interpreting maps and globes focus on
map directions and 'keys, places in the news, places which have
physical features in common, and places where important events
occurred. Students develop skill in understanding time and chronology
by learning to discriminate myths from facts, to recognize the
importance of dates, to distinguish primary and secondary sources, to
read time lines, and to analyze current events. A checklist of social
studies skills and a skills test are included. (RM)

95. CLASSROOM LEARNING ACTIVITIES FOR SOCIAL STUDIES

ED 223 495

Editdr:
FUblisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Montle Fisher
Oklahoma State Department of Education
1982

K-12
288 pp; EDRS price: MF-80.97 /PC-821.40
plus postage
Social studies

Developed to aid Oklahoma educators, these easily duplicated
learning activities can be used as a- supplement . in elementary and
secondary social studies courses. Some of the teacher-developed
activities are self-contained, while others require the use of
commercially available _books and films. Elementary-level activities deal
with self-concept, personal space, family, neighborhoods, rules, laws,
needs, Oklahoma history, U.S. history, and, the students role in the
world. At the middle school/junior high and senior high levels
activities are grouped by discipline; included are U.S. history,
economics, geography, government/civics, Oklahoma history, American
studiep, psychology, sociology, world ; history/cultures, and general
social studies. Some example activities follow. Elementary students
prepare bulletin boards, conduct surveys, interview senior citizens,
and write a list of rules that will govern their class. Middle, junior,
and senior high students participate in skits, prepare budgets, draw
maps of their neighborhoods, and listen to guest 'speakers. (RM)
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r7N,

ED 224

Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Subject- A a:

GP PARE NTT-TnnD 7DUCATION

California state Department of Education
1982

9-12
54 pp ; EDRS price: MF-80.97/PC-$5
plus postage
Parenthood education

A conceptual framey: ork was developed to aid teachers, parents,
school administrators, and community and school site planning groups in
developing a parenting program appropriate to the local community.
The eight field-tested units of study are "Maximizing Individual
Potential , " "Parenting Responsibilities , n "Family Composition/ Living
Styles , " "Family As a Unit and How It Works," "Development
Stages/ Parenting Skills," "Family Challenges or Turning Points,"
"Community Resources Available to Help Individuals and Families," and
"Parenting Your Own Parents /Aging." The first part of the publication
outlines the main concepts covered in these units The second part of
the document provides an annotated listing of recent selected resources.
Also included are guidelines ler developing community support for
parenthood education. ( RM )

97. DEVELOPING STUDENT CREATIVITY IN GEOGRAPHY CLASSES

ED' 228 118

Authors: Paul H. i.Vragg and Rodney F. Allen
Publication Date: 1982

Grade Level: 7-12

Materials and Cost: 37 pp ; EDRS pricer 1VMF °$0, 97 / FC-$3 90 ,
plus postage

Subject Area: - Geography

This paper presents four secondary geography lessons focusing on
creative thinking. In the first, students lay out and choose from
alternative solutions to such problems as providing free public schooling
to aliens in Texas, insulating a solar water heater, and providing mass
transit in an urban area. Suggestions for brainstorming techniques in
ecology, geography, energy, and economic/geography units are also
provided. The 'second lesson focuses on imagining consequences of
such personal and societal actions as raising the speed limit, giving
Puerto Rico independence, and abolishing restrictions on immigration.
In the third lesson, students create analogies to aid in unlocking
long-term memory and projecting- implications of various courses of
action. The last lesson focuses on designing creative products using
,the criteria of the student's practical knowledge, originality,
'competence , moral or aesthetic sensitivity, and excellence. (KC)
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98. DON'T STOP THE MUSIC: UNIT OF STUDY- ON OLDER AMERICANS

ED 222 443

Publisher: Oklahoma State Department of Education
Publication Date: 1982

Grade Level: K-6 -

Materials and Cost: 50 pp; EDRS price: MF-$0.97/PC-83 90,
plus postage

Subject Area: Aging

This guide provides background information and learning activities
to help teachers provide elementary students with educational
experiences regarding older Americans 'and the process of aging . The -
guide's first major section contains a facts-on-aging quiz and diScusses
myths and truths about older citizens. Examined are feelings and
attitudes, family relationships, time, leisure, education, work,
transportation, health, and money. The second section contains"
learning activities. Students read and discuss' books, interview senior
citizens, role play family relationships, correspond with older adults,
draw pictures of how they might 'look as an older person, construct a
family tree, and. research what some famous people did after the age of
65. The publication concludes with teacher and student bibliographies.
(RM)

99, ENERGY ADVENTURE CENTER ACTIVITY BOOK

ED 222 352

Author: Linda L. Carlton
Publisher: Wichita (Kansas) Unified School District
Publication Date: 1982

Grade Level: K-12

Materials and Cost: 57 pp; EDRS price: Ml'- 0 97/PC-35.65
plus postage

Subject Area: Energy education

This student_ book provides a range of activities for learning about
energy. Activities include an energy walk, studying forms of energy
in the home, constructing a solar hot dog cooker, interviewing senior
citizens to learn about energy use in the past, - and a role play
comparing the lifestyles of two families. Among the concepts/topics
covered in the various activities are work, forms of energy and energy
conversion, renewable and nonrenewable energy resources, development
of energy resources, societal use of energy, power and politics, and
the future of energy. (.1N)
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'100. EQUITY LESSONS FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL and EQUITY
LESSONS FOR SECONDARY SCHOOL

ED 223 509 and 510

Publisher:
Pub'ication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Subject Area:

Philadelphia SchOol District
1982

K -Li

42 and 65 pp; EDRS price: MF-$0.97 plus
postage each/PC-$3.90 and $5.65 plus
postage, respectively
Nonsexist education, --e_ 's studies

These lessons are designed to help students develop an awareness
of the many facets of sex-role stereotyping. The broad concepts of the
ten elementary lessons correspond to the general areas of many basic
elementary social studies programs. Career awareness, women in
history, and consumer issues are among the topics covered. The
varied activities involve students in reading, discussing, and
dramatizing stories; learning songs; writing research reports on women;
mounting pictures for display; and analyzing newspaper articles.

The secondary materials can serve as the basis for a minicourse or
can be integrated into social studies courses, especially U.S. history.
The foci of the units are reflected in their titles: "Recognizing and
Challenging Stereotyping" (three lessons); "A Century of Struggle: The
Women's RightS Movement in the United States" (three lessons); and
"Women Who Worked for Justice in American Society" (five lessons).
The activities in which students are involved are many and varied. For
example, students keep a log for a period of time to observe and record
instances of sex-role stereotyping in everyday life. They read and
discuss primary sources, view films, write research reports; visit a
state legislator, conduct surveys to determine people's attitudes towards
ERA, and participate in a play. (RM)

101. EXPANDING ROLES THROUGH FAMILY LIFE EDUCATION:
SIMULATION STRATEGIES ON EQUITY PRINCIPLES

ED 225 917

Authors:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Subject Area:

Ruth E. Martin and Ann K. Mullis
1982

9-12
27 pp; EDRS price: MF-$0.97/PC-$3.90.
plus postage
Nonsexist education
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This paper preser ted at the annual meeting of the National Council
on Fainily Relations, describes eight activities designed to help high
school students learn about equal ,education and employment
opportunities and expand their life roles. Introducing the unit are two
quizzes, one focusing on attitudes about work, family, and sex
stereotyping and one looking at women in the work force. In another
activity, female students respond to a "Cinderella" 'story, male students
to a "Prince Charming" story; the aim is to enhance awareness of
stereotyped role expectations. Students also complete worksheets on
occupations, analyze a typical life in terms of time devoted to education
and work, analyze scenarios presenting alternative lifestyles (divorced
working parents contemplate joint custody, a long-married couple
consider having children, an elderly parent needs care). The final
activity is a teacher checklist to determine the extent of sex equity in
the classroom and in textbooks. (KC)

i02. IMMIGRANT EXPERIENCE, THE: A POLISH - lERICAN MODEL

ED 230 451

Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Social Studies Development Center
1983

78 pp; EDRS price: MF-$0.97 C-$7.40,
plus postage

Subject Area: Ethnic studies, U.S. history

Designed to supplement _nth-grade U.S. history textbooks, these
self-contained activities will help students learn about the
Polish-American experience. The activities are organized around five
themes: (1) the colonial period: early P-Olish-American influence,
(2) the American Revolution through the/ Civil War: Polish-American
perspectives, (3) Reconstruction and imTigration, (4) immigration and
industrialization, (5) contemporary issues, concerns, and perspectives.
An annotated bibliography concludes theWocument. (RM)

103. INDIA: A LAND OF CONTRASTS

ED 222 413

Author: Richard O. Peters
Publisher: Global Horizons

Publication Date: 1982

Grade Level: K-12

Materials and Cost: 25 pp; EDRS price: MF-$0.97/P -32.15,
plus postage

Subject Area: Area studies
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This document presents a critical thinking/ decision-making model to
help students in grades K-12 understand East Indian culture. The
first section provides background information about India from the 15th
century B . C. to the present. Briefly discussed are religion
independence, political organization, social institutions, industry,
population, and agriculture. The second section presents a "pro-active
action model" (PAM) of strategies to affect student perceptions and
understandings. The final section contains a sample unit on India for
grades 3-12. Students view films, hear resource speakers, examine
maps and artifacts, make a relief map , and study religions,
urbanization, and the monetary system. Using the PAM model, students
role play government officials and experts who must plan ways to avoid
a famine brought on by crop failure. (KC)

104. LAW EDUCATION- LESSONS, 1982-83

ED Z28 157

Editor: Rodney F. Allen
Publisher: Leon County (Florida) Schools
Publication Date: 1983

Grade Level: 4-8

Materials and Cost: 138 pp; EDRS price: MF-$0.97/PC-$10.90,
plus postage

Subject Area: Legal education

Teacher-developed activities for elementary and junior high school
students provide instruction in citizenship , governments , law in a
free society, and the consequences for disobir- :ce of the law. Part 1
contains 13 activities for lower elemental-, students. Games,
questionnaires, clicussions, checklists, and attitude= scales reinforce
students' awareness of responsibility to: others, need for authority,
enforcement of rules, the principal as the main school authority, and
vandalism. In Part 2, 23 lessons; for upper .elementary school students
focus on classificati6n, of common _crimes, rules, sense of justice, the
effect of crime on a community, knowledge of specific laws, vanclailisrn,
drugs, theft, and juvenile justice. Activities include listening to' local
law enforcement officials, role plays about rules and feelings, creative
writing about justice, checksheets, discussions of specific laws, and
values clarification. Part 3 contain;; lessons for junior high school
students and a short PIntroduction to Law" unit. Students examine the
relative nature of right and wrong, differing points of view, and
differing interpretations of the same laws through value scales, mock
trials, and group 'rules . (KC)
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105. OUR NEIGHBORS NORTH AND SOUTH: AN INTERDISCIPLINARY
APPROACH TO TEACHING ABOUT CANADA AND MEXICO

ED 223 517

Authors: Christine Brown and Candy Sousa
Publisher: West Hartford (Connectiett) Public Schools
Publication. Date: 1982

Grade Level: 6

Materials and Cost: '39 pp; EDRS price: M_--$0.97/PC-$3.90,
plus postage

Subject Area: Area studies

Social studies and foreign language teachers can use these two
units to teach sixth -grade students about the cultures of Canada and
Mexico. The units focus on the traditions, customs, and languages of
the two countries. Each unit includes a rationale statement and
description, a listing of goals and objectives, learning activities,
addresses to write to for, information, and a bibliography of print and
nonprint resources. In the unit on Canada, students trace the
development of the French language by reading two articles from
National Geographic, legirn the Canadian national anthem, make Canadian
desserts for a class buffet (recipes are provided) , compare U.S. and
Canadian holidays, read books and view media, and participate in class
discussions to learn about the Canadian governmeht, geography, and
culture. In the unit on Mexico, students read and discuss magazine
articles, read a legend describing ,how Mexico got its name and the
origin of its flag, role play illegal immigration, analyze cartoons, learn
about Mexico's holidays, and make pinatas. Students also learn about
Mexico's history, traditions, and culture through readings and media.
(RM)

106. PEDAGOGY OF CONCEPT LEARNING IN THE ELEMENTARY
GRADES, THE: AN INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACH

ED 229 303

Authors: Fred R. Savitz and Robert A. Disibio
Publication Date: 1983

Grade Level: K-3

Materials and Cost: 27 pp ; EDRS price : MF-$0.97 / PC -$3 ;90 ,
plus postage

Subject Areai Interdisciplinary social studies

' This document describes a 3-D approach (direct, divide, and
diversify) to classroom instruction and management. The approach. is
designed for use in teaching concept-based lessons at the elementary
level. Initially, the teacher directs an interactive learning process by
diagnosing student needs, and modifying subsequent learning tasks
through analysis of student feedback. On this. basis, the teacher
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divides the children into a group of students with whom he/she will
work directly and a group whose members will work independently.
These students must select and complete activities that emerge from the
third part of the approach, "diversity." The notion of diversity implies
creative classroom instruction and management. The first sample lesson
is designed to help children understand the concept of city through
processes such as comparing, analyzing, evaluating, and generalizing.
The second lesson on coMmunity development introduces students to the
people who populated the American city from 1865 to 1910. Provided
for each sample lesson are an overview, objectives, the focusing event,
and the engagement activity. (RM)

107. POLITICAL TERRORISM: A MINI- COURSE FOR HIGH SCHOOL
SOCIAL STUDIES

ED 227 026

Author; Lucien Ellington
Publication Date: 1982

Grade Level:
Materials and Cost: 16 pp; EDRS price: MF-$0 97 plus postage;

PC not available
Current events, global issuesSubject Area:

By participating in this two-week unit, high school students will
learn that (1) political terror and other criminal activities differ,
(2) governments as well as nongovernmental groups engage in political
terrorism, (3) political terrorism has occurred throughout history,
(4) political terrorism is a global problem, (5) a personality profile of a
typical member of a terrorist group exists, and (6) there is no one best
strategy for governments to use in dealing with terrorist groups.
Teaching strategies include role plays, analysis of data, case study
analyses, oral presentations, research, and class discussion. All
materials and background information needed to teach the basic course
are included. To implement some of the follow-up activities, however,
teachers will need access to such outside resources as novels. (RM)

108. PROJECT ECONOMIC STEW: A STUDY OF POULTRY AND RICE

ED 228 133

Author: Penny Fox
Publisher: Asbell Elementary School (Fayetteville,

Arkansas)
Publication Date: 1982

Grade Level: 3

Materials and Cost: 104 pp ; EDRS price: .MF-$0.97/PC-$9 15,
plus postage

Subject Area: . Economics
15
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,This document describes a two-semester economics project for
third-grade children. In the first semester, students were -introduced
to basic economic concepts; in the second,' they learned about the
origin, production, and distribution of rice and poultry and how these
products affect the local and state economies of Arkansas. Lessons,
which are- described in the report, involved students in such activities
as reading and discussing books, analyzing movies, and setting up a
mini-factory. At the end of the year; the students created and
produced an original play based on their economic study. Throughout
the year, many outside resources were used. For example, parents,
grandparents, and friends involved in the poultry industry shared their
knowledge and experience. A Filipino college student 'compared, labor in
the Philippines to the technology used on American farms. High school
members of the Future Farmers of America served as mentors and made,
presentations to the students. Although many of the activities were'
specific to the state, they can serve as models for study of other
regionally important industries. Other activities could be used in any
state or region. (RM

109. STANDARDS FOR EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
WITH RESPECT TO SOCIAL CONTENT

ED 230 471

Publisher: California State Department of Education
Publication Date: 1982

Grade Level: K712

Materials and Cost: 33 Pp; EDRS price: MF -$O.97 plus postage;
-PC available only from publisher ($1.50 plus
sales tax)

Subject Area: Social studigs

This document provides reasonable, systematic standards for
evaluation of instructional materials. The guidelines, are based, on the
social content requirements of 'the California Education Code laws, which
require that instructional materials (1) prwiride positive experiences;
(2) encourage aspirations unlimited by narrow and stereotyped
portrayals. and (3) provide an image of a pluralistic, multiculsural
society in which any member of any cultural group is looked upon as an
individual, not just as a member of a group. The major portion of the
guide provides evaluation standards for the following areas: male and
female roles; ethnic and. cultural groups; older persons and the aging
process; disabled persons; entrepreneur and labor; religion; ecology
and environment; dangerous substances; thrift, fire prevention, and
humane treatment of animals and people;' brand names and corporate
logos; and foods. (RM )
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TEACHING RACE-ETHNIC RELATIONS THROUGH. -SCIENCE
FICTION IN SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL SOCIAL STUDIES

ED 222 408

Aut H. L. Prosser
Publication Date: 1982

Grade Level: 11-12

Materials and Cost:. 24 pp ; EDRS price: MF-80.97/PC-82.15,
plus postage

Subject Area: Multiethnic education, sociology

A rationale for teaching 12th-grade sociology using Ray Bradbury's
novel, The Martian Chronicles, is presented in this document, along
with suggestions for use of the novel. Because high school sociology
textbooks are' not always stimulating to .read, science fiction is
recommended to supplement texts, providing motivation for learning.
The story "Ylla" contains three dominant race-ethnic themes: alien,
inferior race, and minority figures. "Ylia" makes a poignant
commentary on the- question of race-ethnic relations from the
perspective of what -hey may be on another world. Possible
discussion, and testing questions are provided. (RN!)

111. WORKING, EARNING AND LEARN ING: CREATIVE ECONOMIC
EDUCATION,- K-2

ED 222 251

Author:
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Subject Area:

Melody Davis
Oklahoma State Departmen Education

1982

K-2
71 pp; EDRS
plus postage
Economics, social studies

price: MF-$0,97/PC-$5.65,

This guide suggests ways to nclud= economic generalizations in
the units of study that are already taught in most K-2 classrooms.
Activities are provided to accompany units on self-concept, the family,
the, community, the farm, pilgrims and Indians, and the role of money.
Also included are guidelines for taking field trips and setting up a
small business in the classroom. Letters intended to enlist parents'
help in providing experiences in economics for the child at home are
also provided. (MP)
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Title Publisher

LIST OF NEW SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Publication Grade Type of

Date Level Material Price

AGING

Aging Quest, The Educators and

Consultants

1982 7-9 Spiialbound manual

and game cards

$48.00

Annual Editions: Dushkin 1983 11-12 Paperbound book $8.06

Aging,

Challenge of Aging, The: Libraries 1983 9-12 . Hardbound book $22,50

A Bibliography Unlimited, Inc.

Understanding Aging TLA Project 1982 K-6 Curriculum plan $10.00.

Qi

Whatls It Like to be Old TLA Project 1982 7-12 Curriculum plan $2.00

ANTHROPOLOGY

Annual Editions: Du shkln 1983 11-12 Paperbound book $7.65

Anthropology

Sun Dagger, The Bullfrog Films '1983 7-12 16mm film $450.00

AREA STUDIES,

Africa Today: An Atlas

of Reproducible Pages

:World Eagle 1983 5-college Paperbound book $25.00

Amigos Interact 1983 4-10 Simulation $2300

Content

Focus

t

Myths and facts about aging,
4

retirement, and other issues

Articles on the social and

psychological aspects o aging

Overview of aging, grouped by

nlifetasks" confronted as one

moves from middle years to

retirement to old age

Activities to foster more posi-

tive attitudes and better under-

standing of aging

Simulation of physical and

social problems of aging

Contemporary and classic issues

in cultural anthropology

Discovery of a thousand-year-

old calendar in New Mexico

Maps and data tables on Africa

Simulated 'race through latin

America:,



itle

Australia and New Zealand!

A Regional Study

Publisher

Publication Grade Type of

Date Level Material

China in Revolution: A

Sleeping Giant Awakes

Content

Price Focus

Random House/EEM 1982-83 9-12 3 filmstrip/

cassettes, guide,

2 dup. masters

Random House/E1 1982-83 9-12 2 filmstrip/

cassettes, guide,

dup. Master

$74,00 A filmstrip voyage to faraway

"clown underu

.$55.00 China leap from feudalism to

a united republic

China; The Rise to Dodd, Mead & 1983 10-12 Hardbound book $10.1'5 The hiSim of China, eMphasiz-

World rftwer Co.
log its development into a giant

communist power

Claus and Karin of Encore Visual 1983 5-9 1 filmStrip/ $27.00 Family life, women's roles In

Koblenz Education cassette, guide modern Germany

DiScoveriug Our Hertage Dillon Press 1983 5-9 8 hardbound books $9.95 ea. History, present life, and emi-

grants to U.S. from China,

European Studies: The Random HooLdEEM 1982-83 9-12

Southern Nations

European Studies: The

Western nations

Random House/EEM 1982-83 9-12

4 filmstrip/

casettes,. gulde,

2 dup. masters

5 filmstripS/

casSettes, guide,

3 dup. masters

France, Ireland, Italy, Japan,

Korea, Mexico, and Sweden

$97.00 An up-to-date overview of the

four Southern European nations:

Spain, Portugal, Italy, Greece'

$144.00 France, Belgium, Switzerland,

the Netherlands, WestGirmany,

Austria

Germany: Divided BerlIn Encoreyisual 1983 7-12 2 filmstrip/ $4940 Contrasts between democratic and

Education cassettes, guide comnuoist parts of Berlin

Greenland: Island at Doddi Mead & 1983 10-12 Hardbound book $10.95 A look at Greenland from its

the Top of the World 'Co.
discovery to its entrance into

the modern world

I

,
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Japan Educational 1982 9=12 Duplicating $6.50 Review quizzes

MaAerprints Masters

Journey Into China National Geo- 1982 7-12 Hardbound book $23.95 Wall maps of lands and peoples

graphic Society

La Belle France Encore Visual 1983 7-12 4 filmstrip/ $87.00 France in modern European and

Education cassettes, guide World affairs

Lend and People Coronado 1983 4=9 4 hardbound books $7,35 ea. Geography and people of China,

Publishers
Japan, the Middle Ages, and

ancient Greece and Rome

Latin America Educational 1982 9-12 Duplicating $6.50 Review pizzes

Masterprints masters

Latin American Studies: Random House/EEM 1982=83 , 9=12 4 filmstrip/ $97.00 The seven countries that form

Central America
cassettes, guide, a pivotal link in the Western

2 dup. masters , Hemisphere

LT;

'ID

Latin Atercan Studies; Random House/EM 1982'83 9-12 4 filmstrip/ $97.00 Our neighbor to the southits

Mexico
cassettes, guide, rich past, its promising future

2 dup. masters

Latin American Studios; Random House/EEM 1982-83 9-12 10 filmstrip/ $218.00 The essence of 13 South Americo

South America
cassettes, 2 countries

guides, 3 dop,

masters

Peoplels Republic of National Geo' 1983 5'12 3 filmstrip/ $79.95 Unifying elements and regional

China, The graphic Society cassettes, 3 differences in the PeOple's

guides Republic of China

CAREER EDUCATION

Guide to Careers in

World Affairs,

16J

a

The Foreign 1982 9-12 Paperboun book $4.95 Sources of employment in inter=

Policy Assoc.
national business, banking,

finance, government, etc.

18



Title

maybe You Lelong in a

Sao

Prepare Yourself: Alter-

natives After High

School

Publication Orade Type of

Publisher Date Level Material Price Focus

Dodd, Mead & 1982 7-9 Hardbound book 512.95

Co:

random Mouse/EEM 1982-83 9-12 3 filmstrip/

cassettes, guide

$72.00

solving Problems/Making South-Western 1983 9-12 Rorkbook $4.85

Decisions publishing

Try These on for Size, Dodd, Mead & 1982 2-5 Hardbound book $9.95

Melody! Co.

CONSUMER EDUCATION

Better Cents Educational 1983 4-8 :Reproducible $6.95

Insights workbook

cf,

Consumers Report

Penny Power

Consumers Union 8 times/yr 8-12 Magazine and

teacher's guide

Consumers Union Bimonthly 4-8 Magazine and

teacher's guide

54.00

$6.00

CURRENT EVENTS

Annual Editions: Social Dushkin 1983 11-12 Paperbound book $7.65

Problems

Asking for Trouble: The Beacon Press 1982 10-12 Paperbound book $9.13

Autobiography of a White
,

African ::

Communism Prentice-Hall 1983 9-12 2 filmstrip/ $73.00

Media
cassettes, guide

Content

P overview of all lobs avail-

able in zoos

Practical advice for high-

schoolers choosing a career path

Decition-making models for

analyzing personal traits and

career/life choices

Steps involved in shoeing a

horse

Social concepts related to

consumer issues

Consumer concepts

Consumer concepts infused into

basic curriculum

Power, inequality, victims,

scarcity

A white South African's trans-

formation from racist to )ppon-

nent of apartheid

Describes the rise of communism

and present economic realities

in several countries
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Exploring Political

Terrorism

Human Relations

Media

1982 7-12 3 filmstrip/

cassettes, guide

$129.00

Media Voices: Debating Dushkin 1982 11-12 Paperbound book $6.25

Critical issues in

Mass Media

New Americans, The Dodd, Mead 1583 10-12 Hardbound book $13.95

Co.

New York Times Current

Affairs Series

Random House/EEM 1982-83 9-12 8 filmstrip/

cassettes, guide,

dup. master

2.00 ea,

Quest for Oil: Explora-

tion and Exploitation

Random MoosefEEM 1982-83 9.12 2 filmstrip/

cassettes, guide,

dup. master

$55.00

Robotics: The Human

cr, .

Scholastic Update

Prentice-Hall

Media

Scholastic

1983

9 times/yr

. 9-12

8-12

2 filmstrip/

cassettes, guide

Magazine $3.95

Slab City Wombat Pro- 1982 7-12 16mm film $495.00

ductions Videocassette $350.00

Soviet Union, The 'Congressional 1982 12 Paperbound book 59.25

Quarterly, Inc.

U.S. Defense Policy Congressional 1983 12 Paperbound book $8.95

Quarterly, Inc.

ECONOMICS

Annual Editions: Economics Dushkin 1983 11-12 Paperbound book $7.65

Annual Editions: Macro- Dushkin 1983 11=12 Paperbound book $7.65

economics

6

Political terrorism

Media/s rights and responsi-

bilities and effects on public

policy

Today's immigrants, refugees,

and illegal aliens

Poland, social security, TV,

U.S= policy in the Third World,

rights of criminals, abortion,

and terrorism,

How oil became a political

weapon on the world scene

Technological revolution,

self-fulfillment, and the

changing work environment

Public affairs

How senior citizens deal with

housing and financial pressures

Analysis of U.S.-Soviet rela-

tionships

Latest developments in American

national security and defense

Foundations of macro, micro, and

international economics

Economic indicators, employment,

fiscal policy

16b



Title

Business

Corporations

Publisher

Interact

prentice-Hall

Media

Economics/Political 4 Joint Council

Science Series: Analysing on Economics

Economic Development

Policios of Developing

Countries

Interest Rates: The Impact

on Society and the

Individual

Education

Human Relations

Media

Learning Economics Through Joint Council

'Childrens Stories
cr,

Children's on Economic

Education

Mean Jeans Manufacturing SouthIestern

Colony Publishing

Our Burr: HO It

WorkSt Activities and

Investigations

Addison-Wesley

Taking Sides: Clashing Dushkin

Views on Controversial

Economic Issues

TrustbusLing Prentice-Hall

Media

hblication

Date

Grade

Level

Type of

Material Price

1963 5-10 Simulation $23,00

1983 9-12 2 filmstrip/

cassettes, guide

$73.00

1983 9-12 Paperbound book $4.50

1982

1982

7-12

K-6

2 filmstrip/

cassettes, guide ,

Paperbound book

599.00

$3.00

1983 9-12 Simulation $55.00

1983 7-12 Paperbound book $4.29

1 11-12 Paperbound hook $8.06

1983 9-12 Filmstrip/cassette,

guide

$43.00

Content

Focus

Simulated business

Role corporations play in

American economics and social

life past and present

Understanding, measuring, and

assessing economic progress in

poorer countries

Interest rates--how they work,

how they affect people

Annotated bibliography of over

200 stories and articles to

enhance the teaching of

economics

Flow-of-work business community

simulation

Worktext that provides actin-

ties on B economic themes,

Such topics as dna-trust

policy, wage and price controls,

multinational corporations

How government and private

industry View regulations, today

and in the past

47u



ENERGY EDUCATION

Economics of Energy, The:

A Teaching Kit

Joint Council

on Economic

1983 7,12 Mng binder $12.00

Education

Energy Issues Congressional 1982 12 Paperbound book $7.95

Quarterly, Inc.

What Energy Means NationJ Geo- 1982 k,6 RA. film $255.00

graphic Society Idea $120.00

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

Acid Rain: A Plague Upon

the Waters

Dillon Press 1982 942 ndbound book $12.95

Annual Editions: Environ-

rent

Dushkin 1982 1112 Paperbound book $7.65

Environmental Issues

cr,

In Our Do Backyard:

Congressional

Quarterly, Inc,

Bullfrog Films

1982

1982

12

7,12

Paperbound book

bocassette

$7.95

$200.00

The First Love Canal

Our Drinking Water: A

Threatened Resource

Public Affairs

Committee

1983 7,12 Paperbound

lmphlet

$0,50

I

Taking Sides: Clashing Dushkin . 1983 11'12 Paperbound book $8.06

Views On COntrOVerS131

Environmental Issues

FUTURE STUDIES

Martian Chronicles, The Media Basics 1983 6,12 fillstrip/

motto program

$116.50

11 lessons, test forms, and

annotated bibliography on

economics of energy

New directions and goals for

energy

Overview of energy issues

Economics, politics, and history

of acid rain problem

Population, pollution energy,

resources, wildlife

Prospects and problems

Describes events at Love Canal,

1978-80

Water resources

Views on such topics as nuclear

power, the clean air act, cancer

..'

The future history of the Colo-

nization of Mars



Title Publisher

bllcatlaa

Date

Grdcic-=

Lea=

Type of

Material Pric 1 °g61

GEOGRAPHY

Beginning Geography Right onPro-

gams

1983 Disk/cassette for

Apple and PET

$18.00 Directions, sypilOwuntains,

rivers, and ciiis

Canada's Wilderness Lands National b-

graphic Satiety

1982 7, ;2 Hardbound book $10:25 Geography of Qangowildernes5

Ecology of a gay Enjoy Coat.'

cations

1902 li-=1 Filmstrip/

cassette, guide

$26.00 Life cis einq etOment of a

Day

Geography MECC 1981 4-1,-] Diskette and guide

for Atari

$37.00 Continents, scat ppitaig

Geo-rap' nors) E. David and 1982 4-1Z2 Cassette $99.00 Map skills gaAe

Assoc, Diskette for

Apple or PET

$104.00

5 Hands-on Geography Nystrom 1903 4-59 7 programs, $279.00 Map skills, topoq* and

4 including desk maps per set

and activities

people of %%rid &dOptinents

E. Day dal 1963 5 1 ;=2 Cassette $24.95 Arcade-type 04 kills gaze

Assoc. Diskette for TRS-80 $24.95

Medalist Continents Hartley (.41,5e

were

1982 4-5!9 Computer software $39.95 Facts about conttpd sand

oceans

Medalist States Hartley Carie-

ware

1982 4 Computer software $39.95 Facts about state

North America:-Land of Nationalaw 19 F ..4 Flimstrip/eas- $29.9$ Dods, music, creirecrea-

Many people graphic Society Bette, guide tioril De105011144
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PIA Coonjoy

Touring E. David and

Assoc.

Turning Points

tieoljOphy

Viking Children's World

0 Atlasi The

world Geography

penguin Books

Concept Dduca-

tional Software

The Viking Press

Concept Edna-

tional Software

World Regions Rilht On Pro-

grams

G14AL EDUCATION

America in the Worldt A Foreign Policy

Guide to U.S. Foreign Association

Policy

Annual Editions: World Dobkin

Politics

17o

1923 2-12 Master diskette $39.95

Data set $19.95

1982 4.12 Cassette $99.00

Diskette for $iO4.00

Apple or PET

1983 4-6 6 paperbound books $3.50 ea.

1983 6-9 Diskette $35.00

1983 1=6 Clothbound book $6.70

1983 6-9 Diskette $35.00

2983 3 3 disk/cassettes

for Apple and PVT

$12,00 ea.

1983 9=12 !Paperbound book $9.95

fl

1983 11-12 , Paperbound book, $7.55

Master program questions stu-

dents on data supplied by

teacher or on data set

Map skills gane

Changes in the environment;

topics are continents and

mates, earthquakes and vol-

canoes, mountains and valleys,

rivers and lakes, seas and

oceans, weather

U.S. geography

20 maps and 100 photos showing

characteristics of parts of the ,

world

World geography

Climate, animals, birds, and

plant life of polar i desert i and

mountain regions

History of U.S. foreign policy

and process by which policy is

made

Politics of the U.S'" USSR,

Western Urope, Japan, and the

Third World
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Title Publisher

Ntlication

Date

Grade DIP of

Level Material Price

Content

Focus

Chilerezn Around the

World

Random House EEM 1982=83 4-6 12 filmstrip

cassettes, 2

guides

255.00 Children of ASI81 Australia,

Oceania, South America, and

Africa

Conflic=t in Northern Prentice-Hall 1982 9-12 2 filmstrip/ $73.00 Changes in the area in the past

Irelarnd Media cassettes, guide ten years

Festivezis of Light U.S. Committee 1983 4-6 64 slides, cam- $22.50 Introduction to celehru. n:

for UNICEF sette,.2 guides honoring the sun, fire. .1(

light

Global Education Resource Planetary. 1982-83 10=12 6 self-educational $3.50 0 Disarmament, economics, ecology,

Kits Citizens resource kits $6.00 6 litingerl, agriculture, population,

human rights

Great EDecisiens '83 and Foreign Policy 1983-84 9-12

'84 Association

H

o,

'Wadi irne Series Foreign Policy 1972-83

Association

9-12

Inter=ms 102, 103, and Global Perspec- 1982-83 7-12

2 paperbound hooks $6.00

2 teacher's guies $2.00

Bibliography $2.00

Paperbound books $3,00

3 journals $4.00 a

Background and analysis of eight

important foreign policy issues

Provides over 150 titles includ-

ling general references

31 titles; each examines current

r.;.S. foreign relations issue

Food and hunger, law, and inte-

l04 tives In Educa- : gration of social studies and

tion foreign language instruction

I
.

Israel and the U.S,: Foreign Policy 1982 9-12 Pamphlet SLOG , Short and long-term issues

Frierht3ship and Discord Association

Korean Conflict Prentice-Hall 1982 9-12 Filmstrip/cas-, $43,00 Historical background and view-

Media Bette, guide points of conflicting sides

Vielhamo-Tonkin Gulf Prentice-Hall 1982 9-11 Filmstrip/cam- $43,00 Results of resolution and the

ResOILJtion Media '
sette, guide final stages of the war
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LEGAL EDUCATION

Annual Editions: Criminal

Justice

Bill' Rights 1n Action

Dushkin 1983 11°12 Paperbound hook

Constitutional Quarterly 10-12 Magazine

Rights Founda-

tion ,

California State Mock Constitutional

Trlal Competition Packet Rights Founda-

tion

Civil 14w: Undurstanding

Your Rights, Remedies

and Obligations

Criminal Justice: Advanced

Fleadings and Activities

Criminal Justice System

in America, Thu

Freedom of the Press: A

Simulation of Legal

Issues in Journalism

Great American Trials

Of Codes and Crowns:

The Development of Law

Human Relations

Media

Coustitutlenal

Rights Founda-'

Lion

Pusan Relations

Media

Legal Studies

Simulations

1982 9-12 Paperbound book

$7.65 Crime, juvenile justice, correc-

tions, police

$5.00/yr, Law-related, social' studies

themes; example topics--grass

roots political processes,

recent Supreme Court decisions,

censorship

$4.25 Model for staging a m ck trial

competition

1983 7=12 3 filmstripicas- $129.00 Rights and obligations, mid'

settes, guide ing legal pitfalls

1983 10-12 Paperbound book 86.95 Crime, criminal law, and pro-

cedures; role-plays and simula-

tions

1982 7=12 3 filmstrip/cas- $129.00 History and features of criminal

settes, guide

1983 9-12 Simulation

Random house/UM 198213

Constitutional

Rights Founda-

t ion

justice system

$34.50 Legal and ethical issues in

gathering news

7-12 6 flimstripicas- $141.00

settes, guide

1983 9.12 Paperbound book

Salem witch trial, John Peter

Sager, Scopes, Sacco and Van-

zetti, Alger Hiss- Chicago 7

$4.50 Development of law from pre-,

historic t"mes to the Renais-

sance
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Title

Publication

Date

tirade

Level

Type 01

Material Price

Content

FOCUS

Posters ior Law Education 14w Instructor 1983 7-12 4 posters S15.00 Stimulate interest in law

Publications

Supreme Court Justice

and the Law

Congressional

Quarterly, Inc.

1983 12 Paperbound book $9.25 Members, operations, and dect-

slops of the Supreme Court

Supreme Court Highlights West Publishing 1983 9.12 Paperbound book 54.45 Recent Supreme Court cases

Street Law: A Student's

Guide to Practical Law

Random House/EEM 1982 9-12 6 filmstrip/cas-

settes, student

book, guide

$149.00 Civil and criminal law cases

Taking Sides: Clashing

Views ON Controversial

Lopl Issues

Dushkin 1983 11-12 Paperbound book $8.06 Views on such topics as the

adiTrsary system, the death

penalty, and abortion

MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION

cr,
Embers: Stories for a

co
Changing World

Feminist Press 1983 3-8 Paperbound book

Teacher's edition

$8,05

$17.05

Overcoming barriers of sex,

race, and disability

NUCLEAR/PEACE EDUCATION

Beyond the Freeze: The PedCOH Press 1983 7-12 Paperbound book $5.72 Nuclear arms race

Road to Nuclear Sanity

Disarmament; The Quest Human Relations 1983 7-12 4 filmstrip/cas- $159,00 Evolution of arms control and

for Peace Media settes, guide nuclear policy

Ground Zero Interact 1983 7-12 Individual learn-

ing project

57.00 Effects of nuclear war

Nuclear Arms Prentice-Hail

Media

1983 9-12 Filmstrip/cas-

setto, guide

$47.00 History of nuclear arms; pros

and cons of continued buildup

it?
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Nuclear Energy

Peace: A Conscious

Choice

Peace and World Order

Studies: A Cutriculum

Guide f4th ed.1

peace Child

Prentice-Hall 1983

Media

9-12 Filmstriptcas- $47.00 Origins of nuclear energy and

sette, guide ,
the advantages and disadvantages

of nuclear power plants

Bullfrog Rims 1982 5-12 16mm film

World Policy

Institute

peace Child

Foundation

PSYCHOLOGY

Annual Editions: Personal Dushkin

Growth and Behavior

Annual Editions:

111,,aology

Coming of Age

Taking Sides! Clashing

Views on Controversial

Psychological Issues

SOCIAL STUDIES

American Legacy

punkin

$90.00 Steps toward world peace

.1983 11-12 Curriculum guide $9.95 Methodology and practice of

peace and world order studies

1982 4-10 Script, scores,

cassette, book,

and newsletter

$30.00 Play designed to stimulate

thinking about the world's

future

1982 1 12 Paperbound book $7.65 Self-identity, sex roles, deter-

terminants of behavior, mal-

adjustment, coping

1983 11-12 Paperbound book

New Day Films 1982 9-12

Dushkin

Agency for

Instructional

Television

1982 11-12

$7.65 Biological bases of behavior,

psychological development,

personality

Film $45,00

Video $560-00

Paperbound book $8.06

Male-female relationships,

racial identity, family dynamics

Such topics as psycho-surgery,

intelligence, homosexuality

1983 5-6 16 16mm films $250.00 ea. Geographic and historic details

16 videocassettes $125.00 ea. Of regions of the United States



Title

Christmas in Many Lands

Community Hvipers

Game Show, TLe.

Holidays and Festivals

Master Match

Publisher

National Geo-

graphic Society

publicatiun

bate

1983

Right On Pro- 1983,

grams

ComputerAdvanced

Ideas

Right On Pro-

grams

Grade

level

3=6 Filmstrip/cas-

sette, guide

Type of

Material Price

Content

Focus

Disk/cassette

for Apple & PET

1962 2-8 Software authoring

diskette

Subject diskettes

1983 2 Disk/cassette for

Apple and PET

Computer-Advanced 1983 K-12 Diskette

Ideas Subject diskettes

(al This Day': A Collection Libraries

of Everyday Learning Unlimited

Events and Activities

School Manners

Singing Tree, The

Story Tree, The; Manners

and holidays Learning

Materials

Educational

Insights

Developmental

Learning

Materiels

Developmental n

Study Quit Files and

Multiple-Choice Files

1983 R-12 Handbook

1983 1=4 3 coloring books

1983 K-3 20 fiinstripS, 2

manuals

$29.95 Christmas customs around the

world

$18.00 Community services and those who

provide them

$39.95

$19.95 ea.

18.00

$39.95

$19.95 ea.

Authoring system to create

lessons; four subject diskettes

available

Vocabulary, games, customs, and

gifts of U.S. holidays

Qblz show format; four subject

diskettes available

$27.50 Chronology to help teachers

develop activities about his-

torical evAts, personalities,

discoveries, and inventions

$3.95 ea, DevelopMent of social awareness

$200.00

1983 K-3 12 filmstrips, 2 $175.00

guides

Compu-Tations 1982

18',)

2-12 Diskettes far

Apple or Atari

Songs and photos encouraging

students to examine the world

around them

Manners and holidays

$24.95 ea. - Program to create quiz lessor',

on any subject
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Tic Tac Show

Transportation

Computer-Advanced

ides

Right On Pro- ,

grass

1982

1983

K-8

2

Viskette

Subject diskettes

Disk/cassette for

Apple and PET

$39.95

$19.95 ea,

$18.00

raking It Out Perennial Ednc, 1983 9-12 Filmstrip $40.00

Your Community Right On Pro=

grgs

1983 Disk/cassette for

Apple and PET ,

$18.00

SOCIAL STUDIES ShILL

DEVELOPMENT)

Hu d better Reader Prentice-Hall 1984 4-12 9 workbooks $4.50=

$4.98 ea.

(eivehensien Throliqh Dow,lopnAentl 1,A3 1.12 2 paperbound work- $3.00 ea.

Active luvol,..ement Learning (remedial) books

Materials 2 guides Guides free

DEAL: Daily Experiences

and Activities for Living

Developmental

Learning

1)83 7-12

(remedial)

6 paperbound work-

books

$3.25 ea.

Materials 6 guides Guides free

Learning About Time National Geo'

graphic Society

1983 K-3 2 filmstrip/cas-

settes, guide

$59.95

Maps and Globes Coronado 1983 4-9 Hardbound book 7.98

Publishers

Research Skills Coronado 1983 4-9 Hardbound book $7.98

Riblishers

18/

Animated quiz show system; four

subject diskettes available

History and use of various types

of transportation

Decision making for teens

Large cities, small towns--

similarities and differences

Comprehension/study skills

applied to content areas

Reading skills through high

interest selections from

science and social studies

Inforation sources, consumer

buying, housing, working,

nutrition and health, transpor-

tation

Time/chronology skills

Basic map and globe skills

Basic research skills



Title Wisher

Publication

Date

Grade

Level

Type of

Material Price

SOOAL STUDIES ITACHE

EDUCATION

Social Studies in av

ih03

ASCU 1982 College Paperbound book $75

SCCl0LXi1

Annual Editions: Marriage

and Family

Dushkin 1983 11-12 Paperbound book $7.65

Taking Sides: Clashing Doshkin 1982 11-12 Paperbound book MOB

Views on Controversial

Social Issues

STATE STUDIES

Living Wyoming's Past Pruett 1983 4 Hardbound hook $12.95

Publishing

North Carolina :Inc Prentice-Hall 1983 7-9 Mardbound'iiooK $13.80

HIstory ot an American

State

States 0 the United

States

Right On Pro-

grams

1983 5 Disk/cassette for

Apple and PET

$18.00

U.S. GOVERWENT

Lons: A4.; rin L'shkin Ign 11-12 paperbound hook $7.S

Government

Branches of Goverment National Geo-

graphic Society

1982 7-12 3 16mm films,

guides

$400.00 ea.

Videos $360.00 ea:

0

CQ Guide to Current Congressional 1983 Paperbound book $7.95

American Government Quarterly, Inc.

1

I

Content

Focus

Current state of social studies,

with recommendations for future

Formation, maintenance, and

termination of relationships

Views on such topics as poverty,

affirmative action, the women's

movement

Wyoming history

History and geography of North

Carolina, its cultural heritage,

and the state today

Basic information on the 50

states

Structure and process

government

H.S.

A look at each branch of the

federal government

Inside look at American govern-

ment
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hemocracy Right On Fro= 1983 5 Disk/cassette for $18.00 U.S. government, Constitution,

grams Apple and PET Bill of '.,Aghts

Enemy of the Pe691ej An Media basics 1982 9-12 Filmstrip/eau- $115.50 Exploration of the meaning of

sette democracy and free expreSSiOrl

FDR's 100 Days prentice-Hall 1983 9-12 Filmstrip/cas- $47:00 New Deal programs and their

Media sette, guide influence on today's society

Mouse, The A Contemporary Prentice-Hall 1983 9-12 Filmstrip/Cu- $43.00 Changes in the past 10 years

Look Media sette, guide

How Conqrouu Works Congressional 1983 12 Paperbound book $9.25 U.S. Congress leadership, pro-

Quarterly, Inc,
cedures, pressures

Policy Choices: Critical Dushkin 1983 11-12 Paperbound book $8.06 Such foreign policy topics,as

Issueg in American
human rights and the U.S. and

Foreign Policy
the Third World

tT,,10 Presidency: Decade ut Prentice-hall 1982 9-12 Filmstrip/cas- $43.00 Cnanges in the office of the

Change Media sette, guide presidency

Senate, The: A Contempo- Prentice-Mall 1983 9-12 Filmstrip/us- $43400 Changes in the past 10 years

rary took Medis sette, guide

TakiDg Sides; Citing rushkin 1981 11-12 Paperbound book $8,06 Views on such topics as capital

Views on Controversial
punishment, gun control, and

Political Imes ,

.,

detente

Vice-Presidency: Decade Prentice-Hall. 1982 : 9-12 Filmstrip/us- $43.00 Changes in the office of the

of Change' Media
Bette, guide vice-presidency

,Watergate Prentice-Hall 1983 9-12 Filmstrip/cas- $47.00 ,
Events of the break-in and the

Medik sale, guide drama that resulted in Nixon

resignation

19



Publication Grade Type of Content

Title Publisher Date Level Material Price Focus

We, the Govbrnment Pandit House EEM 1982.83 4-6

U.S. HIST*

Abe Lincoln in 111inois

ACQA Series

Media Basics ..1962
6.9

5 filmstrip/oas- $13%00 Local to federal government

settes, guide

Pi mstrip/cas= $123,50 Lincoln's formative years In

setts
emerging frontier America

Prentice-Hall 1963 9 -12 4 filmstrip/cas. $167.00 Major events of the past ten

Media
settes, guide

years in sociology and politics;.

Vietnam, the 1970s, lack of

public trust in government,

1 environmental problems

American History Through Right On Pro- 1983 4 'Disk/cassette for $1 Famous Americans of Colonial

Biographies grams
Apple and PET America and the Westward move=

went

1.4

American Indians Right on Pro- 1983 5 Diskhassettelor $18.00 Way of life, language, and COn-

aR grams ,

. Apple and PET
tributions of Indian tribtes

American Indians of he National Oeo- 1983 376 Cassette, activity $24.95 Life of indians of the eastern

Eastern Woodlands graphic Society ,
sheets U.S.

American Revolution, The Random House/EEM 198283 4-6 4 filmstrip/mas- $88.00 The dreams that led'to the forg-

,settes, guide .
ing of America

Writes Power ad Human Relations . 1982 7.12 3 filmstrip/us- $129.00 Internitional events and key

Prestige Since Vietnam Media settes, guide American policies sinCe.Vietnam

Annual Editions; American Dushkin , 1982.83 11=12 2 paperbound Woks , $7.16 ea, U.S history from pre-colonial

History

days to present
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Cbel lei;gelt

Developing the A-Bomb:

A Decision of Destiny

Expeditions

/'

'for Atari

)

Oreft Depression, The Random Uouse/EFM 1982 =83 9=12 2 filmstrip/cas- $55.00 The long decade of the 305

1

Right On Fro- 1983 5 3 looseleaf .finders $100.00 Indian life, patriotic songs of

grams
with disks, print

materials, puzzles,

'Vocabulary, and

bibliography

04 the U.S., Azericen Inventions

Random House/EEM 1982=83 9-12 2 filmstrips, guide,

1 dup. master

$55.00' America's ushering in of the

atomic age

MECC 1983 5 =9 Diskette and manual , 36.00 Fur traders, Oregon trail

A ,Chronicle

,

rooicle of the Lean
settes, guide, 1

Years
dup. master

i ,
,

Growth of the United' Right On Pro- 1983 : 4 Disk/cassette for $18.00 Growth of government, resources,

/States grams
Ateri and PET industry

1-a
di/4amestown and Williams= Random House/EIM 1982-83 4-6 5 filnstrip/cas- $108.00 History of the Jamestown and

/ burg: America's Begin=

nings

, Labor Almanac, The Libraries

Unlimited

Louis L'Amour's American

West

Mayflower Compact

seats, guide Williamsburg colbhies

1983 9.12 Hardbound book $25.00 Pertinent information on U.S.

labor movement

Media Basics 1982 6-12 Filmstrip. c

seLte

136:50 The spirit of f ntier America

Prentice-Hall 1983 9-12 Filmstrip /case 543.00 Background of the document and

Media
Bette, guide'

,:. its effect on the governing

principles of ,the U.S.

Medalist Black Americans Hartley

Courseware

1982 5-9 , Computer software $39. 5' Facts about black Americans



J` Medalist Presidents

Wisher

Hartley

Coursewa:

Medalist Women In History Hartley

Coursew#tr

Memorable Americans: 1750- Librar

1950
unliml

,

Studying HIstdry Can

Fun

U.S. Presidents

Vocabulary Review for

American History

cr" Who Built America?

Writing Activities for

Miaow) HIStory

URBAN STUDIES

Annual Editions: Urban

Society

VALUES1DUCATION

Energy and Morality:

WTEN'S STUDIES

7Ahtoinette Brown Black-

/ welly A Biography,

I

A 5rade Type of

bevel Material Price

5-9 Computer software $39,95'

5.9 Computer software 69.55

7-12 Hardbound book

Law Inst :: 1983 721 , Poster

punlicat

Concept MA-- 1983

tion Software

Educational

Masterprints

Right On Pro-

grams

Educational

Masterprints

pushkin ,

Bullfrog Films

Feminist Press

Diskette

1982 9-12 Duplicating

masters

1983 4

1982 9-12

1982 11-12

1983 ,9-12

1983 10.12

$23.50

Content

Focus

Facts about Presidents

Facts about Writ 6 women

Men and women who influenced

U.S. culture and history

$4.00 Motivational history poster

$30.00

$6.50

History and quizzes on U.S.

Presidents

Skill drills

Disk/cassette for $18.00 S Immigrants why they came, how

Apple and PET they contributed

DupliCating $8:50

masters

Paperbound book

16mm HIM

Writing skills exercises

06 Urban problems, social poli-

cies, and features

Paperbound bOok

$525.00 Relationship of energy use to

value syste0

$8.95 Biography of women's,rights

advocate and Ordained minister
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First Women Who Spoke

Out, The

Letters from Amelia'. An

intimate Portrait of

Amelia Earheart

Migid C4pany: Women

in the, Modern Army

WORLD CULTURES

C(Mparative World

Religions

World Cultures

.1 WORLD HISTORY

Ancient Civilizations

Annual Editions: Western

Civilization 1 .

Challengeitl!!
4

Dinosaur

'Early nUM40

Dillon Press 1983 6-12

Beacon Press 1982 10-12

Beacon Press 1982 10712

Random NoosolEEM 1982-83 912

Random House/EEM 1982.83 4-6

Right On Pro-

grams

1983 6

. Dobkin 1983 11-12

Right On 'Pro- ,

grams

1983 6

Interact 1983 1-8

Right On Pro- 1983

grams

Hardbound book $8.95

Paperbound book

Early activities for women's

rights

$9.57 Correspondence of aviator

Paperbound book $8,61

6 filmstrIP/cas. $141.O

setteso guide

10 filmstrip/cm- $241,00

sates, guide

Disk/cassette for

Apple and PET

$18.00

Women in the military

Tenets and practices of Hindu.

ism, Judaism, Buddhism, Taoism,

Confucianism, Shintuismi Chris-

tianity, and Islam

Cultures in Africa, IndIa, South

America, Europe

Early Greek and Roman civili-

zations

2 paperhOund honks $7.16 ea. Western civilizations from pre-

3 looseleaf binders .$100.00 ea.

with disks, printed

materials, puzzles,

vocabulary, and

bibliography

Simulation

history through the 20th century

The Middle Ages, Renaissance,'

and Seven Wonders of the Ancient

World

$23.00 Simulated archaeological work

Disk/cassette for $18.00

Apple and PET

prebintgic-liumans and how they

lived and learned

It A
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Title

End of Colonialism, The:

120th Century Upheaval

Middle Ages, "The

Middle Ages, The

Publication Grade Type ,of 'Coritent
f

Publisher Date Level Material' Price Focus

Random Ifou e/EEN 1902.83 9-12 2 filmstrip/cos- $55.00 Study of colonialism

settes, guide,

1 dup, master

Nation Al Geo- 19R3 7-12 3 filmstrip /OS $79.95 Major events and people of he

graphic: Society settes, guide' period

Right On Pro- 1983, 6 Disk /cassette for $18,00 Political and economic f

grams,
Apple and PET of life

Preserving pt's Past National Geo- 1962 7-12 16mm film

graphic Society Video

Rise of Nazism, The:

Terror and Tragedy

$400.00, Egyptian history.,

$360,00

Random House/EEM 1982-83 9-12 2, filmstrip /car- $55.00 History qf the fascist movement

settes, guide, 1

dup. master

.4 Russian Revolution, The: Random House BEM 1982-83 9-12 2 filmstrip/cas- $55.00 'dents that led to the revolu-

Czarism to Bolshevism
settes, guide, 1 Lion

dup. master

Vocabulary Reviews for Educational 1902 ,9-12 ' Duplicating $5.75 , Skill drills

World History Mastorprints Masters

20i
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